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This thesis investigates the role of submarine hydrothermal vents in the global marine Fe
budget. While debate continues over the sources of dissolved Fe to the global deep-ocean
dissolved Fe budget, it had been presumed, until recently, that all the Fe emitted from
hydrothermal vents precipitates and sinks to the seafloor close to the vent source.
However, in the open ocean, dissolved Fe exists at concentrations greater than the
predicted solubility because of the presence of organically complexed Fe. If similar
complexes were formed in the hydrothermal systems then there would be the potential for
dissolved Fe export via hydrothermal plumes to the deep-ocean.
To investigate the fate of hydrothemally sourced Fe, samples were collected from hightemperature hydrothermal vent-field plumes at 9°N on the East Pacific Rise and at 5°S on
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The samples from the East Pacific Rise were analysed for Fe and
dissolved and particulate organic carbon. Although hydrothermal systems are presumed to
be inorganically dominated, elevated concentrations of dissolved organic carbon compared
to background seawater were detected in near-field buoyant plumes and the concentration
of organic carbon appeared to relate to the total Fe concentration, consistent with the
presence of some organic-Fe interaction.
Non-buoyant plume samples from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge were analysed for total
dissolvable and dissolved Fe and Mn as well as speciation studies on a subset of the
dissolved Fe samples using Competitive Ligand Exchange – Cathodic Stripping
Voltammetry. The dissolved Fe concentrations in the dispersing plume were higher than
predicted from dissolved Fe(II) oxidation rates alone. Further investigation into the
speciation of the dissolved Fe revealed the presence of stable Fe-ligand complexes, similar
to those detected in the open ocean, but with higher concentrations. If these Fe-ligand
complexes were representative of all hydrothermal systems, submarine venting could
potentially provide between 11 to 22% of the global deep-ocean dissolved Fe budget.
Buoyant plume samples from the same vent site were analysed for total dissolvable and
dissolved Fe and Mn as well as particulate Fe, Mn, P, V, Cu, Zn and the rare earth
elements. Fe isotopes were also analysed in the particulate fraction, as a potential tool for
tracing the biogeochemical cycle of Fe in the ocean. The forms of particulate Fe were
elucidated using the particulate trace element data, enabling the isotope fractionation
caused by Fe sulfide precipitation to be determined. A diagnostic isotope signature for a
potential stabilised dissolved Fe fraction was predicted to be isotopically heavier than the
original vent fluid, potentially enabling Fe inputs from hydrothermal vents to be traced
throughout the ocean.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to examine the influence of hydrothermal activity on the
biogeochemistry of the ocean. Specifically, this study will investigate the fate of
dissolved Fe emitted from high-temperature deep-sea hydrothermal vents and its
biogeochemical cycle in the oceans.

1.1 Fe biogeochemistry in the oceans
Iron is the fourth most abundant element in the Earth’s crust and the second most
abundant metal. Iron in the crust (5.6%) is a stable element and forms
thermodynamically stable compounds with oxides and carbonates. In comparison, the
concentrations of dissolved Fe in the modern open ocean are very low – typically <1 nM
(de Baar and de Jong, 2001). The reasons for these distributions relate to iron’s chemical
properties and behaviour.

Most of the Fe in the Earth’s mantle, oceanic and continental crust is in mafic minerals
where Fe is present in its more reduced +2 oxidation state. Once in the more oxidising
ocean, Fe is thermodynamically stable as Fe(III), hence the lifetime of Fe(II) in the
oceans depends on its oxidation half-life (Millero et al., 1987). In oxic marine conditions
with neutral pH, Fe(II) is readily oxidised to Fe(III). The Fe(III) ion then forms
complexes with a preference for oxygen-donor ligands forming sparingly soluble
oxyhydroxides which precipitate and sink to the seafloor. Consequently, the
concentration of Fe(II) in the oceans would be predicted to be negligible based purely on
thermodynamic considerations.

Understanding the cycling of Fe in the oceans is important because Fe is thought to be a
limiting micro-nutrient for primary production. Historically, primary production has
been regarded as limited by the availability of light and macro-nutrients (nitrate,
phosphate and silicate) and it was not until 1990 that it was hypothesised that Fe acts as a
limiting nutrient in High Nutrient – Low Chlorophyll (HNLC) regions (Martin et al.,
1994; Martin et al., 1990). These oceanic regions, for example the Southern Ocean and
the North Pacific, have an abundance of macro-nutrients and light in the summer but are
still deficient in phytoplankton. Primary production has been hypothesised to be limited
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by the availability of Fe, even though dissolved Fe concentrations throughout the oceans
are extremely low (<1 nM) and this hypothesis has since been validated by a number of
controlled experiments (Boyd et al., 2000; Coale et al., 2004; Gordon et al., 1998; Lam
and Bishop, 2008; Tsuda et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2006).

Recent work has demonstrated that in addition to the most stable complexes of Fe(III)
that precipitate and sink to the seafloor as Fe oxides, organic Fe(III) complexes in the
open ocean increase the solubility of Fe(III) in salt solutions, resulting in Fe availability
to plankton (Liu and Millero, 1999; Liu and Millero, 2002). Fe exists at concentrations
greater than the predicted solubility in both the surface and deep open-ocean (Millero,
1998) and >99% of dissolved Fe has been demonstrated to be complexed by stable
organic ligands (Gledhill and Van den Berg, 1994; Rue and Bruland, 1997; Van den
Berg, 2006). In the deep open-ocean an average concentration of 0.7 nM dissolved Fe
exists (ranging from 0.4 to 1 nM)(Bergquist and Boyle, 2006) in association with Febinding ligands that are present in concentrations ranging from 0.7 to 1.4 nM. The
organic ligands are presumed to be released by microorganisms but little is known about
their chemical composition (Van den Berg, 1995). Organic Fe complexation will reduce
the reactivity of the Fe species, preventing both precipitation of Fe and scavenging
(adsorption/absorption) of Fe into/onto particulate phases.

In addition to dissolved organic Fe(III) complexes, low dissolved Fe(II) concentrations
have previously been measured in; a) the surface ocean, where photo reduction causes a
steady state presence of Fe(II) to be maintained in sunlit oxic waters (King et al., 1993);
b) in anoxic basins where the lack of oxygen prevents Fe oxidation (Spencer and Brewer,
1971); and c) in chemically reduced high-temperature hydrothermal vent fluids, emitted
from the seafloor. Particulate Fe(III) has also been found to be important in the oceans in
a broader geochemical sense as a scavenging agent. In its oxide form, the Fe can adsorb
trace elements and act as a net sink in their geochemical cycle (Bruland and Lohan,
2003).

There are a complex variety of Fe species present in oxic oceans and determination of the
different Fe species is difficult. The current analytical procedure for the analysis of the
Fe spectrum involves size fractionation, and is carried out with ~0.2 or ~0.4 µm
membrane filters (Martin and Gordon, 1988). Within the 0.4 µm filtered fraction are the
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‘dissolved’ species, which includes colloidal and soluble Fe species, separating out the
particulate phase. Further filtration of the filtrate using a 0.025 or 0.05 µm filter can be
used to separate the soluble fraction, leaving behind the Fe colloids on the filter
(Nishioka et al., 2001). It is important to realise that the method is operationally defined
as Fe is present in a spectrum of sizes ranging from simple ions to conventional
particulate phases, and that these particulate phases are expected to be in a dynamic
equilibrium. For example, nanoparticulate Fe species have recently been determined to
be present in the ‘dissolved’ fraction.

It was not until very recently that analytical techniques and our knowledge of the oceans
had progressed to a suitable level to enable accurate measurements of Fe in the ocean to
be made. Prior to the 1990s, Fe contamination was a major source of error during the
collection of samples, processing, storage and analysis (Landing and Bruland, 1987).
Since the 1990’s Fe measurement methods have improved (including the ability to
measure stable isotope ratios for Fe) and contamination minimised. The biogeochemical
cycle of Fe has now become of major interest to the scientific community, including the
emerging GeoTraces program.

One of the goals of the GeoTraces study is to evaluate the sources, sinks and internal
cycling of important oceanic species. For Fe, four main sources have been identified;
riverine, atmospheric (aeolian), sedimentary and hydrothermal (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 – Schematic of the dissolved Fe (dFe) inputs into the ocean. Data sources
for aeolian and riverine inputs from Ussher at al. (2004); see text for hydrothermal
input data sources.
Atmospheric inputs are considered the principal source of soluble Fe to the open ocean.
The Fe source (arid and semi-arid regions of the world) is often thousands of miles away
from the final destination and the Fe is associated with the deposition of aluminosilicate
minerals from soil material, i.e. dust (<10 µm size particles);(Jickells and Spokes, 2001).
This can occur through either wet or dry deposition and both are dependent on the
aerosol size and Fe solubility once the Fe enters the surface ocean (Baker and Jickells,
2006; Buck et al., 2006). Particularly important areas are the large North African deserts,
particularly the Sahara, which impacts the tropical North Atlantic, and Asian deserts,
such as the Gobi in Northern China, which impacts the temperate North Pacific. Because
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of the locations of these deserts and prevailing wind directions, dust input only affects
specific regions of the global upper ocean (Jickells et al., 2005).

The overall annual dust flux to the oceans has been estimated to be on the order of
magnitude of 500 x 1012 g yr-1 (Jickells, 1999). However, the proportion of dissolved Fe
released from this particulate Fe flux is not well determined and there are large
uncertainties over the magnitude of dissolved Fe input from dust to the ocean. The flux
is predicted to fall in the range 0.2 to 0.5 x 1012 g dissolved Fe per year (i.e. 0.04 – 0.1%
of the particulate Fe flux).

Rivers, unlike seawater, can carry dissolved Fe concentrations as high as 40 µg L-1 with a
flux of 1.54 x 1012 g y-1 transported to the ocean margins (Duce and Tindale, 1991;
Martin and Windom, 1991). However, even though dissolved organic matter (DOM) has
the ability to keep trace metals in solution in rivers at high pH, that DOM (and hence also
the associated Fe) is removed from solution very efficiently in estuaries, as a result of
rapid flocculation that occurs upon mixing of fresh water with seawater. This same
complexation can lead to significant dissolved Fe removal (Boyle et al., 1977; Moore et
al., 1979; Sholkovitz and Copland, 1981), such that only ~10% of the dissolved riverine
Fe remains in solution to be exported from estuaries and enter the ocean basins (Martin
and Windom, 1991). The resultant net dissolved Fe flux from rivers is ~0.1 x 1012 g per
year.

The role of sediments as an input of dissolved Fe to the ocean has received much less
attention than the previous two inputs already discussed. However, sediment inputs are
certainly a potential source of Fe that merits further attention (Landing and Bruland,
1987). As particulate matter, enriched in trace metals, reaches the seafloor it is subject to
diagenesis. As sediments compact, pore water fluids are produced and advected to the
surface. The chemistry of this fluid depends on the redox conditions of the sediments
and below ~8 to 15 cm, the sediments become anoxic (Libes, 1992). In anoxic ocean
basins, diagenesis will lead to the dissolution of all Fe and Mn oxides, which will then be
released into the overlying water column where they will remain stable. However, this
situation is unusual as most ocean basins are oxic. Here, any reduced Fe(II) in the pore
water fluid will advect upwards to shallower oxic levels within the sediments, where the
Fe(II) will be oxidised and precipitated before even being released to the overlying water
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column. However, in coastal and high productivity regions, where there is a high
deposition of organic matter to the sediments, the anoxic/oxic interface is at the same
level as the seafloor. This means that dissolved Fe(II) can flow directly up into the water
column (Elrod et al., 2004; Severmann et al., 2006). Therefore if Fe(III) is stabilised by
the organic rich sediments (Froelich et al., 1979), the solubility of the Fe(III) species will
be increased, preventing precipitation in the oxic basin. The flux of dissolved Fe from
sediment inputs has not been quantified.

The focus of this study, however, will be the potential of hydrothermal inputs as a source
of dissolved Fe to the ocean. The concentration of dissolved Fe(II) in high-temperature
hydrothermal end-member fluids is on the order of 1 mM or higher (i.e. approximately
~1 million-fold higher than ambient deep-ocean concentrations) and what is particularly
notable is that all this Fe is injected into the ocean in dissolved form.

The gross flux of hydrothermal fluid to the oceans has been an important question for
understanding the chemical impact of hydrothermal systems on the ocean and simple
thermal calculations of hydrothermal power outputs have provided the magnitude of
hydrothermal circulation (Elderfield and Schultz, 1996; Mottl, 2003). These estimates
have been achieved using various geochemical methods such as 3He/heat, Mg, Sr
isotopes, Li isotopes and Ge/Si ratios, but not without issues associated with each of the
methods. These estimated heat fluxes have been converted to water fluxes by estimating
how much of the heat flux is made up of high-temperature flow compared to low
temperature diffuse flow. This introduces large uncertainties because the partitioning of
heat between these two flow regimes remains largely unresolved.

More recently thallium has been used to constrain axial high-temperature and off-axis
low-temperature hydrothermal water fluxes as more than 99% of the Tl-budget of hightemperature vent fluids originates from the leaching of oceanic crust (Nielsen et al.,
2006). High-temperature vent fluid flux has been estimated to make up 20% of the
thermal energy available on-axis and the high-temperature water flux has been
constrained to lie in the range 0.17 - 2.93 x 1013 kg yr-1 with a best estimate of
0.72 x 1013 kg yr-1. Assuming a vent fluid dissolved Fe concentration range of 0.75 –
6.5 mM, the corresponding gross hydrothermal Fe(II) flux would be ~0.3 to 2.6 x 1012 g
dissolved Fe per year. This, therefore, could potentially be the largest supplier of
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dissolved Fe to the deep-ocean, but until now it has been presumed that all this Fe
precipitates close to the vent source with no dissolved Fe entering the global
biogeochemical budget. Consequently, a detailed consideration of the hydrothermal
input of Fe to the global ocean and its fate, is both timely and important to understanding
the Fe cycle in the ocean.

1.2 Hydrothermal activity
Evidence for the presence of hydrothermal venting on the seafloor first occurred in the
1960’s in the Red Sea (Degens and Ross, 1969), with the detection of metal rich
sediments and hot salty water (40 – 60°C) within the depths of the ocean basins.
Because the central depths of the Red Sea are the site of active tectonic rifting and
separation between the African and Arabian plate, it was hypothesised that similar
chemical and physical anomalies may be observed along other mid-ocean ridge (MOR)
spreading centres. Further evidence came from 3He anomalies detected in the Pacific
Ocean, which could only be sourced from active degassing of the earth’s interior (Clarke
et al., 1970).

As the concepts of plate tectonics and seafloor spreading became widely accepted by the
scientific community during the 1960’s and 1970’s, questions arose over the balance
between the radioactive build up of heat in the mantle and its release into the ocean. The
spreading of tectonic plates at mid-ocean ridges, provided the most likely location for
heat loss, but heat flow probes measuring thermal conduction could not balance the heat
budget. This led to the suggestion that convective processes, with seawater percolating
into the crust, heating up and then discharging at the seafloor could carry the ‘missing’
heat flux from the Earth’s interior to the ocean.

In 1977, along the Galapagos Spreading Centre in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific, warm
hydrothermal fluids (up to 17°C, diffuse flow) composed of chemically altered seawater
were observed during a submersible dive in the DSV Alvin (Corliss et al., 1979). These
warm hydrothermal fluids were collected and analysed for their chemical composition.
Then by assuming that the source of these fluids must have had an end-member Mg
concentration of zero, Edmonds et al. (1979) predicted that there must be fluids with
temperatures as high as 350°C. Within months, he was proved right, with the discovery
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of the first high-temperature ‘black smoker’ vents at 21°N along the East Pacific Rise
(EPR)(Ballard and Grassle, 1979; Spiess et al., 1980). These vents were emitting hot (up
to 380°C) chemically rich, high-temperature fluids up into the water column.

Since their discovery, new sites of hydrothermal activity have been detected throughout
the ocean basins (Figure 1.2), even along the slowest spreading ridges, such as the
Southwest Indian Ridge (German et al., 1998) and the Gakkel Ridge (Edmonds et al.,
2003). Hydrothermal circulation occurs predominantly along mid-ocean ridges, but also
at back-arc spreading centres formed behind ocean-ocean subduction zones and at areas
of hot-spot intraplate volcanism (e.g. Hawaii). However, the bulk of hydrothermal flux
is likely to occur on the fastest spreading ridges, where 3He anomalies have been detected
to be greatest along with an increased magmatic heat flux (Baker et al., 1996; Baker and
German, 2004).

Figure 1.2 - Modified Hydrothermal system distribution map from German and
Von Damm (2004) – The discovery of new sites at 5°S MAR and along the SW
Indian Ridge have been added to this diagram.
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1.2.1 Hydrothermal circulation
During hydrothermal circulation, seawater percolates into young ocean crust where it is
heated and then undergoes chemical modification through reactions with the surrounding
rock, both depleting and enriching the water with chemical elements. As the fluids heat
up to temperatures greater than 400°C, they become buoyant and rise rapidly back to the
seafloor where they are emitted into the water column with temperatures of the endmember fluids ranging from 350 to 400°C (Figure 1.3). The two main processes taking
place in this ‘hydrothermal flow cell’ are phase separation and water-rock interactions.

Figure 1.3 - Schematic illustration of hydrothermal circulation (German and Von
Damm, 2004)
Water-rock reactions occur throughout the hydrothermal flow cell. Anhydrite formation
results in loss of SO42- from the fluids and Mg-OH silicate formation results in the loss of
Mg. During Mg-OH silicate formation, H+ is released resulting in the fluids becoming
more acidic. Sulfate is also reduced to H2S, as observed by high concentrations in the
end-member fluids and the seawater becomes highly reducing - as indicated by the
presence of H2S, H2 and CH4. End-member vent fluids are also typically enriched in a
range of metals, including iron and manganese, which are the two most abundant cations
(Edmond et al., 1979), and chloride becomes the only major anion, making the cations
form chloro-complexes (German and Von Damm, 2004). The chlorinity of end-member
hydrothermal fluids has been observed to vary between 6 and 200% of seawater
concentration.
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The concentration of chloride is believed to be controlled by phase separation. Phase
separation is the transformation of a homogeneous solution into two or more phases. The
exact nature of the process depends on the pressure and temperature of the system. No
hydrothermal fluid has been detected to have a chlorinity exactly the same as seawater,
therefore all hydrothermal fluids are believed to have experienced phase separation at
some stage during their circulation through the oceanic crust.

As the fluid is phase separated, it separates out into a phase with chlorinity higher than
seawater and a phase with chlorinity less than seawater. At temperatures and pressures
below the critical point of seawater (407°C and 298 bar) the low chlorinity phase occurs
as a vapour (sub-critical phase separation), whereas above the critical point of seawater, a
small amount of high chlorinity liquid condenses from the seawater-like fluid (Supercritical phase separation). Halite also forms in some systems removing chlorinity from
the fluid (Figure 1.4). Phase separation occurs when a fluid reaches sufficiently high
temperature for any given depth (pressure) of hydrothermal circulation to intercept the
phase boundary. To date, most fluids that have been studied have undergone phase
separation below the critical point of seawater. However, in 2006 a new vent site, Turtle
Pits, was discovered at 5°S along the Mid-Atlantic ridge (MAR) (German et al., 2008a).
This site was found to emit fluids at 407°C, at 3000 m water depth, i.e. close to the
critical point of seawater. This is the highest temperature ever measured for an endmember hydrothermal fluid and the presence of vapour bubbles observed in the venting
fluids supported the interpretation that phase separation was occurring at this site, close
to the critical point of seawater (Haase et al., 2007; Koschinsky et al., 2006b).
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Figure 1.4 - Phase separation diagram from German and Von Damm (German and
Von Damm, 2004) CP is the critical point of seawater.
In high-temperature fluids, most cations behave conservatively with chloride. Dissolved
gases, by contrast, do not and are partitioned preferentially into the low chlorinity or
vapour phase (German and Von Damm, 2004).

1.3 Hydrothermal plumes
As high-temperature hydrothermal fluids exit a vent, they are initially buoyant and rise
between 150 and 400 m above the seafloor undergoing ~104-fold dilution with the
surrounding water before neutral buoyancy is obtained (Lupton et al., 1985). The exact
height reached by the buoyant plume is dependent both on the source fluid and the water
column. The vent fluid has an initial buoyancy and is less dense than the surrounding
seawater and therefore as the plume rises, it entrains denser fluid from the ambient water
column. The stratification of the ambient water column then determines how far the
plume will rise until it is at the same density as the surrounding seawater (German and
Von Damm, 2004).
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Figure 1.5 - Schematic of the chemical reactions occurring during hydrothermal
cycling. Modified from http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/vents/chemistry/images/vents
2.gif
As hydrothermal fluids enter the open ocean and are diluted, they mix with oxygen rich
alkaline seawater and rapidly cool from 350°C toward background deep-ocean
temperatures (typically ~2°C). This quenching of a hot saturated fluid results in many of
the dissolved species originally present in the vent fluids to precipitate out and deposit as
sulfides, silicates, oxides and carbonates on the immediately adjacent seafloor (Figure
1.5) modifying the gross hydrothermal flux of the elements to the ocean.

Once the density of the buoyant plume matches that of the seawater, after approximately
an hour after leaving the vent, the plume becomes neutrally buoyant forming nonbuoyant plumes that then disperse laterally away from the vent site by deep-sea currents
(Lupton et al., 1995). These plumes can be advected tens to hundreds of kilometres away
from the vent source and plumes have been traced using 3He over distances of up to
2000 km across the Pacific ocean (Jenkins et al., 1978; Jenkins et al., 1980; Lupton and
Craig, 1981; Lupton et al., 2004).
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When considering the impact of hydrothermal systems on the chemical composition of
the oceans, black smoker chimneys are thought to be the predominant chemical source
because many species only remain in solution at high temperature. Even so, entrainment
of adjacent lower temperature ‘diffuse flow’ fluids (Mottl and McConachy, 1990) could
still influence the chemical impact of these systems on the oceans. On-axis diffuse flow
fluids entrain seawater in the subsurface environment and, therefore, their chemical
compositions are lowered because of sub-surface precipitation (James and Elderfield,
1996a). Nevertheless the chemical composition of such fluids remains enriched when
compared to background seawater. Diffuse flow is entrained along with background
seawater into the high-temperature plumes and >50% of the heat within hydrothermal
plumes has typically been determined to be sourced from diffuse flow (e.g. Lavelle and
Wetzler, 1999; Veirs et al., 2006). Therefore even though diffuse flow fluids are not as
chemically enriched as their high-temperature counterparts, entrainment of this flow into
high-temperature plumes will still result in these chemicals, enriched in diffuse flow
fluids, having the potential to affect ocean biogeochemistry.

1.3.1 Fe cycling in hydrothermal plumes
During the first few seconds of venting, Fe precipitates out to form polymetallic sulfides
followed by Fe(II) oxidation and the formation of Fe oxyhydroxides. By contrast, Mn,
which is also present in high concentrations as Mn(II), does not readily enter into any
sulfide minerals and exhibits a much slower oxidation rate. Although Mn is
thermodynamically unstable in its reduced (+2 oxidation state) form in the oxygenated
deep-ocean, it only precipitates as oxides over time scales of days-weeks in dispersing
non-buoyant hydrothermal plumes. This implies a kinetic control to oxidation and it has
been widely reported that microbial activity catalyses Mn oxidation in hydrothermal
plumes (Cowen et al., 1998; Cowen et al., 1986; Dick et al., 2006).

In the North Atlantic, where the mid-ocean ridge vents are bathed in oxygen rich North
Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), Fe oxidation rates are fast. Rudnicki and Elderfield
(1993) estimated that approximately half the dissolved Fe(II) initially present in the ventfluids is removed as Fe sulfides in the first few seconds of venting followed by oxidation
of the remaining Fe(II) in a matter of minutes. In other words, oxidation of all the Fe(II)
will occur in less time than it takes for the plume to reach neutral buoyancy. Therefore
all the Fe emitted from the hydrothermal vents had previously been assumed to be
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quantitatively precipitated by the time of arrival at non-buoyant plume height (German et
al., 1991; German et al., 1990).

Subsequently however, the following year, observations along the Juan de Fuca Ridge
demonstrated the presence of dissolved Fe in non-buoyant plumes (Massoth et al., 1994)
and the Fe oxidation half-life was predicted to be 32 hours (Chin et al., 1994). Certainly
not all the Fe had precipitated by non-buoyant plume height. This was also seen along
the EPR at 9°50’N during an in-situ filtration experiment of the particulate phase in the
non-buoyant plume. Sherrell et al. (1999) observed much lower particulate Fe
concentrations compared to a similar study that had been carried out in the non-buoyant
plume at TAG (German et al., 1990), but also reported significant dissolved Fe
concentrations: different oxidation rates appeared to be present at different vent
locations.

Field and Sherrell (2000) explained these observations with the use of the theoretical
oxidation rate calculation defined by Millero et al. (1987);(Equation 1.1). This equation
demonstrates that Fe oxidation is dependent on oxygen concentrations and the pH in the
seawater. The influence of the hydroxyl concentration is greater than the influence from
the oxygen concentration because the rate of oxidation is second order with respect to
OH- and first order with respect to O2.

-d[Fe(II)]/dt = K[OH-]2[O2][Fe(II)]

(1.1)

Consequently, Field and Sherrell (2000) predicted that there should be a decrease in the
oxidation rate of hydrothermally sourced dissolved Fe along the path of the thermohaline
circulation, as both the pH and dissolved oxygen concentration decrease. At the
beginning of the thermohaline cycle, North Atlantic Deep Water formation results in
Mid-Atlantic Ridge vent sites being bathed in oxygen rich water. By contrast, the East
Pacific Rise and Juan de Fuca Ridge vents emit fluids at the far end of the thermohaline
conveyor where progressive in-situ oxidation of organic matter along this deep-ocean
pathway, leads to more oxygen depleted (less oxidising) deep-ocean waters. Field and
Sherrell (2000) calculated the Fe oxidation half-life for different vents sites along the
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thermohaline circulation dependent on the local seawater composition at each site. The
results are shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6 – Calculated theoretical Fe(II) oxidation half-lives at vent locations
throughout the ocean basins (Field and Sherrell, 2000).
These results demonstrated that theoretically the oxidation half-lives along the
thermohaline circulation should increase from ~30 minutes in the North Atlantic to ~6
hours in the Northeast Pacific. Subsequent work (Statham et al., 2005) has shown that
the Fe-oxidation rates in hydrothermal plumes does, indeed, decrease progressively from
the Atlantic to the Indian and Pacific Oceans. In the Indian Ocean, the experimentally
determined Fe oxidation half-life was 2.5 hours but the rate of oxidation did not
rigorously follow first order kinetics for either plume samples or for background water
collected at plume height. This, together with the measured half-life being longer than
that calculated by Field and Sherrell (2000), led to the suggestion that Fe oxidation and
removal in hydrothermal plumes was not purely inorganic (Statham et al., 2005).

Previously, James and Elderfield (1996b) observed at TAG that 50% of the Fe in the
non-buoyant plume was in the dissolved fraction (sample partitioned through a 0.4 µm
membrane filter), even though all the Fe had already been oxidised. They explained this
as due to the presence of colloidal Fe(III) species (James and Elderfield, 1996b).
Apparent Fe-organic and Fe-sulfide interactions have also been speculated to be present
in end-member hydrothermal fluids at the Logatchev vent-site (15°N, Mid-Atlantic
Ridge)(Schmidt et al., 2007).
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The oxidation rates calculated by Field and Sherrell (2000) are all less than 8 hours
suggesting that within 48 hours all the Fe should have oxidised and precipitated.
Therefore with a current speed of 2 cm s-1, all the Fe should have precipitated within less
than 5 km of the vent site and deposited to the seafloor within length scales of no more
than a few tens of kilometres (Cave et al., 2002). Therefore parallel studies have
examined the influence of hydrothermal particulate Fe species on trace elements and the
transport of particulate material from the hydrothermal plumes to the seafloor.

1.3.2 Trace elements in hydrothermal plume particles
Early investigations of non-buoyant plumes and hydrothermal sediments demonstrated a
close relationship between particulate Fe concentrations and numerous other elements.
Current understanding suggests that there are three classes of behaviour with respect to
Fe particles present within plumes: 1) Chalcophile co-precipitation, 2) Oxyanion coprecipitation and 3) Rare earth element (REE) scavenging (e.g. German and Von Damm,
2004).

Initially co-precipitation of chalcophile elements, including Cu, Zn and Pb, occurs during
the formation and transport of polymetallic sulfides which preferential settle from the
buoyant and non-buoyant plume (Edmonds and German, 2004; German et al., 1990).
This results in a graphical relationship between chalcophile elements and Fe that
demonstrates generally a positive correlation, but one that exhibits a negative departure
from linearity as Fe sulfides are preferentially lost from the plume, relative to
oxyhydroxides, at increasing distance from the vent site (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7 - Plot of particulate copper vs. particulate Fe filtered in-situ from the
TAG hydrothermal mound, MAR, 26°N (German and Von Damm, 2004)
Co-precipitation is also observed for the oxyanions during the formation of Feoxyhydroxides. The elements appear to be incorporated into plume particles with fixed
molar ratios of P, V, As, Cr and U relative to Fe (Edmonds and German, 2004; Feely et
al., 1998; German et al., 1991; Trocine and Trefry, 1988). The elements are believed to
be scavenged from the deep open-ocean as none of them are sufficiently enriched in endmember vent fluids. For these elements, therefore, hydrothermal plumes act as a
geochemical sink. The ratio of these elements to Fe does not change on dilution or
dispersal of the plume, resulting in a graphical positive correlation between the
oxyanions and Fe, with no departure from linearity (Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8 - Plot of particulate vanadium vs. particulate Fe filtered in-situ from the
TAG hydrothermal mound, MAR, 26°N (German and Von Damm, 2004)
Finally particle reactive tracers, such as the REEs, are scavenged by Fe oxyhydroxides
continuously throughout a dispersing hydrothermal plume. Other examples of particle
reactive tracers are beryllium, yttrium, thorium and protactinium. They show a graphical
positive correlation with Fe but this time with a positive departure from linearity,
indicating increased X:Fe ratios with decreasing Fe concentrations, consistent with
scavenging at increasing distance from the vent (Figure 1.9)(German et al., 2002;
German et al., 1990). REEs, as one example, are scavenged from both vent fluids and
ambient seawater, however the amount scavenged exceeds the dissolved flux of REEs
entering from the vents. Therefore hydrothermal plumes also act as a sink for these
elements. Also, close to the vents, sulfidic sediments have been observed to have REE
distribution patterns similar to those of the vent fluid. This in not observed in the nonbuoyant plumes because as the plumes disperse away from the source, these vent fluid
distribution patterns become overprinted by REE scavenging from the surrounding
seawater by Fe oxyhydroxides (German et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.9 - Plot of particulate Nd vs. particulate Fe filtered in-situ from the TAG
hydrothermal mound, MAR, 26°N (German and Von Damm, 2004)
Therefore all these trace elements which associate with particulate Fe within the
hydrothermal plumes, will eventually be transported to the seafloor forming
hydrothermal sediments along the ridge axis or adjacent ridge flanks (Cave et al., 2002).

1.3.3 Fe in hydrothermal sediments and deposits
Hydrothermal deposits were first documented during the Challenger Expedition from
1873 to 1876, but it was not until 1969 that these deposits were recognised to be a result
of emanations coming from oceanic ridges (Bostrom et al., 1969). Hydrothermal
sediments along the ridge flanks were recognised long before vents were discovered
(e.g.Bender et al., 1971) and only subsequently interpreted to be the result of plume fall
out and/or (for sediments close to the active vent) to be the result of mass wasting (Mills
and Elderfield, 1995). As Fe particles precipitate, they settle to the seafloor to form
metaliferous sediments, both close to the vent site and along the flow of the non-buoyant
plume. In particular, sediments accumulating beyond the immediate vicinity of the vent
fields can be important for tracing hydrothermal plume history (Lalou et al., 1990; Metz
et al., 1988) More recently, Cave at al. (2002) have used the same approach within the
MAR rift valley to demonstrate that vigorous high-temperature venting has been
occurring at the Rainbow vent site dating throughout the past ~10 kyr.
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Both Fe and Mn within hydrothermal sediments can be used as tracers of hydrothermal
plumes thousands of kilometres from hydrothermal sources and it has even been
suggested that hydrothermal Fe has a distinct Fe isotope signature recorded in
ferromanganese crusts throughout the past 10 Ma (Chu et al., 2006). High-temperature
(>300°C) vent-fluids define a narrow range in Fe isotopic composition that is shifted to
low δ56Fe values (by -0.2 to -0.5‰) compared to igneous rocks (Beard et al., 2003b;
Severmann et al., 2004; Sharma et al., 2001). Chu et al. (2006) determined negative
δ56Fe values in ferromanganese crusts from the Pacific, which became more negative
with increasing Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn and V concentrations reflecting pulses of hydrothermal
activity. However, the most distal sample, from any ridge crest in the Central Pacific
ocean would have required stabilisation of dissolved Fe to be transported that far,
because rapid oxidation would have otherwise removed most of the Fe in close proximity
to the vent.

1.3.4 Organic matter in hydrothermal systems
The flux of particulate organic carbon from hydrothermal plumes to the seafloor has been
observed to be elevated in near field hydrothermal plumes, relative to the background
deep-ocean (German et al., 2002). But within only 300 m from a vent, the organic flux
to the seafloor at that site was found to be similar to the background flux. However, very
recent work by Toner et al. (2007) has demonstrated that organic carbon present in
sediment traps deployed below a hydrothermal plume at 9°50’N EPR, coats particulate
Fe(II) and Fe(III). Of particular relevance to this study, the Fe(II) is found to be stable in
the presence of oxygen on time scales that exceed the calculated Fe(II) oxidation
half-life. This, therefore, supports the hypothesis that organically complexed Fe species
may be stable within hydrothermal plumes.

A variety of organic compounds have been identified in the deep-sea hydrothermal
environment, ranging from simple compounds like methane and ethane to more complex
compounds such as long-chain hydrocarbons, fatty acids and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (McCollom and Seewald, 2007). What, then is the source of the organic
carbon in these plume systems?
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It is unlikely that the end-member vent-fluids are a source of organic carbon, because
complex organic molecules are only stable in high-temperature vent fluids under
exceptional circumstances. For example in either sediment-hosted hydrothermal systems
(e.g. Guaymas basin, Middle Valley, Juan de Fuca Ridge) (Cruse and Seewald, 2006;
Pearson et al., 2005) or, in bare-rock environments, at ultramafic-hosted vents sites such
as the Rainbow hydrothermal field, MAR (Holm and Charlou, 2001). However, in
diffuse flow areas at a basalt hosted system, dissolved organic carbon concentrations
have been observed that reach concentrations of 39 - 69 µM, up to approximately double
background deep-ocean waters (Lang et al., 2006). Diffuse systems, typically, host the
most abundant chemosynthetic communities associated with seafloor hydrothermal
venting and biological activity at these sites will presumably increase the organic carbon
present within these systems. Therefore, entrainment of diffuse fluids into hightemperature plumes could provide a source of dissolved organic carbon to these
hydrothermal plumes, which will be important if there is to be any stabilisation of
dissolved Fe within these systems.

Microbial activity occurring at plume-height is another potential source of organic
carbon for Fe complexation. Karl et al. (1988) reported a high abundance of bacteria
only 25 cm above a vent orifice. These organisms must have been entrained into the
plume from the surrounding area because they would not survive in the hightemperatures within the vent orifice. Higher up in the water column, non-buoyant
plumes have also been observed to have chemolithotrophic based carbon production
(reviewed by Cowen and German, 2003). In-situ production via chemolithoautotrophic
and chemoheterotrophic bacteria occurs through the oxidation of CH4 and H2. On the
EPR, long chain alkanes were detected up to 3 km from the vent site and were
determined to be microbially mediated (Simoneit et al., 1990). In the case of Mn,
microbially mediated oxidation of dissolved Mn(II) has been long established (Cowen
and Bruland, 1985; Cowen et al., 1986). More recently, it has been hypothesised that
Fe(II) oxidation may form the basis of chemosynthetic ecosystems in the water column,
overlying the MAR (Zbinden et al., 2004).

Clearly, therefore, the potential exists for dissolved organic complexes to form within
hydrothermal plumes as well as through entrainment of organic-rich diffuse flow fluids
and background seawater that might lead to the stabilisation of dissolved Fe.
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1.4 Structure and outline
This thesis aims to examine the influence of hydrothermal activity on the
biogeochemistry of Fe in the ocean. Specific questions to be addressed are:

1) What are the concentrations of dissolved organic carbon present within hightemperature hydrothermal plumes, whether entrained or produced in-situ, that may have
the potential to stabilise dissolved Fe?

2) If elevated concentrations of dissolved organic carbon are present in hydrothermal
plumes, do these species form stabilised dissolved Fe-ligand complexes that can be
exported to the deep-ocean?

3) Is there a diagnostic δ56Fe isotope signature for any hydrothermally source dissolved
Fe exported to the deep-ocean?

These questions will be addressed in order in the thesis as outlined below:

•

Chapter 2 describes the methods used for collecting and analysing all samples,
along with general procedures used throughout the work for trace element sample
collection and analysis.

•

Chapter 3 introduces the geological settings of the hydrothermal sites from which
samples were collected and analysed. Two sites have been visited in this study, at
9°50’N along the East Pacific Rise and at 5°S along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

•

Chapter 4 discusses the distributions of DOC and POC determined for samples
collected at 9°50’N EPR. DOC and POC concentrations in buoyant plume
samples collected above various vent orifices by submersible are compared to
corresponding Fe and Mn concentrations. DOC and POC concentrations in CTD
rosette samples collected from one buoyant plume and two non-buoyant plume
profiles are also described relative to particulate concentrations in the water
column.
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Chapter 5 analyses the concentrations of dissolved and total dissolvable Fe within
non-buoyant plumes at 5°S MAR relative to the plume’s distance from the nearest
vent site. Select samples are analysed for dissolved organic Fe speciation.

•

Chapter 6 introduces a unique set of samples which bisect a buoyant plume at 5°S
and uses in-situ sensor data and elemental analyses to determine the context for
where these new samples were collected.

•

Fe isotope analysis of these same samples is then described in Chapter 7 and
compared to the isotope composition of vent fluids collected from the same site.

•

Finally in Chapter 8, I draw conclusions from the study as a whole and identify
key future directions that should be followed to extend this study.
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Chapter 2. Methods
2.1 Trace metal analysis – cleaning procedures
Within the ocean metal concentrations are extremely low. Fe is the 4th most abundant
element in the Earth’s crust yet in the ocean Fe concentrations are typically very low, less
than 1 nM (de Baar and de Jong, 2001). Therefore a number of precautions must be
taken during the sampling and analysis of seawater samples to avoid contamination.
Sampling equipment and containers must have no metal in contact with the sample and
be acid cleaned to remove any trace metals. When dealing with the samples a clean
laboratory coat and gloves should be worn and human contact should be kept to a
minimum where possible.

For this PhD work, analytical work was carried out both at the National Oceanography
Centre, Southampton (NOCS) and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI),
USA, and cleaning procedures varied slightly between the two institutions because of
different set-ups. The following protocols were used throughout the PhD programme to
minimise contamination.

2.1.1 Cleaning procedure of sampling equipment and containers
- Niskin/OTE (Ocean Test Equipment) bottles
Bottles were rinsed with seawater during a ‘shake-down’ station - a test run of the CTD
equipment in the open ocean. The bottles were returned to the ship full of seawater and
were spiked with HCl (final concentration 10%), in order to dissolve any metals within
the seawater or adsorbed onto the Niskin bottle/OTE bottle. These were left to soak until
required for sample collection.

- LDPE (Low density polyethylene) and Teflon bottles, Teflon vials, Teflon separating
funnels and general equipment (@NOCS)
1. Week soak in Decon, followed by MQ rinse (Ultra pure deionised water (>18.2 MΩ
cm-1) dispensed from a Millipore Milli-Q system)
2. Three day soak in 50% HCl, followed by MQ rinse
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3. Three day soak in 50% HNO3, followed by MQ rinse, sub-boiled distilled water
(SBDW – preparation described below) rinse and dried in a laminar flow hood
- Teflon vials had an additional cleaning step:
4. 5 ml concentrated HNO3 in each vial, refluxed on a hotplate, followed by a SBDW
rinse

- LDPE bottles (@WHOI – more concentrated samples)
1. Rinse in MQ water
2. Three day soak in 50% HCl, followed by MQ rinse

- Teflon vials (@WHOI)
1. Rinse in MQ water
2. Soak overnight in simmering 50% HNO3, followed by MQ rinse
3. 5 ml concentrated HNO3 in each vial, followed by MQ rinse

- Membrane filters
Membrane filters were soaked overnight in 10% nitric acid and thoroughly rinsed with
MQ before use.

2.2 Reagent preparation
2.2.1 Sub-boiled distilled water (SBDW)
Ultra pure water was prepared by a distillation set up in a laminar flow hood. The MQ
water was heated up in a quartz flask using two infra-red lamps. The water evaporated
and condensed onto to a cold quartz finger running through the flask. The clean water
then dripped into an acid cleaned Teflon bottle.

2.2.2 Nitric acid (Q-HNO3) and Hydrochloric acid (Q-HCl)
Both HNO3 and HCl (Fisher Scientific) were further purified using the same distillation
apparatus as used for SBDW preparation
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2.2.3 Ammonia (I-NH4-OH)
Ammonia was isothermally distilled for purification. The ammonia partitioned itself
between the impure ammonia solution and SBDW, in a closed container.

2.2.4 Mixed complexant
For solvent extraction of dissolved Fe and Mn (Section 2.4), a complexant was required.
This consisted of 2% w/v ammonium 1-pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (APDC, Sigma
Aldrich) and 2% w/v diethyldithiocarbamic acid, as the diethyl ammonium salt (DDDC,
Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in SBDW and filtered through a GF/F Whatman filter (0.7 µm,
47 mm diameter). The solution was poured into a Teflon separating funnel along with
5 ml of HPLC grade chloroform (CHCl3, Fisher Scientific). The separating funnel was
rotated for 6 minutes and after separation of the reagents, the CHCl3 was discarded. This
was repeated three times and the final solution was stored refrigerated in a Teflon bottle
for a maximum of four days.

2.2.5 Synthetic ligands – TAC, 1N2N and SA
For Fe speciation studies (Section 2.6) a synthetic competitive ligand was required with a
stability constant with Fe much greater than any potential natural ligands present. A
10 mM stock solution of 2-(2thiazolylazo)-p-cresol (TAC, Sigma Aldrich) and 1-nitroso2-napthol (1N2N, Fluka) were each prepared in HPLC grade methanol (MeOH).
Salicyaldoxime (SA, Sigma Aldrich Germany GmbH) was prepared in 0.1 M Q-HCl to
the same concentration.

2.2.6 EPPS buffer
Also for Fe speciation studies a buffer was required. A 1.0 M trace metal buffer, N-(2hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N’;-2-propanesulfonic acid (EPPS) was prepared in MQ water,
brought up to pH 8 with I-NH4OH and cleaned through a Chelex 100 resin column (BioRad) to remove trace metal cations (Donat and Bruland, 1988).
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2.3 Sample collection
2.3.1 Cruise 1 – AT05-04 – Buoyant and non-buoyant plume sampling in the
Pacific (Active participation)
For organic carbon analysis, a suite of water column samples were collected by CTD
rosette from both buoyant and non-buoyant plumes using 10-litre OTE bottles internally
sprung with silicone tubing. These were mounted in a CTD rosette consisting of a
SeaBird SBE 9/11+ system coupled with a 24-position rosette. Water samples were
collected based on real-time feedback from the CTD and in particular, the in-situ
turbidity sensor, interfaced into the SeaBird CTD. Samples were also collected from
directly above the vent orifice using 1 L externally sprung Niskins operated by the deep
sea submersible, DSV Alvin. The samples were collected based on observations of black
smokey water as seen through the port holes of the submarine and increases in
temperature (up to 15°C).

On recovery of the CTD rosette or DSV Alvin to the ship, water samples were collected
directly from the OTE/Niskin bottle into Teflon bottles (with 3-fold rinsing). A subsample of water collected directly above the vent orifice was collected in acid cleaned
LDPE bottles and acidified to pH 1.6 using HNO3 (Fisher Scientific, OPTIMA grade).
In the laboratory, under a plastic, clean area, the samples were filtered through precombusted (400°C, >4 hours) GF/F filters (0.7 µm, 25 mm diameter, Whatman) into
40 ml I-CHEM, certified low level total organic carbon (TOC) vials. These were
acidified with 40 µl trace metal HCl (Fisher Scientific, stored in glass) to pH 2 and
stored at 4°C until analysis back in a land based laboratory. The GF/F filters were
retained frozen, folded in combusted foil and the volume of filtered seawater was
recorded to enable quantitative analysis of the particulate material.

2.3.2 Cruise 2 – CD169 – Buoyant and non-buoyant plume sampling in the
Southern Atlantic (Active participation)
A suite of water column samples were collected by CTD rosette from both buoyant and
non-buoyant plumes using 10-litre externally sprung Niskin bottles mounted in a CTD
rosette consisting of a SeaBird SBE 9/11+ system coupled with a 24-position rosette
mounted in a stainless steel frame. Water samples were collected based on real-time
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feedback from the CTD and in particular, the in-situ transmissometer, interfaced into the
SeaBird CTD.

On recovery of the CTD rosette, water samples were collected directly from the Niskin
bottle into acid cleaned LDPE 1 L bottles (with 3-fold rinsing) for the analysis of total
dissolvable Fe and Mn (TdFe and TdMn). These samples were then acidified to ~pH 1.6
using 1 ml quartz distilled concentrated HNO3 (Q-HNO3) per L. In a clean laboratory on
board the ship, a portion of the remaining water was filtered under pressure (N2 gas)
through a 0.4 µm membrane filter (Whatman polycarbonate, 47 mm) that had been acid
cleaned. The filtrate was collected into 2x acid cleaned LDPE 125 ml bottles for the
analysis of dissolved Fe and Mn (dFe and dMn) and these samples were later acidified to
pH 1.6 using Q-HNO3. A sub-sample (~500 ml) of filtered water was taken from
selected bottles, collected in acid cleaned Teflon bottles and immediately frozen for
speciation studies. The filters were retained frozen in small polystyrene containers and
the volume of seawater filtered through each membrane was recorded to enable
quantitative analysis of the particulate material.

2.3.3 Cruise 3 – M68/1 - Vent fluid collection in the Southern Atlantic (No
participation)
The vent sites discovered during CD169 were revisited the following year by a German
group on board the FS Meteor during cruise M68/1. End-member fluids were collected
by the Germans using a pumped flow-through system (Kiel pumping system, KIPS)
made entirely of inert materials (perfluoralkoxy (PFA), polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE),
and high purity titanium), operated by the remotely operated vehicle (ROV), MARUM
Quest. A titanium nozzle was inserted directly into the vent orifice and the sample was
pumped through PFA tubing into PFA sampling flasks. Parallel to the nozzle was an
on-line temperature probe monitoring the in-situ temperature. The tubes and bottles were
rinsed with hydrothermal fluid for a couple of minutes before sampling.

All KIPS samples were sub-sampled in the ship’s laboratory immediately after recovery
of the ROV in a class 100 clean bench (Slee, Germany). After sub-sampling for
dissolved gas analysis, an aliquot of the original fluid was transferred into an acid
cleaned polyethylene (PE) bottle (50 ml) and acidified with sub-boiled HNO3 until all the
precipitate had been dissolved. For some fluid samples, the precipitates had to be
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dissolved by pressure digestion with HCl, HNO3, and HF, followed by rehomogenization of the fluid sample. The remaining hydrothermal fluid was filtered
under pressure (Argon, 99.999%) through a pre-cleaned 0.2 µm Nuclepore PC membrane
filter using polycarbonate filtration units (Sartorius, Germany). An aliquot of the filtrate
was acidified to pH 1 using sub-boiled concentrated HNO3 in an acid cleaned (PE) bottle
(50 ml).

2.4 Quantification of Fe and Mn in water samples
2.4.1 Background to Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
Atomic absorption spectroscopy has been one of the preferred techniques for trace metal
analysis since the 1980s (Gordon et al., 1982; Landing and Bruland, 1987) and involves a
net absorption of radiation. The analyte atoms are first vaporized in a graphite furnace
and a radiation frequency is chosen depending on the element to be analysed. The atoms
absorb ultraviolet or visible light and make transitions to higher electronic energy levels.
The analyte concentration is determined from the amount of absorption (Atkins, 1999).

Due to the trace quantities of Fe present in our samples, a pre-concentration step was
required prior to Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (GFAAS) involving
chelation of the metals in the seawater with ammonium 1-pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate
(APDC) and diethyldithiocarbamic acid, as the diethyl ammonium salt (DDDC)(See
Section 2.2.4) followed by solvent extraction with CHCl3 and back extraction into
Q-HNO3 (Bruland et al., 1979; Statham, 1985). Detection limits were determined by the
levels present in a SBDW blank (Landing and Bruland, 1987).

2.4.2 Procedure
In a Class 100 clean room, under a laminar flow hood, a ~100 ml sample of seawater was
accurately weighed into a 250 ml Teflon separating funnel. The seawater was
neutralized with I-NH4OH to pH 7 – 8.5, tested by taking a 60 µl sub-sample and using a
hand held pH meter. To this sample 3 ml of mixed reagent was added followed by 3 ml
of HPLC grade CHCl3. The sample was then mixed on a mechanical rotating table for 6
minutes and then left to allow the phases to separate. The denser chloroform layer was
drawn off and retained in a labelled Teflon pot (25 ml). The addition of CHCl3 and
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mixing was repeated twice more with 2 ml aliquots, giving a total volume of 7 ml of
CHCl3 extract in the Teflon vial.

100 µl HNO3 was added to each CHCl3 extract and the Teflon vials were placed on a
Teflon coated hotplate (80°C) in order to evaporate off the CHCl3. This was followed by
the addition of 50 µl of HNO3 which was again evaporated. To the dry residue, 100 µl
HNO3 was added, followed by 400 µl SBDW. The sample was then poured into a small
acid cleaned vial, followed by a further 500 µl of SBDW used to wash any residue into
the vial. This gave a total sample volume of 1 ml.

The extract was analysed for Fe and Mn by GFAAS using a Perkin Elmer AAnalyst 800
Atomic Absorption Spectrometer fitted with an auto-sampler. Fe and Mn, standards
were prepared in 0.1% Q-HNO3 from a series of dilutions of a 1000 µg L-1 standard
(Sigma Aldrich Germany GmbH). These standards were diluted and used to calibrate the
instrument; results were obtained in µg L-1 units. Results were processed according to
the dilution and the mass of water extracted and final values reported in nanomoles per L
(nM). Each sample was measured in triplicate and samples with standard deviations over
10% were reanalysed.

2.4.3 Detection limits and comparison with a standard seawater
A standard low metal seawater (LMSW), that has been repeatedly analysed for the last
four years for precision and accuracy of the GFAAS technique, and a blank solution,
were analysed at the beginning of each new batch of complexant (Table 2.1). This
LMSW is directly traceable to a certified reference material.
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Table 2.1 - Repeated blank and LMSW analysis results (Four blanks and four
LMSW were measured for each new batch of complexant)
Blank

LMSW

TdFe

dFe

TdMn / dMn

Fe

Mn

Average (nM)

0.49 (n=8)

1.19 (n=4)

0.09 (n=12)

72.3 (n=12)

2.34 (n=12)

Standard
deviation

0.12

0.4

0.06

5.6

0.37

The limit of detections for Fe and Mn were determined to be 0.36 nM for TdFe and
1.2 nM for dFe and 0.18 nM for Mn (n = 3). The blank was seen to increase during the
sample processing because of a ‘carry over’ effect from previous samples and this was
taken into account when blank correcting the samples. The relative standard deviation
for Fe analysis was 7.7% and for Mn analysis was 15.8%, calculated from repeat analysis
of the LMSW standard.

2.5 Quantification of trace elements and Fe isotopes in particulate samples
and vent fluids
2.5.1 Background to Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometry
(ICP-MS)
Mass spectrometry is a sensitive analytical technique used to measure the mass to charge
ratio of ions in a sample. It can be used to quantify the elemental composition of the
sample as well as determine the isotopic compositions.

During analysis the sample is vaporised and bombarded with electrons to ionise the
elements. These charged ions are accelerated through a potential field, focused through
metal slits and then deflected, dependent on their mass, by a magnetic field onto a
detector. The amount of deflection can be used to calculate the mass to charge ratio of
the ion and from this the isotopic and chemical composition of the sample can be
determined. Many elements can be analysed at the same time, making this a very
efficient technique.
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Until recently, the analysis of stable isotopes was restricted to light elements (e.g. H, C,
N, O and S). Heavier elements such as Fe experienced precision errors and samples
needed large isotopic shifts in order to observe differences. However, the recent advent
of Multi-Collector Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometers (MC-ICP-MS) has
solved many of the previous problems, now making Fe isotope analysis a routine
laboratory procedure (Dauphas and Rouxel, 2006).

2.5.2 The challenges involved with Fe isotope analysis
In preparation for isotopic analysis, the Fe must be separated from any isobaric elements
that could potentially interfere with the various Fe isotopes, 54, 56, 57 and 58 (e.g. 54Cr,
58

Ni, 40Ar14N, 40Ar16O, 40Ar16O1H and 40Ca16O1H) and from any seawater matrix that

could affect the mass bias of the mass spectrometer. Mass bias is the deviation of the
measured isotope ratio from the true value caused by the different sensitivity of the
instrument to mass and resulting in an observed preferential transmission of heavier ions
over lighter.

Fe was separated using anion exchange chromatography in a HCl medium. The
procedure results in the retention of Fe on the column at high molarity whilst any matrix
species are removed. After matrix removal the Fe is eluted with a low molarity HCl
solution (Rouxel et al., 2003).

High mass resolution techniques have been used throughout this isotope study to
eliminate spectral interferences caused by the use of Argon gas that is used to generate
the plasma. This technique enables the separation of molecular interferences from the Fe
isotopes. The typical precision is less than 0.1 ‰ for 56Fe/54Fe and 57Fe/54Fe (Rouxel et
al., 2005).

Even with the elimination of the sample matrix, mass bias can vary with time and
instrumental set-up and therefore comparison with a known standard must be carried out
before and after every sample measurement. This is known as the standard-sample
bracketing method. The reference material routinely used is IRMM-014, from the
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements of the European Commission
(Taylor et al., 1992).
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2.5.3 Fe isotope representation
Iron isotope measurements are calculated relative to the isotopic composition of a
reference material. This gives a δ value quantified in permil (‰).

δij Fe = [(iFe/jFe)sample / (iFe/jFe)standard – 1] × 103

(2.1)

Table 2.2 shows the four stable isotopes of Fe and their natural abundance. Therefore 12
different δ values can be calculated from these four isotopes (Dauphas and Rouxel,
2006).

Table 2.2 – Isotope composition of natural iron
54

56

Fe

5.8%

Fe

91.8%

57

Fe

2.1%

58

Fe

0.3%

2.5.4 Background to Inductively Coupled Plasma – Optical Emission
Spectrometry (ICP-OES)
ICP-OES is again a sensitive technique used to measure elemental concentrations. The
instrument uses an argon plasma to dissociate the sample into its constituent atoms or
ions and excites them to a level where they emit light of a characteristic wavelength.
Light from the plasma and the atomic emissions are then detected axially and radially
through a polychromator which separates the light into its component wavelengths.
Again many elements can be analysed at the same time, making this an efficient
technique.

2.5.5 Procedure – Extraction of particulate material from the filters
Elemental analysis was carried out both at WHOI and at NOCS. The most concentrated
samples collected from a buoyant plume were analysed at WHOI for major, trace, rare
earth elements (REEs) and Fe isotopes. Samples from the non-buoyant plume were
analysed at NOCS for major elements only.

Both elemental analysis and isotopic analysis required the same initial filter digestion in
order to extract the elements. In a clean room under a laminar flow hood, 47 mm filters
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were heated to reflux in 10 ml of concentrated HNO3 (WHOI – Fisher Scientific
OPTIMA grade, NOCS – Q-HNO3) in closed 30 ml acid cleaned Teflon vials for 72
hours. This procedure allows for the digestion of the sulfide and oxide phases, leaving
behind the majority of the filter material and therefore minimising organic interference
(German et al., 1991). Blank filters and empty vials were treated in the same way to give
reagent blanks and procedural blanks. At WHOI, a background filter that had filtered 1 L
of background seawater was used for the procedural blank, in the absence of an unused
acid clean filter.

2.5.6 Preparation of extracted particulate material for major element analysis at
NOCS
At NOCS, a 9 ml fraction of the extract was sampled, avoiding any disintegrated filter,
using a clean pipette tip and transferred to an acid cleaned 15 ml Teflon vial. The
solution was evaporated to dryness on a hot plate and re-dissolved in 1 ml Q-HNO3 and
9 ml SBDW. This solution was directly analysed (due to expected low concentrations)
with Inductively Coupled Plasma – Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) by Darryl
Green on a Perkin Elmer Optima 4300DV at NOCS. Stock 1000 µg L-1 standards
(Specpure, Spex) of each element of interest were diluted with four varying
concentrations in preparation for instrument calibration.

A marine mud standard, MAG-1, from the U.S. Geological Society was treated in the
same way as the samples and used as a reference material. Table 2.3 shows the accuracy
obtained during the analysis. In sample 1, too much sample was extracted relative to the
standards used to calibrate the instrument, and in sample 2, even though less sample was
extracted, the sample concentration was still greater than the standards, but better
accuracy was obtained. All the elements could be accurately measured except for Al,
which would have required an HF digestion, in order to completely destroy the
aluminosilicate mineral structures in the marine mud. A residue remained after digestion
of the mud, whereas no residue except for the filters remained during the filter digestion.
It has already been shown that this digestion method enables extraction of both sulfide
and oxide material (German et al., 1991).
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Table 2.3 - Results from analysis of a certified reference material (MAG)
MAG

Sample 1

Sample 2

Certified (mM)

Actual (mM)

%

Actual (mM)

%

Fe

852.1

703.9

83

795.8

93

Mn

13.8

13.2

96

13.4

97

Al

3211.1

792.8

25

264.3

8

Mg

744.1

744.6

100

748.5

101

Ca

238.8

250.5

105

238.4

100

Cu

0.5

0.5

104

0.5

101

Zn

2.0

2.2

111

2.1

107

Na

1226.2

1255.5

102

1227.0

100

The limit of detection of the technique is shown in Table 2.4, determined by repeat
analysis of an acid blank (n=3). The filter blank, used for blank correcting the samples is
also shown. The Zn, Fe and Al blank values were the most significant relative to their
concentrations in the particulate material. However, the particulate samples were 100
times more concentrated during analysis.
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Table 2.4 - Detection limits determined from blank acid analysis (n=10) and
elemental concentrations from a blank filter (dl = detection limit).
Acid blank

Blank filter

dl (n=3)
Fe (nM)

16.54

1.42

Mn (nM)

0.90

0.01

Al (nM)

14.22

0.37

Mg (µM)

0.01

0.01

Ca (µM)

0.02

0.004

Cu (nM)

2.07

0.05

Zn (nM)

24.04

0.77

Na (µM)

0.10

0.05

2.5.7 ICP-OES for near-field plume samples
Analysis of Fe and Mn in the near-field plume samples collected directly above the vent
orifice during AT05-04 were also carried out at NOCS using ICP-OES. A 4% dilution of
each sample was carried out in 0.4 M Q-HNO3 and directly measured using ICP-OES on
a Perkin Elmer Optima 4300DV by Darryl Green at NOCS. Stock 1000 µg L-1 standards
(Specpure, Spex) of Fe and Mn were diluted with four varying concentrations in
preparation for instrument calibration within a standard 4% seawater matrix along with a
blank solution containing just the 4% seawater matrix. A 4% IAPSO standard seawater
was also run, even though it contained very low Fe and Mn concentrations, to check for
contamination. The limit of detection of the technique is shown in Table 2.5, determined
by repeat analysis of the seawater matrix blank. The detection limit values are relatively
high, but relative to the samples (µM concentrations) these values are low.
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Table 2.5 - Detection limits determined from blank seawater matrix analysis (n=10)
Acid blank
dl (n=3)
Fe (nM)

6.5

Mn (nM)

1.3

2.5.8 Preparation of extracted particulate material for major and trace element
analysis at WHOI
At WHOI, a 1:100 dilution of the mother/initial solution with 2% HNO3 was directly
analysed with ICP-MS on a ThermoFinnigan Element2 at WHOI using medium
resolution and a spray chamber for sample injection. Indium (final concentration 5 ppb)
was added to each sample as an internal standard to correct for changes of instrument
sensitivity. The detection limits are discussed in Section 2.5.10.

2.5.9 Preparation of particulate material for REE analysis and particulate
material and vent fluids for isotope analysis at WHOI
The Teflon vials containing the initial solution of leached filters were placed on hot plate
and the solution was evaporated to dryness. The solid residue was redissolved in 10 ml
1% HNO3 in a closed vial with gentle warming. The samples were then centrifuged and
separated from the filter remaining after the evaporation step. A known quantity of the
solution was returned to the original Teflon vial and evaporated to dryness.

Preparation of the vent fluids for isotope analysis involved evaporating to dryness a
known quantity of vent fluid. Depending on its concentration, between 3 to 5 ml of
hydrothermal fluid was evaporated in an acid cleaned Teflon vial and then treated along
with the other particulate samples using the following method.

The analytical procedure required for isotope analysis follows Rouxel et al. (2003) and
Rouxel et al. (2007). The sample residue, after the digestion step, was dissolved in 4 ml
of 6 M distilled HCl in a closed Teflon vial on a hot plate. After the sample had been left
to cool, one drop (~ 10 µl) of H2O2 was added to prevent the possible reduction of Fe
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during purification and to ensure complete oxidation of any residual ferrous Fe. The
samples were then left for 24 hours to allow for complete degassing of the solution.

A precise volume of this solution, calculated from the initial elemental analysis carried
out at WHOI, was then purified using anion exchange chromatography in an HCl
medium. A 5 ml column was loaded with 1.5 ml Bio-Rad AG1-X8 anion resin 200 –
400 mesh (chloride form) which was acid cleaned with 10 ml 2 M HNO3, 10 ml MQ
water and 10 ml 2% Q-HCl and finally conditioned with 5 ml 6 M Q-HCl. Under these
conditions, Fe was adsorbed onto the anionic resin and the sample matrix and REEs were
further eluted using 17 ml of 6 M Q-HCl. For the extracted particulate samples, this
fraction was collected in Teflon vials and evaporated to dryness. The remaining residue
was dissolved in 2 ml of 2% HNO3 and analysed for 14 REEs and Y by ICP-MS on a
ThermoFinnigan Element WHOI, using an aridus desolvation chamber and low
resolution. Again, Indium (5 ppb) was added to the samples as an internal standard to
correct for mass bias.

Fe was then eluted from the column with 16 ml 0.24 M HCl, collected in Teflon vials
and evaporated to dryness. The residue was re-dissolved in 2-3 ml of 2% HNO3 and then
further diluted to form a 1 ppm or 3 ppm Fe solution ready for isotope analysis.

Analyses of 56Fe/54Fe and 57Fe/54Fe were carried out on a ThermoFinnigan Neptune MCICP-MS by Olivier Rouxel at WHOI. Mass resolution power of about 8000 (medium
resolution mode) was used to resolve isobaric interferences, such as ArO on 56Fe, ArOH
on 57Fe, and ArN on 54Fe. The samples were introduced into the plasma using a double
spray quartz spray chamber system (cyclonic and double pass) and a microconcentric
PFA nebulizer operating at a flow rate of about 200 µl min-1.

Instrumental mass bias was corrected for using Ni isotopes as an internal standard and
involves simultaneous measurement of a Ni standard solution (Malinovsky et al., 2003).
Also a standard bracketing approach, which normalises the Fe isotope ratio to the
average measured composition of a standard (IRMM-14) was carried out before and after
each sample. The two methods combined, permits the verification of any instrumental
artefacts generated by residual matrix elements.
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Fe, 56Fe, 57Fe, 60Ni and 62Ni isotopes were counted on Faraday cups using the medium

mass resolution mode. Baseline corrections were made before acquisition of each data
block by completely deflecting the ion beam. Although separated, 52Cr interferences were
always checked before each sample analysis, using peak jumping mode of the Neptune.
Purified particulate samples with low Fe concentrations were also analyzed using a
desolvation nebulizer (Cetac Apex) and X-cones (Thermo-Finnigan) to improve the
sensitivity of the Neptune (Schoenberg and von Blanckenburg, 2005).

The internal precision of the data have 95% confidence levels based on isotopic deviation
of the bracketing standards analysed during the session. The isotopic composition of the
IRMM standard processed through the entire extraction procedure was 0.09‰ and was
observed to be indistinguishable from pure solutions (Table 2.6). Any isotopic influence
from the filter was too low to be an issue because of the low Fe concentrations (Table
2.4)

Table 2.6 - Results from analysis of a certified reference material (IRMM-014). The
isotope composition of a pure IRMM-014 was measured and compared to three
samples of IRMM-014 that had been processed through the sample extraction
procedures (s.d. = standard deviation).
δ56Fe

1 s.d.

δ57Fe

1 s.d.

IRMM-014

0.09

0.1 (2σ)

0.11

0.14 (2σ)

Ref 1

0.07

0.09

0.16

0.14

Ref 2

0.12

0.09

0.19

0.12

Ref 3

0.08

0.07

0.13

0.10

2.5.10 Detection limits of ICP-MS and comparison with standard rock samples
Stock 1000 µg L-1 standards (Specpure, Spex) of each element of interest were diluted in
preparation for instrument calibration. The limits of detection of the technique are shown
in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, determined by repeat analysis of an acid blank. Again these
blanks look big compared to the values on the filters, however the samples measured
were 6 times more concentrated than their actual value ([Fe] = 6 x (20 to 300 nM). The
blank filter, used for blank correcting the samples is also shown. The large blank values
of Mg, S and Ca are due to the seawater matrix, because 1 L of background seawater had
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been filtered through this filter. The other elements appear to be low relative to the
concentrations in the samples (6 L of sample filtered). The blank values from the
ICP-OES experiment were therefore used to correct for Mg, S and Ca present in the filter
and the Cr values were treated with caution.

Table 2.7 - Detection limits determined from blank acid analysis (n=10) and
elemental concentrations from a filter blank for major and trace elements (RSD =
relative standard deviation).
Acid blank

Filter blank

(nM)

%RSD

dl (n=3) (nM)

(nmoles)

Mg

38.4

25

28.4

909

Al

42.5

57

73.0

0.48

P

43.8

27

3.5

0

S

280.9

6

51.3

299

Ca

553

13

208.2

186

Ti

1.6

64

3.1

0.0081

V

0.16

48

0.2

0.0532

Cr

0.12

36

0.12

0.97

Mn

0.44

18

0.24

0.16

Fe

8.7

44

11.6

4.5

Co

0.03

47

0.03

0.002

Ni

4.0

17

2.0

0.007

Cu

2.95

5

0.5

0.25

Zn

10.28

11

3.5

0

Mo

0.05

103

0.2

0.009

For the REEs, a processing blank was taken through all the purification processes, adding
the eluent to an untreated separating column, to confirm that no contamination was
present due to the AG1-X8 anion resin. These blank values were low relative to the
concentrations in the samples, as were the instrument blanks.
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Table 2.8 - Detection limits determined from blank acid analysis (n=10) and
elemental concentrations from a filter blank for REEs.
Acid blank
(x10-5)

%RSD

(pM)

Processing
blank

Filter
blank

dl (x10-5)

(x10-3)

(pmoles)

(n=3)(pM)

(pM)

Y

40.5

44

53.4

32.5

0.86

Ba

1430

55

2364

4859

171.5

La

30.0

73

65.4

20.9

0.45

Ce

35.4

65

69.0

40.7

1.07

Pr

9.6

124

35.7

4.0

0.12

Nd

33.4

42

42.0

17.2

0.44

Sm

10.1

40

12.0

3.7

0.09

Eu

12.0

35

16.6

1.5

0.02

Gd

18.9

20

11.4

5.5

0.08

Tb

2.9

24

2.1

1.0

0.01

Dy

6.0

41

7.5

9.6

0.08

Ho

1.1

57

1.8

2.9

0.02

Er

3.4

63

6.6

10.9

0.05

Tm

1.0

70

2.1

2.0

0.01

Yb

6.4

36

6.9

13.9

0.04

Lu

2.3

55

3.9

2.5

0.01

The filter blank for REE was similar to the least concentrated sample and 20 times less
than the most concentrated sample. Remembering that this filter had had seawater
filtered through it, it was difficult to determine whether this was due to the filter or the
seawater residue (filters were not rinsed with MQ at sea). However, the REE
concentrations on the filters would have been six times greater again because 6 L of
hydrothermal plume water had been filtered through them, making this blank less of an
issue, certainly for the most concentrated samples. The REE data correction will be
discussed further in Chapter 6.

A number of rock standards were prepared from a variety of sources including the U.S.
Geological Survey and Centre de Recherches Petrographiques et Geochimiques. The
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standards were digested using 3 ml HNO3 and 2 ml HF in 30 ml acid cleaned Teflon
vials. After evaporation on a hot plate at 60°C, the standards were digested using 6 ml of
aqua regia (50:50 HNO3:HCl) and heated on a hot plate with the lids on overnight. The
lids were then removed and the acid left to evaporate. In preparation for the ICP-MS, the
dry solid was dissolved in 10% HNO3 and left on a hot plate to encourage dissolution.
The standards were diluted in 1% HNO3 to give a 1 ppm solution and 100 µl of this
solution was diluted in 1% HNO3 along with the addition of a indium spike (final
concentration 5 ppm).

The standard values were taken from the Geostandards Special Issue (Govindaraju, 1994)
and were used to confirm the accuracy of the elemental analysis. Table 2.9 and Table
2.10 shows the measured values and percent accuracy.

Most of the major/trace elements could be accurately measured, except for S, which had
a range of accuracy for the four standards, higher and lower than its certified value. One
of the standards when measuring for Cu, was four times its actual value, suggesting
contamination.

For REE, the only element which appeared to show discrepancy was Gd, with two
standards 40% greater than their actual value. However the other two standards showed
complete recovery.
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Table 2.9 - Results from analysis of a certified reference materials for major and
trace elements

Mg (mM)

Al (mM)

P (mM)

S (mM)

Ca (mM)

Ti (mM)

V (mM)

Cr (mM)

Mn (mM)

Fe (mM)

Co (mM)

Ni (mM)

Cu (mM)

Zn (mM)

Mo (mM)

Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%

CRPG
BR
3294
3351
102
2001
1913
96
146.6
148.9
102
14.1
10.2
74
2459
2684
109
325.5
361.2
111
4.6
5.2
112
7.1
7.7
107
28.2
27.0
96
1614
1600
99
0.9
1.1
112
4.3
4.9
113
1.1
1.2
106
2.5
2.8
112
0.02
0.02
102

GIT-IWG GIT-IWG
BE-N
WS-E
3085
1395
3516
1427
114
102
2037
2704
2069
2776
102
103
155.5
41.3
149.2
38.7
96
94
9.6
16.5
9.3
19.1
101
118
2534
1583
2765
1695
109
107
329.3
298.6
367.4
320.1
112
107
4.4
6.5
5.2
7.2
117
111
6.8
1.8
7.8
2.0
115
111
26.3
27.1
23.3
103
1609
1649
1613
1638
100
99
1.0
0.8
1.1
0.8
108
107
4.5
0.9
4.9
0.9
111
98
1.1
1.1
1.2
3.3
108
313
1.8
1.7
2.1
1.9
114
105
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
102
94

USGS
BHVO-1
1866
1771
95
2686
2643
98
38.7
32.8
84
3.1
1.7
70
1977
2009
102
345.1
348.8
101
6.2
6.5
105
5.5
5.8
106
23.9
22.6
95
1546
1514
98
0.7
0.8
105
2.0
2.1
103
2.1
2.2
104
1.7
1.4
78
0.01
0.01
91
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Table 2.10 - Results from analysis of a certified reference materials for REEs

Y(nM)

La (nM)

Ce (nM)

Pr (nM)

Nd (nM)

Sm (nM)

Eu (nM)

Gd (nM)

Tb (nM)

Dy (nM)

Ho (nM)

Er (nM)

Tm (nM)

Yb (nM)

Lu (nM)

Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%
Certified
Measured
%

CRPG
BR
326.5
361.3
111
592.9
622.7
105
1086.6
1109.5
102
123.3
126.5
103
460.3
483.4
105
80.3
84.2
105
24.6
26.7
108
64.1
91.2
142
8.3
9.3
112
42.2
43.2
102
6.9
7.0
101
15.7
16.6
106
2.1
2.0
98
10.6
11.5
108
1.4
1.5
105

GIT-IWG GIT-IWG
BE-N
WS-E
349.5
295.2
364.8
302.6
104
103
193.1
111.6
190.5
111.7
99
100
420.8
276.8
414.4
268.3
98
97
54.8
39.9
53.2
37.6
97
94
226.9
170.9
222.7
172.0
98
101
58.1
40.6
56.0
40.2
96
99
14.5
13.6
14.3
13.4
99
99
45.3
39.8
48.4
39.5
107
99
6.8
6.0
6.5
5.8
96
98
37.3
32.6
37.1
33.3
100
102
7.1
5.9
6.8
6.0
96
100
18.2
15.1
17.6
15.2
97
101
2.4
2.0
2.3
2.0
99
100
14.4
11.5
14.1
11.8
98
103
2.0
1.6
2.0
1.6
95
99

USGS
BHVO-1
460.7
486.9
106
265.1
290.2
109
544.3
561.4
103
62.9
69.1
110
252.3
283.0
112
50.8
55.5
109
10.3
10.9
106
46.0
63.8
139
7.2
7.3
102
37.9
41.7
110
7.6
8.0
106
21.1
22.2
105
3.2
3.2
100
19.3
19.9
103
2.9
3.0
102
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2.5.11 Fe data - quality control for particulate Fe (pFe), dissolved Fe (dFe) and
total dissolvable Fe (TdFe)
The sum of the particulate Fe (pFe) and dFe can be compared to the TdFe measured in
the fluid samples (Appendix 2). These two values should be equivalent and will
highlight any contamination/recovery issues. It became apparent that in some of the
samples dFe concentrations were greater than TdFe concentrations suggesting
contamination during filtration. In comparison, pFe concentrations appeared low with
very few anomalous values. Contamination could have been caused by ‘carry over’ from
previous sample during filtration. The contamination appeared to increase over the
period of the cruise supporting that this was the case, becoming more apparent in the
later CTD casts, where Fe concentrations were higher due to proximity to the vent
source. However another problem became apparent in the buoyant plume samples; here
the TdFe concentrations were around the same as the dFe concentration, but the pFe
concentrations were much greater. This suggested that on initial sampling for TdFe on
deck, the particulate Fe had settled to the bottom the CTD bottle. The CTD bottle was
then transferred to the clean van and on removal, the pFe had redistributed in the bottle
and was therefore separated during filtration. The TFe and dFe data was selected using
the following parameters:

1) If pFe > 10 nM, i.e. for CTD 16 and two samples from CTD 11, calculate a new TFe
concentration = pFe + dFe (to account for particle settling)
2) For the rest of the samples; if the relative percent different between TdFe and (pFe +
dFe) is greater than 10%, calculate a new dFe concentration = TdFe - pFe

It became obvious in CTD 16 that particle settling was an issue because the calculated
TFe concentration was much greater than the measured TdFe concentration. Here the
pFe concentrations were up to 5 times greater than the measured TdFe concentration. By
analysing the rest of the samples, the only other place this appeared to be an issue was for
two samples from CTD 11. These two samples had pFe concentrations 5 times greater
than the rest of the samples and again showed a large discrepancy between the TdFe
concentration and the TFe concentration. All these samples had a pFe concentration
greater than 10 nM, hence rule 1.
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2.6 Iron speciation studies
2.6.1 Competitive ligand exchange - cathodic stripping voltammetry (CLE-CSV)
Cathodic stripping voltammetry (CSV) is a very sensitive but time consuming technique
for the analysis of trace metals in seawater (Achterberg and Braungardt, 1999). A ligand
is added to the seawater sample forming an adsorptive complex with the trace metal
which is then detected using a Hanging Mercury Drop Electrode (HMDE). The metal
ligand complex is adsorbed onto the surface of the Hg drop at a controlled potential and a
current is produced upon a voltammetric scan towards a more negative potential. This
current is a result of the reduction of either a reducible group on the ligand or of the
metal itself. The limit of detection is typically 10-9 – 10-11M (Achterberg and
Braungardt, 1999).

Different metals have different ligands which are suitable for CSV. The ligand needs to
be able to form a complex with the element of interest and have electroactivity. It
appears that π–electron interactions from the ligand are significant for the adsorption
process. For Fe, the use of four different ligands has been reported: 1-nitroso-2-napthol
(1N2N) (Nagai et al., 2004), 2-(2thiazolylazo)-p-cresol (TAC) (Croot and Johansson,
2000), salicyaldoxime (SA) (Rue and Bruland, 1997) and 2,3-dihydroxynaphthalene
(DHN) (Obata and Van den Berg, 2001). The experiment can be controlled by the
careful selection of the ligand and its concentration giving a ‘detection window’ for the
experiment (Van den Berg et al., 1990), which can detect varying strengths of ligands.

CLE-CSV is sensitive enough to be used for trace metal speciation studies and can be
used to determine the presence of organic ligands. For this, a sample is titrated with Fe,
enabling the determination of the stability constant of any unbound or competitively
released ligand. The overall total ligand, [L] (including both complexed and excess
organic ligands, inorganic colloidal ligands and crystalline Fe hydrolysis products
(Gledhill and Van den Berg, 1995)) can then be calculated from equilibrium principles
(Croot and Johansson, 2000; Gledhill and Van den Berg, 1995; Rue and Bruland, 1995;
Van den Berg, 1995; Wu and Luther III, 1995).

The titration is carried out by splitting the filtered (0.4 µm) seawater sample into
typically 10 sub-samples and adding increasing amounts of the metal under investigation.
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The ligand and a buffer are then added and the samples are left to equilibrate, typically
overnight. During this stage the added metal complexes with both naturally present
ligand and the added synthetic ligand. If there is an excess of strong natural ligand in the
sample, the metal will complex with this until it is all consumed and then the remaining
metal will start to complex with the added ligand. There will also be an exchange of the
added synthetic ligand with any weaker naturally occurring ligands attached to the metals
in the sample. The net effect is a curve in the initial part of the titration plot (current vs.
Fe concentration). After a ~20 hr equilibration, the samples are analysed
electrochemically and the metal concentration associated with the added ligand is
determined via the current the complex produces during reduction. Linear and non-linear
data transformations are used to determine the ligand concentrations and stability
constants (Boye et al., 2003; Boye et al., 2001; Croot and Johansson, 2000; Rue and
Bruland, 1995; Van den Berg, 1995; Wu and Luther III, 1995). The theory is described
in more detail below.

2.6.2 Theory behind speciation studies
Within ambient seawater samples, the following relationship exists:

[FeT] = [Fe’] + [FeL]

(2.1)

where [FeT] is the total concentration of Fe in the sample, [Fe’] is the labile Fe i.e. Fe3+
species not bound in strong complexes and [FeL] is the concentration of the organically
bound iron. Fe(II) is not considered, because in the time period of sample collection and
processing, all the reduced Fe will have been oxidised. The equilibrium between the
natural ligands present in the seawater and the inorganic Fe is expressed by:

Fe’ + L’ ↔ FeL

(2.2)

Where L’ is the free organic ligand within the system. The conditional stability constant
for the formation of the complex FeL (K’Fe’L) is defined as:

K’Fe’L = [FeL] / ([Fe’] × [L’])

(2.3)
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Where K’Fe’L is the conditional stability constant with respect to Fe’ (Croot and
Johansson, 2000). The value of K’Fe’L is conditional on the seawater composition
(Gledhill and Van den Berg, 1994). To convert K’Fe’L to K’FeL, the conditional stability
constant with respect to free Fe3+, αFe’, the side reaction coefficient for Fe’, can be
applied:

αFe’ = [Fe’]/[Fe3+]

(2.4)

αFe’ = K’FeL/K’Fe’L

(2.5)

αFe’ is normally quoted as 1010 (Hudson et al., 1992)

On addition of the competing ligand, TAC, a new equilibrium is set up:

[FeT] = [Fe’] + [FeL] + [Fe(TAC)2]

(2.6)

The TAC ligand competes with the ‘labile’ species in the sample; weakly bound organic
species in the FeL fraction as well as inorganic Fe species (Gledhill and Van den Berg,
1994). During the titration, an Fe(TAC)2 fraction is determined at different Fe
concentrations enabling the determination of FeL. This involves knowing the total Fe in
the sample i.e. that initially present plus that added during the titration, and subtracting
the Fe(TAC)2 concentration measured by CSV.

[FeL] = FeT − [Fe(TAC)2]

(2.7)

CSV measures a current (Ip) relating to the concentration of Fe(TAC)2 via the sensitivity,
S:

Ip = S × [Fe(TAC)2]

(2.8)

S can be obtained from the gradient of the titration curve (Ip vs. added Fe) at high
concentrations of total Fe where all the organic ligands are saturated and a straight line
exists.
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The Fe(TAC)2 concentration relates to the side reaction coefficient for Fe(TAC)2
(αFe’(TAC)2):

αFe’(TAC)2 = [Fe(TAC)2]/[Fe’] and

[Fe(TAC)2]/[FeT] = αFe’(TAC)2/ (1+α0 + αFe’(TAC)2)

(2.9)

(2.10)

Where α0 is the side reaction coefficient for naturally occurring ligands, including
inorganic ligands with respect to Fe’. This side coefficient α0 relates to the concentration
of Fe’ by:

[Fe’]/([FeT] − [Fe(TAC)2]) = 1/(1+ Σ KiLi’)

(2.11)

Where Ki is the conditional stability constant and Li is the concentration of the ith natural
ligand. [FeT] − [Fe(TAC)2] is the residual Fe, representing all the forms of Fe not
complexed to TAC. Rearranging Equations 2.3, 2.6 and 2.11, yields the reciprocal
Langmuir isotherm (Croot and Johansson, 2000):

[FeL]/[Fe’] = K[LT]/(1+K[Fe’])

(2.12)

The non-linear Langmuir isotherm can then be used to determine the ligand
concentration and stability constants, K’Fe’L, and can be solved using the Gerringa
method (Gerringa et al., 1995) (P Croot, Ligfit: A Labview program for non-linear fitting
of voltammetric titration data. IfM-Geomar, Kiel, Germany (2006)), with an inorganic
side reaction coefficient as logαFe’ = 10 and for TAC, logαFe(TAC)2 = 12.4.

As well as the non-linear fit model, other methods exist for solving L and K. A second
method used throughout this work is the Langmuir transformation method (or van den
Berg linearization) (Ruzic, 1982; Van den Berg, 1982) based on the combination of the
following two relationships:

[L]T = [L’] + [FeL]

(2.13)
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(2.14)

Combining these two equations by substituting for L’, the free ligand within the system,
forms the following linear relationship:

[Fe3+]/[FeL] = [Fe3+]/[L]T + 1/(K’FeL[L]T)

(2.15)

[Fe3+] is directly related to the Fe(TAC)2 concentration by α’ – the overall α coefficient
for inorganic complexation and complexation by TAC i.e. α’ =. αFe’ + αFe’(TAC) ,
therefore:

[Fe3+] = [Fe(TAC)]/α’

(2.16)

Substituting Equation 2.16 into 2.15 for Fe3+, is convenient as a current proportional to
the Fe(TAC)2 concentration is measured during the experiment.

[Fe(TAC)]/[FeL] = [Fe(TAC)]/[LT] + α’/(K’FeL[LT])

(2.17)

Final substitution and rearrangement results in Equation 2.18:

[Fe’]/[FeL] = [Fe’]/[LT] + 1/(K’Fe’L[LT])

(2.18)

The ratio of [Fe’]/[FeL] is plotted against [Fe’] giving a straight line and the y intercept
and slope of the line can be used to obtain K’Fe’L and L (Rue and Bruland, 1995):

Slope = 1/[LT]

(2.19)

y-intercept = 1/(K’Fe’L[LT])

(2.20)

2.6.3 Instrumentation
Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a Metrohm VA 663 Stand, with a
Hanging Mercury Drop Electrode (HMDE), glassy carbon working electrode, Ag/AgCl
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reference electrode and a µAutolab potentiostat (Ecochemie, NL). The equipment was
computer controlled with an EcoChemie bv Autolab software version 4.9.4 (Windsor
Scientific Ltd).

2.6.4 Method development
A series of experiments were conducted on a high Fe seawater sample in order the find
the most appropriate ligand for the analysis of the hydrothermal samples and to optimise
the experimental conditions for the analysis.

TAC was chosen due to a lack of background peak and a good clear signal. A large peak
due to TAC complexes had previously been reported to be a problem, but due to the
higher concentrations in our samples this was not an issue (Obata and Van den Berg,
2001). Method development was carried out to determine the optimum experimental
conditions using a filtered (0.4 µm) unacidified hydrothermal seawater sample, which
had not been frozen. An aliquot (10 ml) of this sample was pipetted into a Teflon cell,
along with 50 µl of 1 M EPPS (final concentration 5 mM), 10 µl of 10 mM TAC (final
concentration 10 µM) and 100 µl of 1 µM Fe standard (final concentration 10 nM). The
voltammetric settings used were as follows (Table 2.11).

Table 2.11 - Voltammetric settings
Scan

Differential pulse

Nitrogen purge

180 s

Equilibrium time

10 s

Initial potential

-0.4 V

Final potential

-0.9 V

Step potential

2.55 mV

Modulation amplitude

49.95 mV

Stirrer speed

2000 revs min-1

Hg drop size

0.52 mm

The deposition potential was varied from -0.3 and -0.4 V with an adsorption time of
600 s (Figure 2.1a).
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Figure 2.1 - a) CLE-CSV Fe reduction peak current as a function of deposition
potential for differential pulse voltammetry b) CLE-CSV Fe reduction peak current
as a function of adsorption time.
A potential of -0.35 V yielded the greatest response and then dropped steeply away either
side. This potential of -0.35 V was used for all future work. Previously, Croot et al.
(2000) had found a narrow window of deposition potentials between -0.3 and -0.5 V,
where the Fe(TAC) species were seen to be adsorbed. They determined an optimal
sensitivity at -0.38 V, slightly more negative than that determined in this study.

The adsorption time of the experiment was then varied and the current was seen to
increase and then plateau (Figure 2.1b). The optimum time was found to be 600 s. After
600 s the peak current decreased which is likely to be due to the higher concentrations of
Fe in the samples and therefore saturation of the Hg drop. This was different to the
results from Croot et al. (2000), where they saw a linear response with an adsorption time
varying from 250 s to 600 s. An adsorption time of 600 s was used for low Fe samples
and the remaining method development experiments, reducing to 300 s for samples
>5 nM.

The ligand concentration was varied from 5 to 40 µM and the optimum concentration
was found to be 10 µM (Figure 2.2a). There was a steep increase from 5 to 10 µM and
then the peak current plateaued and began to decrease. As the stirring speed was
increased the peak current increased (Figure 2.2b). After 2000 revolutions min-1 the rate
of increase in current began to decrease.
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Figure 2.2 - a) CLE-CSV Fe reduction peak current as a function varying ligand
concentration b) CLE-CSV Fe reduction peak current as a function of stirring
speed
In order to determine the Fe concentration limits of the experiment, the linear response
was checked for increasing Fe concentrations. The Fe peak was seen to increase linearly
with Fe concentration until 50 nM (Figure 2.3). By decreasing the adsorption time, the
upper concentration limit of the experiment can be increased.

Varying the concentration of Fe added
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Figure 2.3 - CLE-CSV Fe reduction peak current as a function varying Fe addition
to determine the concentration limits of the technique
A slight curve is seen from 0 – 5 nM inferring the presence of natural organic ligands in
the sample, this could also be due to a lack of precision at lower Fe concentrations but
later, in samples containing no ligand excess, a straight line was observed. The sample
used in the method development had not been frozen and therefore bacteria within the
seawater could have produced organic complexes. This experiment shows that the limit
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of detectable Fe with an adsorption time of 600 s is 50 nM, which will be important to
consider when looking at the high Fe samples from the vent plumes. Fe concentrations
in the non-buoyant plumes at 5°S range from 10 nM to 54 nM with frozen dFe samples
ranging from 2.3 nM to 33 nM (Appendix 2 and 3). These conditions are therefore
suitable for the lower Fe concentration range of the samples (<25 nM) but for the
samples with Fe concentrations greater than 25 nM, a decreased adsorption time will be
required. Loss of linearity, if it occurs, will be obvious during the titration.

2.6.5 Titration Experiment.
Using the optimal experimental conditions determined above, a titration experiment was
carried out. Previous studies had utilised either one hour or overnight equilibrium times
between the addition of all the reagents and the start of the analysis. For our work,
overnight equilibrium was chosen due to the higher Fe concentrations present in our
samples and the recent debate in the literature about the kinetics of the system (Discussed
in Chapter 5)(Town and van Leeuwen, 2005a).

2.6.6 Procedure for hydrothermal samples
A filtered sample (0.4 µm filtered), was defrosted overnight and gently mixed. In a
laminar flow hood, sub-samples of 10 ml were pipetted into a series of pre-cleaned
Teflon pots (25 ml) and each sample was treated in the following way with a 15 minute
time lag between the sub-samples. To the sample, 100 µL of 1 M EPPS was added
followed by Fe with concentrations ranging from 0 to 20 nM. The Fe was allowed to
equilibrate for one hour at laboratory temperature and at the end of this period 10 µL of
10 mM TAC was added. The samples were left to equilibrate overnight.

The first sample was then transferred to a Teflon cell and placed in the Metrohm stand.
The sample was de-aerated for three minutes with nitrogen gas and subsequently the
Fe(TAC)2 complexes were adsorbed onto a fresh Hg drop. The potential was scanned
using differential pulse voltammetry with the conditions outlined above (Section 2.6.4)
along with a deposition potential of -0.35 V and adsorption time of 600 s or 300 s. The
stripping current from the adsorbed Fe(TAC)2 was recorded at an electrode potential of
-0.41 V. The Teflon cell was rinsed between the analysis of each sub-sample with MQ
water and the sub-samples were run in order of increasing Fe additions. Contamination
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was kept to a minimum by regular acid cleaning and was found to be negligible
throughout the experiments. This was confirmed with the analysis of MQ water, as an
Fe(TAC)2 peak could not be determined prior to Fe addition.

2.7 Dissolved organic and particulate organic carbon analysis
The measurements of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and particulate organic carbon
(POC) in the ocean have become routine measurements because of their link to primary
productivity. A number of different analytical techniques have been applied for the
determination of DOC however, the High-Temperature Combustion (HTC) technique
used here is the most widely used. This is because of its good oxidation efficiency of
DOC to CO2 and its high sensitivity and precision measurements of CO2 using infra-red
absorption (Pan et al., 2005).

Particulate organic carbon is measured using a high temperature combustion technique.
For aqueous samples, a known amount of seawater must be filtered and then the dry mass
of the filter is combusted. This requires the filters to have been combusted at 400°C for
more than 4 hours prior to sample filtration to remove any POC on the filter. The
methods used for both analyses are described below.

2.7.1 Particulate Organic Carbon (POC)
The GF/F filters were unfolded, removed from the foil and placed in small polystyrene
containers. The filters were then treated with sulfurous acid under vacuum for 24 hrs to
removed the inorganic carbonates (Verardo et al., 1990). The filters were dried at 60°C
for 24 hrs, quartered and packaged in pre-combusted aluminium foil (Hilton et al., 1986).
The samples were then analysed on a Thermo Finnigan Flash EA1112 elemental analyser
using Acetanilide as a calibration standard. Filter blanks were used for blank correcting
the sample and are shown in Table 2.12. The limit of detection of POC was determined
to be 1.65 µg (n = 3). Measurements were carried out by Robert Head at the Plymouth
Marine Laboratories.
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Table 2.12 - Detection limits determined from blank analysis of a filter (n=2)
Blank
POC
Average (µg)

5.49

Standard
deviation

0.55

2.7.2 Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)
Determination of DOC was carried out on a Coupled High-Temperature Combustion
Total Organic Carbon-Nitrogen Chemiluminescence Detection (HTC TOC-NCD)
system. The measurements were performed using a Shimadzu TOC 5000A total carbon
analyser coupled with a Sievers NCD 255 nitrogen chemiluminescence detector (Pan et
al., 2005). A procedural blank of MQ water, filtered on board the ship, gave a detection
limit of 1.89 µM (n = 3) and the accuracy of the technique was determined from the
analysis of a certified reference material (Table 2.13). Analysis was carried out by Xi
Pan at NOCS.

Table 2.13 - Detection limits determined from blank analysis of MQ water (n=3)
and results from analysis of a certified reference material
Procedural
Blank

CRM (µM)

DOC

Certified

Measured

Average (µg)

4.6

44-46

44.2

Standard
deviation

0.63

2.8 Quality Control
For each of the methods described above, the detection limits and accuracy (when a
certified reference material is available) have been described. During sample analysis,
repeat analyses were carried out to ensure data precision. If the data varied by more than
10%, the samples were re-run. For the AAS and POC data, the replicates had less than a
10% relative standard deviation. ICP-MS relative standard deviation errors are shown in
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the appendix as well as the errors for DOC and Fe isotopes. Samples for the
electrochemistry work were run twice with good repeatability.

2.9 Summary
The methods described above were used to produce data for the following chapters:

Chapter 4 :

DOC and POC analysis
ICP-OES

Chapter 5 :

Speciation analysis of Fe using CLE-CSV
Seawater Fe and Mn analysis using atomic absorption spectroscopy
Particulate analysis of the major and trace elements using ICP-OES

Chapter 6 :

Seawater Fe and Mn analysis using atomic absorption spectroscopy
Particulate analysis of the major and trace elements using ICP-MS
Particulate analysis of REE using ICP-MS

Chapter 7 :

Isotope analysis using MC-ICP-MS
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Chapter 3. Geological Setting
3.1 9°N East Pacific Rise
The hydrothermal samples discussed in Chapter 4 were collected from the well
characterised basalt hosted vent system at 9°50’N along the fast spreading East Pacific
Rise (EPR)(Figure 3.1). This site has been the subject of detailed multi-disciplinary
studies for more than a decade making it one of the best characterised vents, worldwide.
However, sampling for this study took place on board the R.V. Atlantis (AT05-04) at the
beginning of 2007, just less than a year after the occurrence of a mid-ocean ridge
eruption along this ridge section (Tolstoy et al., 2006). During 2006, a rapid response
cruise and cruises already scheduled to visit this area, focused their attention on the
effects that the volcanic eruption event might have had on the areas of high-temperature
venting, diffuse flow and the biological communities that these sites continue to host
(Cowen et al., 2007).

20° N
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Figure 3.1 - Location map of the 9°50’N vent sites on the EPR
The EPR 9-10°N first became the focus of study in the early 1990s following the
detection of an earlier volcanic eruption at this site (Haymon et al., 1991; Haymon et al.,
1993). This area of fast spreading ridge (11 cm yr-1) has been extensively studied since
the early 1980’s and therefore there is an extensive set of data describing the area’s
geology, biology and chemical diversity. It has been suggested that the location of the
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hydrothermal vents at 9°50’N are being guided by two primary geological features;
fractures associated with vertical to near-vertical dikes that fed the 1991 eruption and
permeable zones created during the focussing of the eruptions and subsequent drainback
of magma (Fornari et al., 2004).

Figure 3.2 - Location map of high-temperature vent sites still present at 9°50’N on
the EPR (Shallow to deep:red to yellow to blue)
At 9°50’N, an axial summit collapse trough (ASCT) is present at the ridge crest at
2500 m depth along a 4th order ridge segment, only 50 m wide and 20 m deep. Within
this trough, four sites of high-temperature hydrothermal activity remained actively
venting in Jan 2007: Biovent, Bio9, P vent and Ty/Io (Figure 3.2). There were also areas
of diffuse flow, occupied by patches of Tevnia and Alvinella, but the majority of Riftia
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and vent mussels present prior to the eruption were now extinct.

Biovent was comprised of two active black smoker chimneys encrusted with Alvinella
and surrounded by pillow lava and white bacterial mats in the cracks. Diffuse flow was
present in the vicinity of the high-temperature venting, hosting bacterial mats and
limpets. Bio9 was comprised of a series of three black smoker chimneys (Bio9, Bio9’
and Bio9”), encrusted with Alvinella. Again, diffuse flow was also present, hosting
bacterial mats and Tevnia.

Bio9’

Biovent

P-vent

Ty/Io

Figure 3.3 - Photos of the high-temperature chimneys sampled at 9°50’N EPR
(AT05-04, photos taken from DSV Alvin)
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The black smoker chimney at P vent, only 60 m south of Bio9, consisted of two spires,
one of which was actively venting whereas the other seemed to have been disrupted by
the recent volcanic activity. Alvinella were present on the sulfide walls at P-vent along
with patches of Tevnia and one large, old Riftia. The chimney sampled near 9°50’07”N
and labelled as Ty/Io could not be confirmed in Jan 2007 to be either Ty or Io, two
independent black smoker chimneys that existed prior to the winter 2005/2006 eruption.
Instead, the site sampled at this location was characterised by a suite of small (< a few
meters high) black smokers with extensive Alvinella populations present. The diffuse
flow at this site was extensive, hosting bacterial mats, limpets and patches of Tevnia
(Figure 3.3).

3.2 4° - 5°S Mid-Atlantic Ridge
The samples discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 were collected during two research cruises
(RRS Charles Darwin CD169 and FS Meteor cruise M68/1) in 2005 and 2006. These
cruises investigated the first sites of hydrothermal activity to be located anywhere on the
Southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) near 5°S (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 – Location of vent sites discovered on the R.R.S. Charles Darwin CD169
Initial location of the vents was carried out using a combination of NOC’s Towed Ocean
Bottom Instrument (TOBI), a 30 kHz deep-tow sidescan sonar vehicle, and the
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Autonomous Benthic Explorer (ABE), Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution’s deepdiving autonomous underwater vehicle (German et al., 2008a).

First, during CD169, a series of Miniature Autonomous Plume Recorders (MAPR’s)
were attached below and above TOBI, at 50 m intervals, to collect in-situ optical
backscatter data from the water column over a range extending from 100 m below TOBI
to 200 m above it as TOBI was towed along axis through the MAR rift valley at heights
of 300 m - 500 m above the seafloor. MAPR instruments have sensors for temperature,
pressure and optical backscatter and it is optical backscatter (a measure of the light
reflected off any suspended particles in the water column) that is particularly useful in
exploration for sites of high-temperature hydrothermal venting. High concentrations of
suspended particles are typically absent from oceanic deep water far from land, but are
present in abundance forming characteristic ‘lenses’ of particle rich water in
hydrothermal plumes, rich in fine grained Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides ± sulfides. TOBI was
towed along a 200 km section of the MAR between 2° and 6°S with significant
anomalies observed at two locations near 4°S and near 5°S (German et al., 2008a;
German et al., 2005).

At the more southerly of these sites, ABE was programmed to carry out a three dive
survey at 4°48’S 12°22’W. Here, the median valley is at its shallowest (3000 m) forming
a 10 km wide, hour-glass shaped plateau with spreading rates of ~3.2 cm yr-1 (DeMets et
al., 1990). The lavas along this ridge segment are fresh and unsedimented suggesting
recent and strong volcanic activity and high eruption rates (Haase et al., 2007). Seismic
data suggested major eruptions in late June 2002 (German et al., 2008a).

The ABE dive protocol consisted of an initial dive ~300 m above the seafloor (at the
height of the previously detected non-buoyant plumes). This was followed by a second
dive, conducted at 50 m above the seafloor to conduct detailed mapping of the seafloor
and, simultaneously to intercept the buoyant stems of any hydrothermal plumes present.
Finally a series of dives, 5 m above the seafloor, determined the exact location of the
vents and photographs were taken. Attached to ABE were CTD (conductivity,
temperature and density) sensors, Eh sensors and a transmissometer (German et al.,
2008c).
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In this way, two new vent-sites were located in March 2005 (Red Lion and Turtle Pits)
and a further, 3rd site in the 5°S segment, Comfortless Cove, was located during FS
Meteor cruise M68/1 in May 2006. This site included two areas of diffuse flow; Golden
Valley and Foggy Corner (Figure 3.5 and 3.6). The first ROV dives to the Red Lion and
Turtle Pits sites were conducted aboard FS Meteor cruise M64/1 in 2005 but all the vent
fluid samples reported here were collected by the remotely operated vehicle (ROV),
MARUM Quest (Bremen) from Meteor M68/1.

Comfortless Cove
Turtle Pits

Figure 3.5 - Location map of vent sites in the 2 km section of ridge at 5°S MAR.
The sites are superimposed onto a bathymetry map of the area (Shallow to
deep:orange to blue)
Red Lion was made up of four active black smoker chimneys; Mephisto, Sugarhead,
Tannenbaum and Shrimp Farm, each 4 – 6 m high and separated from each other by 1015 m (Figure 3.6 and 3.7). There were also several inactive chimneys here. The freshlyerupted basaltic pillow lavas and lack of sediment suggested recent volcanic activity.
Comfortless Cove had one active black smoker chimney, Sisters Peak, 13 m high and
consisting of two spires, only one of which was actively venting. The eastern spire of
this smoker was inactive whereas the western spire was venting acidic, phase separated
fluids, at 400°C. The base of the chimney was colonised by mussels, crabs and shrimps.
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There were two areas of diffuse flow in the vicinity of Sisters Peak: Golden Valley and
Foggy Corner (Figure 3.6)(Haase et al., 2007).

Figure 3.6 – Sketch maps of the three different vent locations (Haase et al., 2007)
The Turtle Pits field lies within a small depression, a similar setting to hydrothermal vent
sites on the fast spreading EPR. A tall 9 m chimney, Southern Tower, was seen to have
increased by 4 m when it was revisited in May 2006 and on two mounds of sulfide debris
were numerous small active black smoker sites: One Boat and Two Boats. The fluids
emitting from these mounds were phase separated, characterised by gas bubbles and
hosting the hottest vent fluid temperatures ever recorded from the deep-ocean (Haase et
al., 2007; Nature, 2006).
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Figure 3.7 – Photos of the high-temperature chimneys at Red Lion vent field
(Devey, 2006)
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Chapter 4. Dissolved and particulate organic carbon in
hydrothermal plumes
4.1 Introduction
Although it has long been recognised that Fe acts as an essential micronutrient for
phytoplankton growth (Morel et al., 2004; Pollard et al., 2007), the debate over its
sources and sinks persists (Ussher et al., 2004). One potential source of Fe to the surface
ocean is through upwelling of dissolved Fe released from deep-sea hydrothermal vents
(Boyle et al., 2005; Coale et al., 1991) – but this would require dissolved Fe to be
stabilised in some form as it disperses away from a vent-site. This appears problematic
because when vent-fluids first enter the base of the water column abundant polymetallic
particulate phases are formed: predominantly Fe-rich sulfides and Fe oxyhydroxides
(Feely et al., 1987b). In earlier work, it was often assumed that hydrothermal inputs of
dissolved Fe to the deep-ocean should be negligible (German et al., 1991; Mottl and
McConachy, 1990).

In the surface and deep-ocean, Fe exists at concentrations greater than the predicted
solubility (Millero, 1998) and >99% of dissolved Fe (dFe, that fraction passing through a
0.4 µm filter (Cullen et al., 2006)) is complexed by stable organic ligands (Gledhill and
Van den Berg, 1994; Rue and Bruland, 1997; Van den Berg, 2006). Organic Fe
complexation acts to reduce the reactivity of the Fe species, preventing precipitation of
Fe and scavenging into/onto particulate phases. Such complexes, if formed within
buoyant hydrothermal plumes, would certainly have the potential to sustain enhanced
dissolved Fe concentrations at least as far as non-buoyant plume height.

In order for organic Fe complexation to occur there must be a source of organic carbon to
the plume. High-temperature hydrothermal systems have been considered to be
inorganically dominated because of the breakdown of organic molecules at high
temperatures. Consequently very few analyses of dissolved and particulate organic
carbon (DOC and POC) have been conducted for hydrothermal plumes and it is unknown
whether entrainment or production of organic material will occur within these systems.
In general, however, organic compounds play a central role in marine biogeochemical
cycles and the majority of them, originate from biogenic precursors. The POC fraction is
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mainly composed of detritus as well as phytoplankton and bacteria while the DOC
fraction is mainly composed of humic substances as well as excretions from animals,
microorganisms and plants. The separation of DOC from the POC fraction is
operationally defined as that which passes through a 0.7 µm GF/F filter. Therefore some
biological species, such as bacteria and archaea, may exist in both fractions. However,
bacteria and archaea will mainly exist in the POC fraction along with other biotically
(and abiotically) produced organic compounds.

In this chapter, DOC and POC data from hydrothermal plume of the basalt-hosted EPR
(9°50’N) are presented. These analyses demonstrate the potential for organic
complexation of Fe to occur within the hydrothermal plumes.

4.2 Hydrothermal plume sampling
Near-field buoyant plume samples were collected from above four high-temperature vent
sites; Bio9’, P vent, Biovent and Ty/Io, using 1.5 L Niskin bottles placed in the basket
attached to DSV Alvin (Figure 4.1). A total of eight samples were collected, with two
samples from each site collected one after the other as DSV Alvin flew a few meters
above the vent chimneys. Duplicate samples from each site were analysed for DOC,
TdFe and TdMn, and one sample from each site was analysed for POC. As each sample
was taken, temperature and H2S concentrations were measured using an in-situ chemical
probe, placed in the basket, adjacent to the Niskin bottles ((Sarradin et al., 2005), data
from Nadine Le Bris, Ifremer, unpublished).

Additional samples were collected from buoyant and non-buoyant plumes at 9°50’N
using a CTD rosette equipped with a turbidity sensor to detect the fine grained Fe-Mn
and aid sample collection. These samples were analysed for DOC and POC, but not Fe
and Mn. Initially, the rosette was deployed directly above the 9°50’N vent sites in order
to collect buoyant plume samples, detected by the presence of both particle and
temperature anomalies. This was followed by two more, at 0.5 and 2 km southwest of
the vent sites, respectively, following the direction of the current and bisecting nonbuoyant plumes, 100 to 200 m above the seafloor (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 - Locations of CTD stations 83, 91, and 92 relative to the positions of the
Ty/Io, Bio9’, P vent and Biovent vent sites at 9°50’N EPR (Shallow to deep:red to
blue)

4.3 Results
The time profiles of temperature and H2S as DSV Alvin flew through high-temperature
plumes are shown in Figure 4.2. Maximum temperatures in the plume ranged from 6.4 to
13°C compared to a background temperature of 2°C. Maximum H2S concentrations
ranged from 5 to 71 µM.
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Figure 4.2 – Change in temperature and H2S concentrations with time as DSV Alvin
flew through the high-temperature plumes (Note scale differences for H2S
concentration). Yellow filled triangles are H2S concentration (µM) and blue solid
line is temperature.
The POC and DOC concentrations in the near-field vent samples and their respective
TdFe and TdMn concentrations are shown in Table 4.1 along with maximum temperature
and H2S concentrations observed within the plumes. The POC concentrations ranged
from 0.87 to 3.81 µM and the DOC concentrations ranged from 37.9 to 47.1 µM.
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Table 4.1 – TdFe and TdMn, POC and DOC concentrations in the near-field plume
samples collected at 9°50’N EPR along with maximum temperature and H2S
concentrations detected within the plume.
Vent site
Biovent
Bio9’
P vent
Ty/Io

a

Temp
(°C)
6.4
13
10.5
7.3

a

[H2S]
(µM)
6
71
54
5

a

Measured in-situ

b

Measured in collected samples at NOCS

b

[Fe]Td
(µM)

b

[Mn]Td
(µM)

3.50

2.00

2.83

1.70

7.10

0.30

6.18

0.27

4.74

0.53

6.80

0.77

1.75

0.60

2.87

0.59

b

[POC]
(µM)
0.87

b

[DOC]
(µM)
40.0
37.9

1.48

46.1
43.9

3.74

41.5
47.1

3.81

44.0
39.2

[Fe]Td and [Mn]Td represents the total dissolvable concentrations

The CTD depth profiles of POC, DOC and turbidity are shown in Figure 4.3. At CTD
81, strong particle anomalies, combined with temperature anomalies detected just above
the seafloor and continuing up to 2460 m depth, demonstrated that a 40 m section
through a buoyant plume had been sampled. Because the depth of the ASCT was only
20 m (Figure 4.1) the rising plume would not have been confined by topography having
risen more than 20 m off the bottom. During the CTD cast, a Lowered-Acoustic Doppler
Current Profiler (L-ADCP), attached to the CTD rosette, measured a current of 8.6 cm s-1
at 2400 m depth travelling in a southwesterly (199°) direction. This will have caused the
plume to disperse away from the ridge axis during buoyant plume rise.

At CTD 91, particle anomalies were observed between 2350 and 2275 m (Density
1038.4 g L-1), 150 to 210 m above the seafloor, demonstrating the presence of a nonbuoyant plume at this site 500 m southwest of the 9°50’N vents. At this station, the LADCP measured a southwesterly (233°) current of 5.8 cm s-1 at non-buoyant plume
height, confirming that the 9°50’N vents were the most probable source of this plume.
Another 2 kilometres southwest of the vents, a much weaker non-buoyant plume was
intercepted and sampled, occurring at the same density (1038.5 g L-1)(CTD 92) with
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southwesterly (227°) currents of 5.7 cm s-1. Once emplaced, non-buoyant hydrothermal
plumes disperse along isopycnal (constant density) surfaces rather than at the same
depth. Therefore if a lens of particle rich water is intercepted at two adjacent stations, it
is a more robust argument to use density rather than depth to infer whether the two CTD
casts are likely to have sampled the same non-buoyant plume. Therefore the plumes at
CTD 91 and 92 must have sampled the same plume.
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Figure 4.3 - Depth profiles of POC, DOC and turbidity for the CTD stations that
intercepted buoyant and non-buoyant plumes at 9°50’N EPR. The solid red line
indicates temperature, the solid black line indicates turbidity and the solid black
circles indicate organic carbon. The dashed lines on the bottom three plots
indicates the background DOC range.
DOC and POC concentrations were compared with samples collected during a
background CTD cast 50 kilometres northwest of any hydrothermal activity
(Appendix 1). The POC concentrations in the plume ranged from 0.07 to 0.48 µM
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compared to an average of 0.39 µM measured in the background CTD cast. DOC
concentrations ranged from 35.3 to 64.8 µM compared to an average of 38.7 µM again
measured in the background CTD cast. Deep-ocean POC concentrations have previously
been measured to range between 0.2 to 1.3 µM (Moran et al., 1999). Different sampling
procedures can produce different estimates of the POC concentrations because of the low
concentrations in the deep-ocean (Moran et al., 1999). In this study only 1 L of seawater
was filtered through each filter, whereas in open ocean studies, POC is often measured
using in-situ pumps which filter over 1000 L of seawater, allowing for a better estimate
of the average POC concentration in the open ocean. Unfortunately such pumps were
not available during this study and therefore it is difficult to compare the open ocean
POC concentration measured in this study to previous open ocean studies (Millero,
2006).

4.4 Discussion
Before discussing the DOC data, the near field buoyant plume samples need to be put in
context with respect to their dilution with the surrounding seawater. The in-situ sensor
data collected whilst the Niskin bottles were being fired, is unlikely to represent exactly
that present in the bottle, due to the time delay for the Niskin to be flushed with
surrounding seawater. However, Fe and Mn measurements made on the samples
collected in the Niskin bottles should enable an estimate of the plume dilution.

4.4.1 Dilution of the near-field plume samples
Our study was conducted in December 2006, approximately 12 months after the most
recent eruptions at 9°50’N. Unfortunately, at this time, no post-eruption vent fluid data
are available. However, between 1991 to 2002, the fluids at Bio9’ and P vent showed
unprecedented chemical changes (Von Damm, 2004; Von Damm et al., 1995). Intense
sampling and analysis since a volcanic eruption in 1991, has allowed the evolution of a
hydrothermal system to be studied. Chemical and temperature variations are suggested
to have arisen in response to changes in the depth of seawater circulation to the heat
source driving the system. The best estimate of the fluid compositions will be those
documented after the 1991 eruption. During this period the Mn concentration in those
end-member fluids for both P vent and Bio9’ was ~ 100 - 200 µM (Von Damm, 2004).
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If similar end-member Mn concentrations are assumed after the 2006 eruption to those
present after the 1991 eruption, then the near-field samples can be predicted to have
diluted with the surrounding seawater as shown in Table 4.2 (calculated using Equation
4.1 and an end-member Mn concentration of 200 µM throughout).

Dil = [Mn]Td/[Mn]Em × 100

(4.1)

Where [Mn]Td is the Mn concentration measured in the near field buoyant plume
samples, [Mn]Em is the end-member Mn concentration (200 µM) and dil is the dilution.

The end-member Fe concentration can also be predicted using the Fe/Mn ratio in the near
field buoyant plume samples and an end-member Mn concentration of 200 µM (Equation
4.2)

[Fe]Em = [Fe]Td/[Mn]Td × [Mn]Em

(4.2)

Table 4.2 – Predicted dilution and end-member Fe concentration using an endmember Mn concentration of 200 µM. Also shown is the Fe/Mn ratio for the plume
samples
% endmember
fluid

Biovent
Bio9’
P vent
Ty/Io
a

a

Vent
site

a

[Fe] (µM)
(endmem)

[Fe]Td
(µM)

[Mn]Td
(µM)

Fe/Mn

1%

351

3.50

2.00

1.8

0.9%

333

2.83

1.70

1.7

0.2%

4769

7.10

0.30

23.8

0.1%

4525

6.18

0.27

22.6

0.3%

1780

4.74

0.53

8.9

0.4%

1763

6.80

0.77

8.8

0.3%

580

1.75

0.60

2.9

0.5%

968

2.87

0.59

4.8

Calculated dilution and end-member Fe concentration from a predicted end-member Mn concentration of
200 µM.
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The predicted end-member Fe concentrations are close in value to those measured by
Von Damm (2004). The Fe/Mn ratios (Table 4.2) in the samples collected in this study
vary between sites suggesting different chemical characteristics and different reaction
zones beneath the seafloor (Von Damm, 1995), as has previously been observed by Von
Damm (2004). Except for Ty/Io, duplicate samples have similar Fe/Mn ratios even
though the samples were taken one after the other in different parts of the buoyant plume,
demonstrating that the plumes were relatively homogeneous. As the end-member Fe/Mn
ratio is not known and the ratios in the end-member fluids have varied considerably since
the 1991 eruption, it is difficult to predict whether any Fe has been lost from the plume as
Fe sulfides or indeed, whether any additional Fe has been entrained into the plume from
the chimney or the seafloor. This may be an explanation for the different Fe/Mn ratios at
Ty/Io. It has not been determined yet whether these samples were collected from the Ty
or the Io buoyant plume, because of changes in the chimney structure since the eruption,
hence the name Ty/Io.

The Fe/Mn ratio at Bio9’ appears to be particularly high (23.8) but similarly high ratios
were observed at P vent after the 1991 eruption (25.3)([Fe] = 4420 µM and [Mn] =
175 µM). Fe concentrations in vent fluids are controlled by both phase separation and
water-rock reactions and are usually limited by the solubility of Fe sulfide minerals.
However, when the hydrothermal fluids are close to the critical point of seawater, almost
complete complexation of Fe with chloride can occur, maximising the transport of Fe
(Von Damm et al., 2003). Therefore it might be predicted that the Bio9’ fluids have been
close to the critical point at the time of this study to explain such a high Fe/Mn ratio. The
Fe/Mn ratios observed in the Ty/Io and Biovent fluids are more similar to the 3:1 ratio
observed in many EPR metalliferous sediments, indicating that these fluids were less
affected by the most recent eruption.

4.4.2 DOC and POC in the near-field plume samples
The DOC concentrations in the near-field plume samples ranged from 37.9 µM to
47.1 µM and are typically higher than background concentrations (38.7 µM). At Bio9’
and P vent measured DOC concentrations were higher than at Biovent and Ty/Io,
however, this DOC is unlikely to have been sourced directly from the end-member
chimney. This is because complex organic molecules are only stable in high-temperature
vent fluids under exceptional circumstances. For example in sediment-hosted
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hydrothermal systems (e.g. Guaymas basin, Middle Valley, Juan de Fuca Ridge)(Cruse
and Seewald, 2006; Pearson et al., 2005) or, in ultramafic-hosted vents sites such as the
Rainbow hydrothermal field, MAR (Holm and Charlou, 2001). By contrast, DOC
concentrations in end-member fluids at sites along the EPR are likely to be lower than
background because of removal during circulation of the fluid through the oxidising
crustal reservoir. For example, DOC concentrations in end-member fluids at the Main
Endeavour field and at Axial Volcano on the Juan de Fuca ridge had average DOC
concentrations of 15 and 17 µM, respectively, compared to 36 µM in the background
seawater (Lang et al., 2006).

Additionally, for DOC in the near-field plume samples to have originated from the endmember fluids, the end-member concentrations would have had to have been extremely
high in order to maintain increased DOC concentrations in the plume after dilution with
the surrounding seawater. For example, if the fluids have experienced a 0.1 to 1%
dilution with the surrounding seawater (Table 4.2), the end-member DOC concentrations
would have had to have been between 1.2 to 12 mM (using a plume DOC concentration
of 47.1 µM). Even in the highly productive upwelling regions such as the equatorial
Pacific, DOC concentrations only reach 67 µM (Carlson and Ducklow, 1995). Therefore
it is highly unlikely that the high-temperature vents were the source of DOC to the
buoyant plume and therefore could not have been a direct result of the eruption. One
particular organic carbon species that is enriched in the vent fluids is methane, which
through Fischer Tropsch type reactions or chemolithoautotrophic and
chemoheterotrophic bacteria, could result in the formation of hydrocarbons in the plume
(Foustoukos and Seyfried, 2004). But again the concentrations of methane in endmember fluids are too low (10 – 2000 µM), particularly in basalt hosted systems, in order
to produce the high DOC concentrations measured in the near-field plume samples
(Charlou et al., 1998).

POC is also expected to be low in end-member fluids but in the near-field plume samples
reported here (Table 4.1), POC concentrations are comparable to upper ocean POC
concentrations (9 µM (Moran et al., 1999)). POC also shows a different trend to DOC
with greatest concentrations observed at Ty/Io and P vent.
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4.4.3 Sources of organic material
4.4.3 i) Entrainment

The most likely source of dissolved organic matter to the high-temperature samples is not
from end-member vent fluids, but from diffuse flow entrained into the base of the
turbulent buoyant plume. Diffuse systems typically host the most abundant
chemosynthetic communities associated with seafloor hydrothermal venting and areas of
high biomass were observed on the chimneys as well as in the areas surrounding the
vents sampled. Within these environmental niches, dissolved organic carbon
concentrations of 39 - 69 µM have been observed approximately double background
deep-ocean values (Lang et al., 2006). Elevated POC concentrations (of up 18.3 µM)
have also been observed in warm (20°C) waters at 21°N, EPR (Comita et al., 1984). In
that study DOC concentrations were 53 - 71 µM, similar to the range reported by Lang et
al. (2006). Lang et al. (2006) concluded that the high DOC concentrations present in the
diffuse flow were a result of high microbial activity sustained by energy produced from
the oxidation of sulfur species and H2 (McCollom and Shock, 1997; Sarradin et al.,
1999).

Entrainment of diffuse flow into buoyant hydrothermal plumes has been documented in
both Atlantic and Pacific systems (Lavelle and Wetzler, 1999; Veirs et al., 2006). This
results in buoyant plumes composed of 50 to 80% entrained diffuse flow. Lavelle and
Wetzler (1999) used Al as a tracer of diffuse flow, as the Al signal in vent fluids is small
(Lunel et al., 1990). They modelled a 50% dilution of the diffuse flow over a height rise
of 35 m dependent on turbulent mixing with the surrounding seawater and the amount of
diffuse flow in the area of interest. The buoyant plume in comparison experiences a
1000-fold dilution over the same rise distance above the seafloor.

In the model by Lavelle and Wetzler (1999), Al is used as a conservative tracer of diffuse
flow. In comparison, organic carbon coming from the diffuse flow areas will be
produced and consumed by bacteria in the water column and will therefore behave nonconservatively. Thus, the amount of DOC entrained will depend on other factors as well
as dilution and may be either more or less concentrated than would be predicted from a
simple dilution model.
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4.4.3 ii) In-situ production

Another potential source of organic material to the high-temperature plume may be insitu production from microbial activity. Elevated levels of bacteria in hydrothermal
plumes were first observed by Winn and Karl (1986) in samples collected 20 and 50 m
above a 10 m high chimney on the Endeavour Ridge. Microbial biomass was estimated
by measuring particulate ATP, which can be used to estimate the living carbon fraction
by multiplying ATP by 250 (Winn et al., 1986). In that study, 20 m above the chimney,
the concentration of particulate living carbon was 1.2 µM and at 50 m it was 0.3 µM,
similar to the POC concentrations measured in the near field plume samples collected
from 9°50’N EPR. In a subsequent study, at Guaymas Basin, Karl (1988) determined
that end-member black smoker fluids were devoid of any recognisable bacteria and
contained negligible concentrations of ATP, but 25 cm above the vent orifice, plumes
were enriched in bacteria and exhibited high ATP and POC concentrations. Guaymas
basin is a very organic rich sediment hosted system and therefore organic compounds are
expected to be stabilised. However, Karl (1998) suggested that microbial populations in
the plumes must be entrained from ambient seawater, which must have come from areas
of biological productivity surrounding the vent systems.

Biological activity in a plume will result in both the release, and consumption, of POC
and DOC. In diffuse flow areas hosting biologically rich chemosynthetic communities,
the rate of production is expected to be great, whereas in the buoyant plumes, the
environment is potentially more toxic and therefore biological activity may be less
diverse.

4.4.4 DOC and POC in the dispersing plume
The limit of detection of DOC in the buoyant and non-buoyant plume make it difficult to
confidently associate a trend. The plume is at least 10 times more dilute than the near
field buoyant plume samples and therefore the DOC concentrations lie within the
background DOC range (vertical dashed lines, Figure 4.3). The only samples that appear
to have a greater concentration of DOC, occur within the non-buoyant plume at a depth
of around 2340 m at each of the CTD stations and reach a maximum concentration of
65 µM in the most distal plume (CTD 92). This is potentially due to production within
the non-buoyant plume.
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Mn oxidising bacteria have been detected previously in non-buoyant hydrothermal
plumes and a correlation has been observed between pMn and bacterial capsules (Cowen
and Li, 1991). Extracellular bacterial capsules are released by bacteria for the oxidation
of Mn, catalysing the oxidation process. The typical size of an uncapsuled plume
bacterium is 0.5 µm in diameter, forming part of a group of exopolymers, which are high
molecular weight secretions dispersed within the DOC fraction (Decho, 1990). In the
non-buoyant plume, elevated DOC concentrations are likely the result of these
exopolymers.

The POC concentrations in the non-buoyant plumes are less than 0.5 µM but the
variations are within the error of the analysis. The concentrations within the centre of the
plume are greater than on the edges of the plume, but overall the POC concentrations are
less than that measured in the background seawater. Above the plume the POC
concentrations appear to be greater than normal background POC concentrations,
whereas below the plume POC concentrations are closer to background. This is
potentially due to the presence of zooplankton which live on the upper edges of
dispersing non-buoyant plumes and feed off the organic plume material (Burd et al.,
1992; Cowen et al., 2001).

In dispersing non-buoyant plumes sticky transparent exopolymer particles (TEP) have
also been detected, which typically exist in the 2 – 100 µm size range (Prieto and Cowen,
2007; Shackelford and Cowen, 2006). These compounds are formed abiotically from
dissolved material and are observed to increase with increasing distance from the vent
site (Shackelford and Cowen, 2006). Other species in the particulate fraction will be
viruses, which have adsorbed to particles and are sourced from the diffuse flow
environment (Ortmann and Suttle, 2005). However because of their small size, these
viruses could also be detected in the dissolved fraction

4.4.5 DOC relationship with Fe concentration
The most interesting result from this study is that DOC (in excess of background DOC
concentrations), correlates positively with TdFe concentrations in samples from Biovent,
Bio9’, P vent and Ty/Io (Figure 4.4). Only one sample from Ty/Io lies off this trend,
with an anomalously high DOC concentration relative to Fe. This samples also had a
lower Fe/Mn ratio than the other Ty/Io sample (Table 4.2), because of a lower than
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expected Fe concentration relative to Mn. This could be an analytical artefact resulting
in pFe remaining in the Niskin bottle rather than being transferred to the sample bottle.
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Figure 4.4 - Graph showing the linear relationship between DOC and TdFe with
95% confidence limits. Duplicate samples from each site are indicated and detailed
in the key
The linear Fe/DOC relationship does not pass through the origin of the graph and by
using 95% confidence limits, it can be demonstrated that between 1.7 to 3.5 µM of Fe
does not correlate to DOC. This is likely to be particulate Fe within the total dissolvable
Fe fraction, not associated with the DOC. The uncertainty in the DOC measurement is
around 1 µM and the error for each analysis is shown in Figure 4.4. Even by taking the
errors into account, distinct differences can be observed between the DOC concentrations
in two samples from the same vent site. For example at P vent the DOC concentrations
show no overlap and but these variations still appear to correlate with Fe concentration.
Therefore the DOC concentration can not be just the result of variation between the
different vent sites.

The relationship observed between TdFe and DOC is remarkable and difficult to explain.
There is no equivalent relationship observed between TdFe and POC (Figure 4.5a), even
though adsorption of Mn and Fe onto bacteria has been previous been detected in the
POC fraction of the open ocean (Cowen and Silver, 1984). Nor is there an equivalent
relationship observed between TdMn and DOC (Figure 4.5b).
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Figure 4.5 – a) Graph of POC relative to TdFe in the near-field plume samples b)
Graph of DOC relative to TdMn in the near-field plume samples
It has previously been discussed, that DOC may be entrained into the buoyant plume
from diffuse flow areas. But there is no easy explanation as to why DOC entrained into
the plume should track the TdFe from vents across four different vent sites.

But what potentially could be happening is that Fe, stabilised by organic complexation,
may be entrained from the diffuse flow areas as well as DOC. In 1991, diffuse flow
around the Bio9 site was sampled and the chemistry of the fluids analysed. Fe and Mn
concentrations had maximum concentrations of 151 µM and 29.8 µM respectively,
compared to 2190 µM and 285 µM, in the end-member fluids (Von Damm, 2004; Von
Damm and Lilley, 2004). These concentrations were in the same range as measured in
diffuse flow at the TAG hydrothermal mound (James and Elderfield, 1996a), with
maximum Fe concentrations around 800 µM.

But again, it is not easy in this case to claim that the source of TdFe in the buoyant plume
at each of these high temperature vent sites is dominated by entrainment from diffuse
flow areas.

DOC may also be produced in-situ in the buoyant plume, as extracellular compounds
associating with the Fe. An equivalent process has been seen on land with the release of
siderophores from the soil bacterium Pseudomonas sp., in order to make the Fe more
bioavailable (Hersman et al., 1996). Obviously this is a terrestrial process and in the
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upper ocean siderophores have only been observed to be released under Fe stress (Reid et
al., 1993), which is certainly not the case in these high-temperature plumes.

Recently, there have been a number of pieces of evidence that have suggested Fe
oxidising bacteria to be significant around hydrothermal systems; 1) The presence of
biogenic Fe oxide deposits in the hydrothermal sediments (Little et al., 2004) and 2) The
isolation of Fe oxidising bacteria from low-temperature seafloor metal sulfide minerals in
the vicinity of the vents on the Juan de Fuca Ridge (Edwards et al., 2003). Such species,
if present in the high-temperature plumes, could be releasing extracellular compounds in
order to quench abiotic oxidation. But again there is no direct evidence for such a
process in the vents at 9°50’ EPR.

Cowen and Li (1991) observed all pMn in the non-buoyant plume to be encapsulated by
bacteria whereas Fe was observed to be both encapsulated as well as present as
amorphous FeOOH particles in a non-buoyant plume. If these bacteria capsules
associated with the Fe are a result of Fe oxidising bacteria, this would suggest that two
competing oxidation processes must be occurring in the plume, both biotic and abiotic
oxidation. Fe oxidising bacteria must compete with abiotic reaction kinetics in order to
control oxidation processes occurring with ambient seawater. This would result in both
encapsulated Fe and amorphous Fe oxyhydroxides in the non-buoyant plume, as
observed. Mn oxidation is much slower, therefore microbial oxidation will be faster and
will result in all the pMn being encapsulated. Increased concentrations of encapsulated
Fe and Mn have been observed 50 km east of the East Pacific Rise at non-buoyant plume
height (Cowen and Bruland, 1985). This suggests a potential stabilisation of colloidal
and particulate Fe and Mn from hydrothermal systems.

However, even though we can not conclusively explain the relationship between TdFe
and DOC, Toner et al. (2007), have demonstrated organic carbon interactions with Fe(II),
at the 9°50’ EPR vents too, suggesting a more hydrothermal-biological Fe-Carbon
coupling at these sites than previously realised.

4.5 Summary
Elevated DOC and POC concentrations have been observed a few meters above hightemperature chimneys on the East Pacific Rise. Continued dilution of the plume resulted
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in DOC and POC concentrations higher up in the buoyant plume becoming similar to
background concentrations. The organic matter within the plumes may either be
entrained or produced in-situ and a fraction of the POC is likely to be composed of
bacteria.

Directly above the chimneys, the collected samples also had elevated Fe concentrations
and in-situ chemical measurements detected elevated temperature and H2S
concentrations. The elevated Fe concentrations appeared to be directly related to the
DOC concentration and it is suggested that this is a result of microbial activity either
occurring in areas of diffuse flow and then entrained into the high-temperature plume or
within the buoyant plume itself.

The detection of a relationship between Fe and DOC would be consistent with metalorganic interactions, which will be investigated further in the following chapter. This is
the first time such a relationship has been observed between Fe and DOC, suggesting a
much more important role of biological activity in the fate of Fe in high-temperature
hydrothermal plumes, than has previously been recognised.
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Chapter 5. Non-buoyant plumes – dissolved Fe
distribution and stabilisation
[The majority of this chapter has already been published in Bennett et al., Earth and
Planetary Science Letters, 2008, doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2008.01.048]

5.1 Introduction
An elevated concentration of dissolved organic carbon has been detected in hightemperature hydrothermal buoyant plumes from a basalt hosted system along the EPR.
The DOC concentration, in excess of the background DOC, appears to be positively
correlated to Fe, which suggests the potential of stabilised organic Fe complexes within
high-temperature plumes. However, the presence of stabilised organic Fe species can
only be speculated from the measurements and therefore within the following chapter,
the stabilisation and speciation of Fe will be investigated further.

Analyses of total and dissolved Fe and Mn concentrations have been carried out in nonbuoyant plumes at another basalt hosted vent system, this time between 4° - 5°S along
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. An in-depth study of stable Fe-ligand complexes has been
carried on the dissolved Fe fraction, which will enable determination of any organically
complexed dissolved Fe species within this system.

5.2 Hydrothermal plume sampling
During CD169 (Feb-Mar 2005, Chapter 3), non-buoyant plume samples were collected
with a CTD rosette, which was deployed at various locations on the basis of evidence
gathered from in-situ sensors attached to TOBI and ABE. During the first leg, the CTD
rosette was deployed twice in a non-transform discontinuity between two adjacent ridgesegments near 4°00’S (Figure 5.1). The purpose of these stations was to intercept an
optical plume detected in this area and collect samples for trace metal analysis to confirm
whether or not this particle rich layer of water was hydrothermal in origin.
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Figure 5.1 - Bathymetric map of two areas of the southern MAR where mid-water
particle-rich lenses of water were detected by TOBI (Shallow to deep:orange to
blue)
During the second leg, the second site (4°47’S, 12°22’W) with potential hydrothermal
activity was chosen for a more in depth plume survey because of both proximity to port
(hence increased sampling time) and the identification of extremely fresh lava-flows at
this site. Figure 5.2 shows the location of the CTD stations, relative to the vent locations.
CTD casts were initially targeted from TOBI/MAPR surveys, based on non-buoyant
plume detections, but as further evidence was collected by ABE, CTD cast locations
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were chosen with ever increasing precision. These plumes were likely to be sourced
from the three high-temperature vent fields: Red Lion, Turtle Pits and Comfortless Cove
(German et al., 2008a; Haase et al., 2007; Koschinsky et al., 2006b), all of which are
located within 2 km of each other and close to the axial summit of a 2nd order segment
of this slow-spreading ridge (Figure 5.2).

7

Red Lion

9
10

Comfortless Cove
11

8

Turtle Pits

6

Figure 5.2 - Location map of the three high-temperature vent-sites recently located
at 5°S MAR together with locations of CTD-stations occupied for this study

5.3 Results
5.3.1 CTD stations around the non-transform discontinuity at 4°S
The vertical profiles of TdFe, TdMn and light transmission at the two CTD stations
located between two adjacent ridge-segments near 4°00’S are shown in Figure 5.3a
and b. At CTD station 1, particles were observed between 3200 m and 3500 m by a
decrease in the transmissometer signal and an increase in Fe and Mn (Figure 5.3a). The
coincidence of both particle anomalies and elevated Fe concentrations at greater than
100 m above the seafloor are diagnostic of the presence of non-buoyant hydrothermal
plumes in this area. Either side of this anomaly a transmissometer signal with only small
deviations was observed. In comparison to the EPR non-buoyant plumes (Chapter 4),
below the plume, the background seawater had a lower average transmissometer signal
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than above the plume. This is due to the continual settling of particles from the plume to
the seafloor increasing the suspended particle-load in deep waters below plume height
when compared to the overlying deep-ocean water column.
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Figure 5.3 - a) and b) Depth profiles of total dissolvable Fe and Mn (TdFe and
TdMn) and light transmission for stations that intercepted non-buoyant plumes at
the non-transform discontinuity at 4°S.
A second CTD deployment was carried out 9.8 km north of CTD 1 with detection of
even stronger Fe and Mn signals at exactly the same plume height (Figure 5.3b).

5.3.2 CTD stations around the fresh lava flows at 5°S
Vertical profiles of TdMn, TdFe, dFe and light transmission at the six CTD stations
occupied near 5°S are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Again Fe, Mn and particle
anomalies at greater than 100 m above the seafloor support the presence of non-buoyant
hydrothermal plumes in this area. The CTD stations were occupied at locations ranging
between 0.2 and 2.5 km from the nearest known vent-sources (Table 5.1) and maximum
concentrations fell in the range 13 - 30 nM for TdMn, 12-80 nM for TdFe and 9-64 nM
for dFe. Particulate Mn remained below 0.3 nM, indicating that Mn was acting
conservatively in this system (Appendix 2).
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Figure 5.4 - Depth profiles of total dissolvable Fe and Mn (TdFe and TdMn) and
light transmission for stations that intercepted non-buoyant plumes in the 5°S
segment, MAR.
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light transmission for stations that intercepted non-buoyant plumes in the 5°S
segment, MAR.
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Table 5.1 - Distances of CTD-stations from nearest known vent-sites

a

CTD
Station

Latitude

Longitude

Nearest vent
sourcea

Range from nearest
source (km)

6

4°49.50’ S

12°21.87’ W

TP

2.0

7

4°46.98’ S

12°23.64’ W

RL

2.5

8

4°48.60’ S

12°21.82’ W

TP

1.1

9

4°47.68’ S

12°22.03’ W

RL

1.0

10

4°47.95’ S

12°22.50’ W

RL

0.4

11

4°48.52’ S

12°22.33’ W

TP

0.2

TP is the Turtle Pits vent site and RL is the Red Lion vent site

Samples from within the particle rich plume were selected for speciation studies but on
analysis it became apparent that Fe concentrations in the centre of the plume were so
large that any organic ligands present were saturated by Fe and could not be detected by
CLE-CSV (e.g. Figure 5.6). However, a fraction of each sample was resistant to ligand
competition and this, therefore, enabled determination of a stable Fe fraction. This
fraction was interpreted to comprise of stable inorganic colloids and saturated organic
complexes. The titration data were modelled using both a linear (Langmuir) and nonlinear (Gerringa) approach (Chapter 2.6.2) with little difference observed between the
two modelling techniques.

Table 5.2 - Speciation results from central plume samples with high Fe
concentration
CTD

Depth
(m)

[Fe]d
(nM)

7

2875

11

Stable Fe fraction (nM)

% stable Fe

Langmuir

Gerringa

15.3

8.0

6.4

47

2825

27.9

13.6

13.4

48

16

2985

26.8

21.1

21.1

79

16

2981

20.7

13.7

13.0

65

16

2971

32.9

17.6

19.2

56

Samples from CTD16 were from the buoyant plume which will be described in Chapter 6. [Fe]d is the
dissolved Fe concentration (0.4 µm filter).
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Samples came from the farthest non-buoyant plume located at CTD 7, 2.5 km from the
nearest vent site (Red Lion) and from the closest non-buoyant plume located at CTD 11,
0.2 km from the nearest vent site (Turtle Pits). Also three samples were analysed from
the Red Lion buoyant plume, which will be described in Chapter 6. The dissolved Fe
concentration in these samples ranged from 15.3 to 32.9 nM and between 47 and 79% of
this Fe was determined to be stabilised.
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Figure 5.6 – Titration plots demonstrating ligand saturation (CTD 10 (2775 m)) and
ligand detection (CTD 10 (2800 m)). Note the different scales on the axes.
Only at the shallower plume at CTD 10 – the closest station to the Red Lion vents – were
any organic ligands detected (e.g. Figure 5.6). An example of the modelled data is
shown in Figure 5.7 using the Langmuir transformation method. The gradient of the
graph and the y intercept were used to calculate L and K, as described in Section 2.6.2.
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Figure 5.7 - Modelling the titration data using the Langmuir transformation
method
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At CTD 10, a full vertical profile of samples were collected through the plume for
speciation studies. An enlarged section of this CTD cast, showing dFe and TdMn
concentrations together with transmissometer data, is shown in Figure 5.8. Descending
from above the top of the plume, dissolved Fe concentrations increased from 2.3 nM at
2739 m to 16.6 nM at 2759 m and 21.6 nM at 2775 m – the “core” of the non-buoyant
plume. Below this depth, dissolved Fe concentrations decreased to 4.1 nM at 2800 m
and 3.2 nM at 2825 m (Table 5.2). TdMn concentrations followed a similar pattern, with
concentrations ranging from 2.5 to 29.2 nM (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8 - Enlarged depth profile for dissolved Fe (dFe), total dissolvable Mn
(TdMn) and light transmission for the shallower plume at CTD 10.
Again, ligands could not be detected in the two “plume-core” samples because the high
dissolved Fe concentrations at these locations saturated any Fe binding ligands present.
The stabilised fraction made up 32 and 37% of the dissolved Fe fraction. By contrast,
ligands were detected on the upper and lower fringes of the plume. Below the core of the
plume, the two deepest samples had total ligand concentrations of 4.2 nM at 2800 m and
3.4 nM at 2825 m along with corresponding conditional stability constants of K’Fe’L, 11.5
and 11.0 (Table 5.3). Above the core of the plume, the shallowest sample, at 2739 m
depth, had a ligand concentration of 2.5 nM with a corresponding conditional stability
constant of K’Fe’L 11.1. All ligand concentrations and stability constants were calculated
using the langmuir modelling method. The stability constant for the Fe ligand complex,
K’Fe’L, could only be determined for the low Fe samples when the ligand was not
saturated.
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Table 5.3 - Dissolved Fe speciation results
Depth (m)

[Fe]d (nM)

[L] (nM)

Estimated K’Fe’L

2739

2.3

2.5

11.1

2759

16.6

n.d. (5.3)

n.d.

2775

21.6

n.d. (8.0)

n.d.

2800

4.1

4.2

11.5

2825

3.2

3.4

11.0

[Fe]d is the dissolved Fe concentration (0.4 µm filter). [L] is the total concentration of natural ligand
within the sample and K’Fe’L is the stability constant of the complex. “n.d.” indicates that an organic ligand
could not be determined, but the stable Fe fraction is shown in brackets.

5.3.3 Speciation considerations
A series of recent publications have questioned exactly what is being detected by the
CLE-CSV technique and a theoretical analysis of the kinetics has cast doubt on whether
the calculation of the labile fraction and stability constants is correct (Town and van
Leeuwen, 2005a; van Leeuwen and Town, 2005). The calculation of the stability
constant requires equilibrium to have been attained between the natural system and any
added Fe and ligand. The rate of formation of the Fe(TAC)2 will be fast due to the
excess concentration of added competitive ligand and its large conditional stability
constant. Therefore the rate determining step will be the dissociation of the Fe ligand
(FeL) complex and the concentration of the ligand should not matter. Calculations have
shown that in a typical overnight equilibrium period, the ‘detection window’ is 3 – 8
orders of magnitude lower than the reported stability constants for natural FeL and the
analysis will not have detected any such ligand. This is based on theoretical kinetics and
in particular, the rate of water exchange in the inner coordination sphere of the metal ion.
For Fe, this rate is slow and therefore it is calculated that it would take years for Fe to
reach equilibrium.

One of the major flaws in this argument is the explanation for the curve observed in the
titration plot for open-ocean water during ligand analysis with CLE-CSV. After UV
irradiation and therefore destruction of the organic complexation the titration plot
becomes a straight line plot (Hunter, 2005; Van den Berg, 2005). The rebuttal by Town
argues that organic complexation may still be present, but one can not assume that the
whole of the Fe ligand fraction is completely organically complexed (Town and van
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Leeuwen, 2005b). This has been taken into consideration in this study and therefore the
Fe ligand fraction has not been assumed to be completely organic.

Also, because the hydrothermal system is expected to be predominantly inorganic, it
needs to be confirmed that no false positives occur due to the presence of inorganic
colloids. Such complexes could potentially mimic the organic species by bonding and/or
adsorbing the Fe added during the titration making it unavailable for complexation with
the added synthetic ligand. Some laboratory experiments were carried out to investigate
the effect of a completely inorganic system on the CLE-CSV method.

By using UV digested open-ocean seawater (Canary Basin, [dFe] = 0.26 nM) a purely
inorganic system has been investigated (Van den Berg, 2005) which, when treated by
adding an inorganic Fe(II) spike (Statham et al., 2005) and allowing its oxidation, mimics
the inorganic aspects of a hydrothermal system. Repeated CLE-CSV analyses at
increasing times after the first Fe addition have confirmed an absence of any organic
ligands in the synthetic system, thereby providing us with strong evidence that a fraction
of the ligands observed within our natural hydrothermal plume samples must indeed be
organic in nature (Van den Berg, 2006)(Appendix 4).

5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Hydrothermal plumes at the non-transform discontinuity
The two CTD stations occupied at 4°S at the non-transform discontinuity both exhibited
high Fe and Mn concentrations (91 and 17.9 nM, respectively). These concentrations
were comparable to those in the non-buoyant plumes above Rainbow and TAG in the
North Atlantic. The setting of this non-buoyant plume is very similar to the Rainbow
hydrothermal field, away from any neo-volcanic activity, however the vent site location
at 5°S remains unknown (German et al., 2008a).
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Figure 5.9 - Plot of TdFe vs. TdMn for both CTD 1 and CTD 2
The TdFe/TdMn ratio for the two CTD stations remained relatively constant throughout
the plumes (Figure 5.9) and exhibited an Fe/Mn ratio equal to 5. Here, even though the
distance between the two CTD stations is 9.8 km (Figure 5.10), the similarity in the
Fe/Mn composition and plume height suggests that these two CTD stations are sampling
the same plume. The concentrations of Fe and Mn are greater at CTD 2 than CTD 1 and
therefore the plume cross section at CTD 2 must be closer to the actual vent site. This
suggests that the vent site must be on the walls or right in the non-transform
discontinuity.
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CTD 1
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Figure 5.10 - CTD locations in the NTD at 4°S, MAR (German et al., 2008a)
5.4.2 Hydrothermal plumes at the 5°S ridge segment
The six CTD stations occupied at 5°S, extending from North to South across the axial
summit at the centre of the 5°S ridge-segment (Figure 5.2), all exhibited evidence of nonbuoyant hydrothermal plumes. Distances from the nearest vent-site to each station
(Table 5.1) ranged from 0.2 km (CTD 11) to 2.5 km (CTD 7). Unsurprisingly, the
strongest anomalies observed (Figure 5.4) were in the profiles for CTD stations 10 & 11,
occupied at the very centre of the ridge-segment and immediately adjacent to, or directly
above, known high-temperature vent-sites (Figure 5.2). However, the weakest
hydrothermal plume signals were not observed at the most distal CTD stations (6, 7)
occupied 2 km SE and 2.5 km NW away from the vent-sites (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4).
Instead, it was at CTD stations 8 and 9, occupied just ~1 km from the vent-sites, but
offset away from the axis toward the Eastern rift-valley wall, that the weakest plumesignals were observed. These distributions provide strong evidence that along-axis (NWSE oriented) flow dominates dispersion of non-buoyant plume material within this ridgesegment, with much weaker advection across-axis toward the rift-valley walls.
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These hydrothermal plumes exhibited much more varied Fe/Mn ratios than CTD 1 and 2,
consistent with the presence of more than one vent source for these various plumes. The
5°S site has been studied in much more detail on two subsequent cruises since the
sampling of the non-buoyant plumes, using remotely operated vehicles (ROV’s) to
investigate the location of vent sites on the seafloor. The locations of three separate vent
sites, Turtle Pits, Comfortless Cove and Red Lion, have now been determined and each
of these sites has the potential to be the source of each of the non-buoyant plumes
sampled in this study. The Fe/Mn compositions of the end-member fluids at each vent
site have been observed to vary (K. Schmidt, Jacobs University, Bremen)(Table 5.4).
The lowest Fe/Mn ratio is observed at Red Lion (1.2), primarily because of low Fe
concentrations at this site. In comparison, the Fe concentrations at Turtle Pits and
Comfortless Cove are much higher and the corresponding Fe/Mn ratios are larger (8.2
and 5.3).

Table 5.4 - End-member vent fluid composition at 5°S

a

Vent site

[Fe] (nM)

[Mn] (nM)

Fe/Mn

(Fe-FeS)a/Mn

Red Lion

710

604

1.2

0.55

Turtle Pits

3980

487

8.2

4.1

Comfortless Cove

3640

690

5.3

2.7

(Fe-FeS) is the Fe present in the plume after 50% of it has be lost as Fe sulfides to the seafloor

The Fe/Mn ratios within the plumes at 5°S are shown in Figure 5.11. None of the plumes
appeared to demonstrate the same high Fe/Mn ratio observed in the end-member fluids at
Turtle Pits and Comfortless Cove, even though the locality of the CTD stations,
especially CTD 11, had a large potential of sampling these fluids. This suggests that Fe
must have been fractionated from the plumes during plume dispersal. During the first
few seconds of venting, it has been predicted that up to 50% of the Fe forms dense Fe
sulfide precipitates which are then lost from the plume to the seafloor as the plume
disperses away from its source (Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1993). Therefore the Fe/Mn
ratio can be estimated for the non-buoyant plume after the loss of Fe sulfides (50%). The
new Fe/Mn ratios are shown in Table 5.4 and with lines in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 - Plot of TdFe vs. TdMn for CTD stations at 5°S. A line is present for
each end-member vent fluid indicating the Fe/Mn ratio after fractionation of Fe
sulfides (see text for explanation)
In the plumes, high Fe concentrations were only observed at CTD 11, which was located
only 0.2 km away from the Turtle Pits vent site. Even so, the Fe/Mn ratio in the plume is
still lower than the end-member fluid, even after accounting for 50% Fe loss as Fe
sulfides and therefore further Fe must have been lost from the plume. However, the
proximity of the CTD station to Turtle Pits and the high Fe concentrations confirms that
Turtle Pits must be the source of this plume.

The percent of Fe lost from the plume can be calculated by using the end-member Fe/Mn
ratio at Turtle Pits and calculating the amount of Fe that should have been present in the
non-buoyant plume if the Fe had behaved conservatively relative to the amount of TdMn
measured. The calculated TdFe concentration minus the measured Fe concentration
gives the concentration of Fe lost from the plume, which can then be converted into a
percentage. Therefore it can be calculated that 60% of the Fe must have been
fractionated from the two central plume samples and 80% from the two outer plume
samples. This is much more than is predicted by Rudnicki and Elderfield (1993) because
of Fe sulfide loss and suggests that Fe oxyhydroxides are likely to lost in association with
the Fe sulfides.

The rest of the plume samples have a much lower Fe/Mn ratio. It is more difficult to
determine the source of these plumes because none of the plumes are in close proximity
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to a vent site, like CTD 11. At this basalt hosted vent system, Fe sulfide loss will be
expected during buoyant plume rise, therefore it is unlikely that a plume sourced from
Red Lion will have the same Fe/Mn ratio as the end-member fluid. Therefore the plume
at CTD 6, one sample from CTD 7 and the shallower plume at CTD 10 are likely to be
sourced from either Turtle Pits or Comfortless Cove.

CTD 7 exhibits a broad, particle-rich maximum extending from ~2750-2950 m depth, at
a distance of ~2.5 km down-plume from the nearest vent-site (Red Lion). This plume is
therefore likely to be made up of the multiple plume-layers that formed close to the ventsites which will have then coalesced through vertical mixing resulting in a single broad
hydrothermal plume. Similar plume coalescence of multiple plume layers has been seen
previously, at increasing distance down-plume from a vent site, e.g. over distances up to
12 km from the Rainbow vent site (German et al., 1996). In this study, the CTD 7 plume
is potentially made up of vent fluid from each of the 5°S vent sites.

The plume samples from CTD 8, 9 and the deeper plume at CTD 10 have an Fe/Mn ratio
less than one. For these plumes their source can not be determined and will depend on
how much Fe has been fractionated during plume dispersal.

An important feature of these non-buoyant plumes is that the depths the plumes occur at
are not consistent (Figure 5.4). Further, close to the segment centre, the profile at CTD
10 revealed evidence for two different hydrothermal plumes at ~2750 m and ~2950 m.
Two processes might cause this. First, the height rise of a buoyant hydrothermal plume
is a function of both the local water-column’s density stratification and the buoyancy flux
associated with any given vent-system (Lupton, 1995). Thus, two discrete vents situated
in the same ridge-segment might easily give rise to plumes at two different emplacement
heights – because they were located at different depths on the seafloor or because of
different venting intensities, or both. Secondly, once emplaced, non-buoyant
hydrothermal plumes do not disperse at a constant depth but along isopycnal (constant
density) surfaces. Therefore, during flow over rough topography, or even during the
course of a tidal cycle, the observed height of a single non-buoyant plume can routinely
vary by 100 m or more (Rudnicki et al., 1994). In the latter case, while the depth of a
plume might vary, the density at which the plume lies would not. Figure 5.12 shows the
profiles for CTD stations 10 and 11 replotted against density rather than depth. What is
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immediately apparent, is that the two plumes observed at station CTD 10 (midway
between the Red Lion and Comfortless Cove vent-sites) lie on different isopycnal
surfaces from that of the large plume from CTD 11 (occupied directly above the Turtle
Pits vent-site). Thus, our near-vent plume data offer clear evidence for three discrete
plumes, each sourced by a different hydrothermal vent. This is entirely consistent with
the three high-temperature vent-sites, each made up of a number of vent chimneys, now
known to exist on the underlying, axial-summit floor (Haase et al., 2007), as well as the
potential for further undiscovered vents in this area.
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Figure 5.12 - Density profiles of Fe concentrations and light transmission for CTDs
10 and 11.
The non-buoyant plumes at 5°S are all plotted on a density scale in Figure 5.5. This
demonstrates that the deeper plume at CTD 10 occurs at the same density as the plume at
CTD 9 and the shallower plume occurs at the same density as CTD 8, suggesting that
these pairs of plumes are from the same source.

5.4.3 Fe distribution
In order to determine how much dissolved Fe should remain in the plume as it disperses
away from the vent site, the oxidation half-life is required for the 5°S vent sites. The rate
of Fe oxidation varies between ocean basins because of varying oxygen and hydroxyl
concentrations and can be calculated using the method of Field and Sherrell, 2000 (Table
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5.5). Within this method, the Fe oxidation rate, K1, is calculated from the first order rate
equation (Equation 5.1) (Millero et al., 1987).

K1 = K[OH-]2[O2][Fe(II)]

(5.1)

The oxygen data were sourced from the WOCE hydrographic program at a station
700 km west of the vent sites (Line no AR15, 316N142_3, station 55). This oxygen data
was also required to calculate the OH- concentration at this site using:

pOH = pKw−pH

(5.2)

pH and pKw were calculated using the Lewis, E., and D. W. R. Wallace. 1998 program
which was developed for CO2 System Calculations (ORNL/CDIAC-105. Carbon Dioxide
Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S. Department of
Energy, Oak Ridge, Tennessee). This program required silicate, phosphate, TCO2 and
TAlk data at the same location and depth as the plume samples collected in this study in
order to calculate the correct pH and pKw and this data was sourced using the same
WOCE line as before. In-situ temperature data was sourced from the CTD deployment
used to collect the samples.

Finally K is calculated using formulae in Millero et al, 1987:

logK = 21.56 − 1545/T − 3.29I1/2 + 1.52I

(5.3)

Where I = 19.9201 x S / (103-1.00488 x S), S is salinity and T is temperature in Kelvin
(Millero et al., 1987). The results are shown in Table 5.5 and the half-life for Fe
oxidation at 5°S is determined to be 27 minutes.
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Table 5.5 - Calculation of Fe(II) oxidation rates at 5°S compared to TAG using the
same method of Field and Sherrell, 2000
Depth Temp Salinity
(°C)

O2

pHsws

pKw

pOH

K1

(µmol
kg-1)

Fe (II) half life
(hrs)

5°S (Red Lion) 4°47.83’ S 12°22.60’ W
2700

2.5

34.91

242

7.964 14.082 6.118 0.0255

0.45

3000

2.4

34.90

247

7.957 14.076 6.119 0.0257

0.45

TAG 26°08.20’ N 44°49.5’ W
2985

2.8

34.94

255

7.945 14.057 6.112 0.0279

0.41

3481

2.6

34.92

258

7.924 14.053 6.129 0.0258

0.45

(a) Oxygen data, temperature and salinity data sourced from WOCE hydrographic program, Line number
A05, 29HE06_1, station 73.

The oxidation rate at 5°S is identical, within error, to the oxidation rate at the TAG
hydrothermal mound in the North Atlantic. Further along the thermohaline circulation,
oxygen concentrations decrease, resulting in a decrease in the oxidation rate. Therefore
the Fe(II) half-life increases from 25 minutes in the North Atlantic to 1 hr and 18 minutes
in the Southwest Indian Ocean to 6 hours and 23 minutes along the Juan de Fuca Ridge
in the North Pacific (Field and Sherrell, 2000).

The small time difference observed between the half-life at TAG compared to 5°S can be
explained by the oxygen and hydroxyl concentrations. The oxygen concentration at 5°S
is only 12 µmol kg-1 lower than TAG whereas along the SW Indian ridge, the oxygen is
up to 70 µmol kg-1 lower (Field and Sherrell, 2000). At the SW Indian Ridge the
oxidation half-life is just over twice as long as the half-life at TAG. The hydroxyl
concentration at 5°S also differs by very little compared to TAG, with such differences
making a greater impact on the oxidation rate compared to oxygen because this term is
squared in the rate equation.

This oxidation rate can now be used to determine how much dissolved Fe should remain
in the plume as it disperses away from the vent site. Two and a half kilometres down
plume from the nearest vent site, at CTD 7, Fe concentrations in the non-buoyant plume
still remain high. What is particularly notable about this station, however, is not that the
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plume is rich in particulate material but that it retains very high concentrations (~20 nM)
of dissolved Fe – approximately 30 times higher than typical deep-ocean values
(Bergquist and Boyle, 2006). For a strong along-axis current of 10 cm s-1 (not
uncommon in the deep Mid-Atlantic Ridge rift-valley - see, e.g. Thurnherr et al., 2002), a
minimum advection time to this location can be calculated of ~7 h. This is long
compared to the predicted dissolved Fe(II) oxidation rate for the local deep water-column
(Millero, 1998; Millero et al., 1987) which has a calculated dissolved Fe(II) oxidation
half-life of ~27 minutes.

For a typical dissolved Fe vent-fluid concentration of 1 mM, a 104-fold dilution can be
predicted during buoyant plume mixing to ~100 nM at the top of the buoyant plume
(McDuff, 1995) followed by a further reduction to the observed concentrations at CTD 7
of ~20 nM within just ~1 hour (2 half-lives). By contrast, the advection time to CTD 7
from the nearest vent-site at 10 cm s-1 would be equivalent to 15-16 dissolved Fe(II) halflives. To travel the same distance within just one hour would require advection at quite
unprecedented deep-ocean current velocities of ~70 cm s-1.

A more plausible explanation for the higher-than-predicted dissolved Fe concentrations is
that the operationally defined (<0.4 µm) dissolved Fe fraction includes both truly
dissolved and colloidal Fe species. In the open oligotrophic Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
it has been argued that a significant proportion of dissolved Fe is actually in colloidal
form (Wu et al., 2001). There is also the possibility that a significant proportion of the
dissolved Fe present within the 5°S hydrothermal plume may have been stabilised as
soluble organic Fe complexes, similar to the stabilised dissolved Fe complexes present in
the open-ocean, as well as stable dissolved Fe-sulfide clusters, formed immediately postventing (Luther et al., 2001).

Organic interaction with hydrothermal Fe has been suggested in the previous chapter as
well as from a study of dissolved Fe(II) oxidation rates in non-buoyant hydrothermal
plumes overlying the Central Indian Ridge (Statham et al., 2005). More recently,
measurements of a decreased fraction of reactive Fe in the vent fluids at the Logatchev
vent-site (15°N, Mid-Atlantic Ridge) have been used to speculatively suggest increased
complexation of Fe, for example with sulfur or organic compounds (Schmidt et al.,
2007). Such complexes, if formed within buoyant hydrothermal plumes, would certainly
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have the potential to sustain enhanced dissolved Fe concentrations at least as far as nonbuoyant plume height.

5.4.4 Fe speciation in the plume
To investigate whether stabilising ligand complexes are, indeed, present in non-buoyant
hydrothermal plumes, speciation studies have been carried out in the plumes at 5°S. As
noted above, Fe concentrations in the centre of the plume were so high that they saturated
any ligands present and therefore only in CTD 10, where a full vertical profile through a
plume was selected for speciation studies, were any organic ligands detected. For
samples immediately above and below the core of the plume analyses revealed ligand
concentrations in the range 2.5- 4.2 nM (Table 5.3). These concentrations are 3.6 to 6.0
times higher than open-ocean dissolved Fe concentrations (0.7 nM;(Bergquist and Boyle,
2006)). The total ligand concentrations detected are not solely expected to be the result
of organic complexation, as the presence of complex inorganic Fe-stabilising ligands,
should also be expected to occur as part of this stabilised Fe fraction (Town and van
Leeuwen, 2005).

The fraction of stabilised dissolved Fe determined in the buoyant plume appeared to be
greater (56 – 79%) than that in the non-buoyant plume (32 – 48%). This is because as
the plume disperses, the inorganic colloidal Fe species present in the dissolved Fe
fraction will have aggregated and formed larger Fe species which will be separated into
the particulate fraction rather than the dissolved fraction. As we can not prove that a
fraction of the stabilised Fe will be organically complexed, only the organic ligands
observed on the edge of the plume at CTD 10, will now be considered.

Between 2825 m and 2800 m, the ligand concentration increased from 3.4 nM to 4.2 nM
toward the plume-core. This mimics the gradient seen for Mn vs. depth at CTD 10
(Figure 5.8), which increases from 3.3 to 4.7 nM over the same depth range, indicative of
mixing between the plume’s interior and the surrounding (both overlying and underlying)
water column.

Of course, as demonstrated in the Atlantic Ocean, a fraction of this dissolved Fe is likely
to be colloidal (Cullen et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2001). In a recent Fe enrichment
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experiment in the Southern Ocean (Boye et al., 2005) it was reported that immediately
after Fe addition, the concentration of ligands in the <200 kDa fraction (soluble) only
represented 55% of the total ligand present in the <0.2 µm fraction (soluble and
colloidal). However, whatever their size-distribution and chemical nature, the larger
ligands were still stabilising Fe and preventing aggregation of large particles that would
remove Fe to the seafloor (Boye et al., 2005). Further, what is at least as important to
note is that even at their most dilute, the concentrations of ligand measured on the fringes
of the non-buoyant plume in CTD 10 were significantly higher than typical deep-ocean
values (0.7-1.4 nM;(Boye et al., 2001; Cullen et al., 2006)). While higher concentrations
have been measured in near-shore waters, both in the NW Atlantic Ocean and in the
Black Sea (Witter et al., 2000; Witter and Luther, 1998), Cullen et al. (2006) measured
much lower ligand concentrations, down to 1.22 nM, in the deep South Atlantic Ocean
(Cullen et al., 2006). It can be argued, therefore, that the simple entrainment of deep
open-ocean waters into buoyant hydrothermal plumes at 5°S cannot account for the
elevated levels of ligand at near-plume height reported here. Rather, some additional
source must exist. Further, because ligand concentrations increased toward the core of
the non-buoyant plume, the ligand source must be present during the process of plume
emplacement and cannot be attributed, for example, to zooplankton that graze on the
fringes of non-buoyant plumes (Burd et al., 1992; Cowen et al., 2001; Vereshchaka and
Vinogradov, 1999) - any ligands sourced from outside the plume-core would be expected
to exhibit a decreasing concentration inward.

Equally, it does not seem plausible that end-member vent-fluids should be the source of
the high organic ligand concentrations measured, as mentioned in Chapter 4. The most
likely source of dissolved organic matter will be that entrained into the plume from areas
of diffuse flow adjacent to the high-temperature vent-sites or from microbial activity
within the plume, referred to in Chapter 4. In support of diffuse flow entrainment,
organic copper-binding ligand concentrations have recently been reported for diffuseflow fluids from above a mussel field south of Lilliput (9°33.01'S,
13°12.38'W;(Koschinsky et al., 2006a)) that reach concentrations of up to 0.6 µM
(Sander et al., 2007). These ligand concentrations represent an 8-fold excess over the
total Cu present, indicating an abundance of free ligand sites that could potentially be
available for Fe complexation if such fluids were, indeed, entrained into an adjacent,
buoyant hydrothermal plume.
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Such early entrainment of organic matter, into the base of buoyant hydrothermal plumes,
would be important because the organic complexation of Fe(III) must be predicted to
take place immediately after the oxidation of dissolved Fe(II) but before Fe can
precipitate in the form of hydrolysis products. Because Fe(II) oxidation kinetics slow
progressively along the thermohaline conveyor (Field and Sherrell, 2000; Statham et al.,
2005) this implies that the time period for such complexation to occur should increase
along the same trajectory from the Atlantic to Indian and Pacific Oceans, as long as there
is an excess of ligand available. At 5°S complete Fe(II) oxidation would be predicted to
occur in the first few hours after venting. Therefore, all complexation with organic
ligands should either occur within the buoyant hydrothermal plume or within the
youngest portions of the non-buoyant plume, immediately overlying the vent-site (Field
and Sherrell, 2000; Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1993). This would be perfectly feasible if
the principal source of ligand were, indeed, from entrainment of diffuse flow waters at
the base of the buoyant plume followed by mixing and commencement of Fecomplexation during plume-rise.

There is also the potential for organically complexed Fe(II) species to be present in the
stabilised dissolved Fe fraction (Hopkinson and Barbeau, 2007). Complexation of the
Fe(II) would be dominant during buoyant plume rise because of the high abundance of
Fe(II) species leaving the high-temperature hydrothermal vents and diffuse flow areas.
The presence of such complexes would reduce the rate of Fe(II) oxidation enabling the
dissolved Fe to be exported to the non-buoyant plume. Fe(II)-ligand complexes have
already been hypothesised to be present in the vent environments in order for Fe
oxidising bacteria to control Fe(II) oxidation during Fe sulfide dissolution (Edwards et
al., 2004). But unfortunately at present no methods exist for the measurement of
dissolved Fe(II)-ligand complexes.

5.4.5 Ligand-stabilised hydrothermal Fe and the global mass balance
The most recent estimation of the global volume flux for seawater passing through hightemperature hydrothermal venting is 7.2 x 1012 kg y-1, calculated using chemical and
isotopic mass balances of the element thallium (Nielsen et al., 2006). Allowing for ~104fold dilution in buoyant hydrothermal plumes (McDuff, 1995), this equates to a 7.2 x
1016 kg y-1 flux of combined vent-fluid and oceanic deep-water entering non-buoyant
hydrothermal plumes, worldwide. By taking the new measurements of stabilising Fe
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ligands (4.2 nM) at CTD 10 as representative of young non-buoyant plumes in general,
with the assumption that in the core of the plume these ligand concentrations may be
even higher (because of less dilution), this would imply that the flux of such stabilising
ligands through hydrothermal plumes would be at least 3.0 x 108 mol y-1. Assuming 1:1
complexation, this would be accompanied by a global flux of hydrothermal Fe, stabilised
by entrained ligands, which would also be estimated as >3.0 x 108 mol y-1. This
compares to a gross hydrothermal Fe flux of 7.2 x 109 mol y-1 assuming a nominal ventfluid dissolved Fe concentration of 1 mM (Range = 5.4-47 x 109 mol y-1 for end-member
Fe concentrations of 0.75 – 6.5 mM (Elderfield and Schultz, 1996)) – i.e our predicted
flux of ligand-stabilised Fe passing through hydrothermal plumes would only represent
~4% of the global total (Range: 0.6-5.6%). Even so, this small proportion of the gross
hydrothermal Fe flux, could still have a significant impact on global deep-ocean
dissolved Fe budgets. The remaining 96% will precipitate and is likely to be lost to the
seafloor.

11 - 22% of the dissolved Fe flux to the deep-ocean
Open ocean – At steady state:
0.7 nM Fe
Residence time 70 - 140 y

Hydrothermal Fe-L flux :

3.0 x 108 mol y-1

Total Fe input required to maintain
deep-ocean Fe :
1.4 x 109 mol y-1 – 2.7 x 109 mol y-1

Fe-ligand = 4.2 nM
Diluted hydrothermal water flux : 7.2 x 1016

Entrainment of Lo
from open ocean
10000 fold dilution during buoyant plume rise

Entrainment of Ld
from diffuse flow
Hydrothermal water flux : 7.2 x 1012 kg y-1

Figure 5.13 - Flux diagram for hydrothermal inputs of Fe to the deep-ocean. Lo is
the ligand entrained from the open ocean and Ld is the ligand entrained from the
diffuse flow areas.
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The volume of the global deep-ocean is estimated as 2.6 x 1020 L (Libes, 1992).
Assuming a uniform deep-ocean dissolved Fe concentration of 0.7 nM (Bergquist and
Boyle, 2006), an instantaneous standing stock of deep-ocean dissolved Fe of
1.9 x 1011 mol can be calculated, of which 30–70% is potentially present in colloidal
form (cf this study)(Wu et al., 2001). To maintain steady state, with dissolved Fe
residence times of 70-140 y (Bruland et al., 1994), the required input flux of Fe to the
oceans is 1.4-2.7 x 109 mol y-1. Combining the above, it can be concluded that the
predicted ligand-stabilised flux of Fe from hydrothermal systems, which likely represents
no more than ~4% of the global hydrothermal discharge, is nevertheless sufficient to
supply some 11-22% of the dissolved Fe present throughout the global deep-ocean. This
mass balance is summarised in Figure 5.13.

If hydrothermally-sourced Fe is prevalent throughout the deep-ocean then the possibility
exists that seafloor hydrothermal venting, which interacts with the entire volume of the
deep-ocean over timescales of a few thousand years (Elderfield and Schultz, 1996) might
be more closely coupled than has previously been recognised with upper ocean processes
- where Fe can act as a limiting micronutrient in HNLC regions (Morel et al., 2004). Key
to this argument is the recent demonstration that mantle sourced dissolved 3He from nonbuoyant hydrothermal plumes overlying the southern East Pacific Rise (where
hydrothermal plumes are at their most abundant (Baker and German, 2004) is, indeed,
upwelled to the surface waters of the Southern Ocean, as a simple result of flow along
isopycnal surfaces (Jenkins et al., 2007; Winckler et al., 2007). Helium is the most
recognised tracer of hydrothermal circulation because of its inert characteristics in
seawater. Therefore any 3He found in the ocean can be assumed to be sourced from the
mantle. Mn has also been considered to be a useful tracer of hydrothermal activity, even
though it is not inert in the ocean (Boyle et al., 2005). This is because its lifetime in its
reduced form is much longer compared to Fe as a result of its longer oxidation half-life,
varying from weeks (Kadko et al., 1990) to years (Lavelle et al., 1992). Another nonconservative tracer of hydrothermal activity is methane, removed from the plume by
microbial activity.

Of immediate future interest, therefore, is whether this same transport mechanism, from
hydrothermal plume depths to surface ocean interactions might also be important for
other dissolved hydrothermal tracers. For example, will this hydrothermally sourced
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stabilised dissolved Fe remain in solution during its circulation throughout the ocean? Or
will this Fe be consumed by biological processes before reaching the surface waters?
These will be important questions to answer in future work.

5.5 Summary
Non-buoyant plumes collected from two different sites on the Southern Mid-Atlantic
Ridge have been investigated for their Fe/Mn ratios. The Fe/Mn ratio has been observed
to be constant in the plume at the non-transform discontinuity site (4°S) but to vary in
plumes in the middle of the 5°S ridge segment. This is because there are a number of
potential sources of the 5°S plumes, which will have different Fe/Mn end-member ratios.
Also Fe lost from the plumes during dispersal as Fe sulfide particles results in none of the
plumes having the same Fe/Mn ratio as their source.

The fate of Fe in the non-buoyant hydrothermal plumes dispersing away from vents near
5°S, Mid-Atlantic Ridge has also been investigated and it has been found that the
dissolved Fe concentrations at plume-height are higher than would be predicted from
dissolved Fe(II) oxidation-rates alone. Detailed speciation studies have revealed that a
fraction of the dissolved Fe present is stabilised by Fe-complexing ligands and
measurements of those ligand concentrations lead to the calculation that ~4% of the total
Fe released from the 5°S vents may be stabilised in this way. If the results reported here
were representative of all hydrothermal systems, it would imply that high-temperature
venting may provide the source for 11-22% of the global deep-ocean dissolved Fe budget
and, hence, that submarine venting may provide an important, previously-overlooked,
source of dissolved Fe in global-ocean biogeochemical cycles.
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Chapter 6. Geochemistry of Fe and some trace elements in a
cross section through a buoyant plume
6.1 Introduction
Previous studies of hydrothermal plumes have focused on non-buoyant plumes and, in
particular, elemental distributions as a plume disperses away from a vent site (e.g.
Edmonds and German, 2004; Feely et al., 1998; German et al., 1991; James and
Elderfield, 1996b). At increasing distance from a vent site the element to Fe ratios have
been observed to change depending on whether there has been any particulate Fe loss or
aging of the plume. The element to Fe ratios are dependent on the forms of the
particulate Fe present (sulfides and oxyhydroxides) and their varying surface charge.
Therefore, there is the potential to predict the particulate Fe composition based on the
trace element concentrations. This is especially the case close to any given vent site
where the abundance of sulfide minerals, relative to oxyhydroxides, is often seen to be
greater.

In this chapter, a unique set of samples will be considered that were collected during an
angled upward CTD section through a buoyant hydrothermal plume. Using data from
multi element analyses carried out on the particulate phase, the relationship between Fe
and other trace elements in the plume particles will be considered. In particular, the REE
patterns within these plume particles will be examined, which are a useful tool for tracing
sources and geochemical processes occurring in the ocean (Elderfield, 1988; Elderfield
and Greaves, 1982). The conclusions drawn from these data will then be used to
interpret the Fe isotope fractionation observed within the same buoyant plume samples
(Chapter 7), to investigate whether Fe isotopes are a viable geochemical tracer of
hydrothermal Fe sources to the ocean.

During the preliminary cruise to the vent sites at 5°S (CD169), buoyant plume waters,
distinguished by marked positive temperature anomalies, were sampled with a CTD
rosette, 30 to 60 m north of the Red Lion vent site. These samples were filtered in a
clean laboratory aboard the ship through 0.4 µm membrane filters to separate the
particulate and dissolved phase.
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6.2 Results and discussion
6.2.1 Buoyant plume sampling
Changes in key parameters with time during the upcast of a CTD deployment (CTD 16,
4°47.80, 12°22.61) are shown in Figure 6.1. This CTD cast intercepted anomalously
warm, particle rich seawater between 30 and 60 m north of the Red Lion vent field. The
presence of both positive temperature anomalies and strong transmissometer signals, less
than 50 m above the seafloor, indicated that a buoyant hydrothermal plume had been
sampled at around 3000 m depth. Buoyant plumes have previously been detected away
from their source because of changing tides and currents (Rudnicki et al., 1994). Even
though the CTD cast was not occupied directly above the vent-site, its buoyant plume
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Figure 6.1 – Changes in key parameters with time for the CTD cast that intercepted
particle rich water. Temperature, total dissolvable Mn (TdMn) concentration,
depth and light transmission are shown.
The CTD drifted over time through different zones of warm particle rich water, at a
relatively constant depth. As the CTD was pulled out of the plume at the end of the CTD
cast, Niskin bottles were fired repeatedly, collecting samples throughout a lens of
buoyant hydrothermal water. For all the samples collected positive temperature
anomalies were recorded, along with varying particle and Mn concentrations. The most
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Mn rich lens of plume water occurred over a small ‘depth range’ of approximately 30 m,
which reflected passage through a lens of buoyant plume water. Therefore rather than
collecting a suite of samples vertically through the rising buoyant plume, the CTD drift
resulted in an oblique cross section of the buoyant plume being sampled. The inferred
trajectory that the CTD took through the buoyant plume is shown schematically in Figure
6.2. The highest temperature and particle anomalies coincide with the core of the plume.

Figure 6.2 - Schematic of the potential upcast path the CTD took through the
buoyant plume. The temperature (red) and transmissometer (black) plot is to scale
with the height shown on the schematic.
For this study, the best way to visualise the horizontal movement of the CTD through the
buoyant plume (and changes in chemical composition) is as a function of time rather than
depth. This is because the change in height of the CTD as it bisected the buoyant plume
was only small, whereas the movement of the CTD and the buoyant plume through tidal
forces and water movement, can be represented more easily with time.

These samples are unique compared to the previously discussed non-buoyant plume
samples (Chapter 5) because they have experienced much less dilution with the ambient
seawater and represent a much earlier stage in the plume cycle. This provides the
potential to study both Fe bearing sulfide and Fe oxide phases in greater detail because in
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non-buoyant plumes, by contrast, a large proportion of polymetallic sulfide phases have
already been removed via settling and/or oxidation.

The seafloor close to a hydrothermal vent is a dynamic and turbulent environment,
therefore a first priority is to demonstrate that the particle samples collected are truly
hydrothermal and not entrained resuspended particles from the surrounding sediments. A
method developed by Bostrom et al. (1969) using particulate Al, Fe and Mn
concentrations has previously been employed (German et al., 1991). Al, Mn and Fe have
high solid phase concentrations within the sediments, whereas in the end-member fluids,
Al is present as a trace element and Mn is present as a dissolved reduced species that is
only slowly removed during mixing with the surrounding seawater (Trocine and Trefry,
1988). Fe on the other hand, initially present as a dissolved reduced species, precipitates
rapidly forming solid phase Fe sulfides and Fe oxyhydroxides as soon as the vent fluids
first mix with seawater. Therefore, a high ratio value of the Fe/(Fe+Mn+Al) can be used
to indicate that samples have little detrital input, with particulate Mn and Al
concentrations both low.
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Figure 6.3 - The detrital influence on the plume samples relative to Fe
concentration.
In this study, all the samples collected during the CTD upcast had Fe/(Fe+Mn+Al) values
greater than 80% (Figure 6.3) indicating a high proportion of hydrothermal material with
little influence from any re-suspended sediments. This is not unexpected as the basalts
surrounding the vent sites at 5°S were volcanically fresh with minimal sediment cover.
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6.2.2 Hydrothermal plume source
During the CTD cast the ship was located directly north of the Red Lion vent site, where
four high-temperature chimneys were actively emitting hydrothermal fluids. Therefore
all four chimneys represent potential sources of the warm particle rich seawater sampled
in this study. The other vent sites, Turtle Pits and Comfortless Cove, are located too far
(1.5 and 0.9 km, respectively) from the ship to be possible candidate sources.

The composition of the vent fluids at three of the high-temperature chimneys at Red Lion
have been analysed by K. Schmidt, Jacobs University, Bremen and their chemistries have
been observed to be very similar. The end-member concentration of the major elements
at the Tannenbaum chimney are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 - End-member concentrations at the Tannenbaum chimney at Red Lion
(Data from K. Schmidt, Jacobs University, Bremen)
End-member (µM)

Elemental ratios

Fe

710

Fe/Mn 1.2

Mn

604

Cu

7.8

Cu/Fe 0.01

Zn

117

Zn/Fe 0.16

6.2.3 Fe concentrations within the buoyant plume
Particulate Fe, dFe and total Fe (TFe=pFe+dFe) are shown with transmissometer
readings as a function of time in Figure 6.4. During sample collection, total Fe
concentrations varied from 71 nM to 413 nM. As the CTD rosette crossed the lens of the
buoyant plume TFe concentrations increased, with maximum Fe concentrations observed
at 2981 m, 65 m shallower than the Red Lion vents. At this depth, if it is assumed that
there was no lateral movement of the plume (unlikely in an ocean with currents), any
plume rising with a ~15° half-angle (Turner, 1962) would have spread to approximately
35 m in diameter. Therefore the CTD must, apparently, have been within ~20 m of the
buoyant plume axis at this time.
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Figure 6.4 - Light transmission and measured particulate Fe (pFe), dissolved Fe
(dFe) and Total Fe (dFe+pFe) as a function of time.
The pFe concentrations follow the same trend as TFe (Figure 6.4), ranging from 25 nM
to 392 nM. Conversely, dFe concentrations decreased slightly as the CTD was brought
up through the water column, ranging from 53 nM at depth to 21 nM measured in
samples from the core of the major plume lens. These low dFe concentrations are almost
certainly an artefact due to the delay between tripping the bottles at depth and filtration of
particulate Fe from dissolved Fe aboard the ship. Because of the rapid Fe-oxidation
kinetics involved, the Fe content (dissolved and particulate) measured within the samples
does not correspond to the composition of the plume at the time of sampling. During
sample recovery, the dissolved Fe will have been continually oxidising and precipitating
to Fe oxyhydroxides. This would have resulted in a greater concentration of particulate
Fe in the samples relative to the particulate Fe that was initially present in the plume at
the instant of sampling.

The time between collecting the samples in the Niskin bottles and filtering them on board
the ship was not measured exactly. However, the percentage of dFe which would have
been present in-situ can still be predicted by using the oxidation rate calculated in
Chapter 5 for the 5°S vent sites. The half-life for Fe oxidation was 27 minutes but it
must be noted that this is a theoretical calculation of the oxidation half-life. In practice,
in the Indian Ocean the oxidation half-life in hydrothermal plumes has been observed to
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be slower than theoretical predictions (Statham et al., 2005) and Fe oxidation rates
appear to deviate away from first order kinetics. This has previously been suggested by
Statham et al. 2005, to be due to the presence of organically bound Fe, just as has been
shown to be present in the plumes at 5°S (Chapter 5), and is likely to be the case for
hydrothermal plumes throughout the oceans. Therefore at this site, the oxidation half-life
will be considered to be a minimum of 27 minutes. This oxidation half-life can be
applied to the samples at 5°S by knowing the age of the buoyant plume.

The time for the buoyant plume to reach neutral buoyancy is predicted to be
approximately an hour after venting with a 104-fold dilution with ambient seawater
(McDuff, 1995). Within the core of the plume the Mn concentration (392 nM) suggests
that the vent fluid (~600 µM, K. Schmidt, pers. comms.) has been diluted 1500-fold with
the surrounding water, i.e. 15 % of the total dilution to be expected during the ~1 hour of
buoyant plume rise (Lupton, 1995). However plume dilution is not uniform; initially as a
plume leaves a vent it dilutes rapidly but as it approaches neutral buoyancy, dilution
progressively slows. It has been demonstrated in Chapter 4, for example, that only a few
meters above a vent, a buoyant plume on the EPR had already experienced a 0.2 to 1%
end-member fluid dilution with the surrounding seawater, equivalent to at least a ~100fold dilution (Chapter 4, Table 4.2). As a conservative estimate, therefore, the buoyant
plume samples at 5°S must be no more than 15% of one hour, i.e. less than 9 minutes old.
The percentage of Fe that will have oxidised by 9 minutes can be calculated using the
rate equation for a first order reaction:

N = N0 e –λt

(6.1)

Where N0 is the initial Fe(II) concentration, N is the Fe(II) concentration not oxidised, λ
is the Fe oxidation rate constant and t is time. This equation is useful here as it enables
the ratio of Fe oxidised to be determined, even when the original Fe(II) concentration in
the samples is not known. Therefore by rearranging this equation the percentage of Fe
remaining as Fe(II) after t minutes can be calculated:

%Fe(II) = e –λt × 100

(6.2)
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The Fe oxidation rate at 5°S has already been calculated in Chapter 5 as 0.0256 and
therefore after 9 minutes, 79% of the Fe will remain as Fe(II) and 21% of the Fe will
have oxidised. This demonstrates that the in-situ dissolved Fe concentrations at 5°S
would have been much greater than that measured in the samples collected.
Additionally, if the samples had been filtered in-situ, a proportion of the Fe(III) would
have been present in the ‘dissolved’ Fe fraction because our operationally defined
(<0.4 µm) dissolved Fe fraction includes both truly dissolved Fe(II) and colloidal Fe(III)
species. Fe oxyhydroxides begin as small colloidal species which then aggregate to form
particulate Fe. Therefore most of the Fe(III) present in-situ would have been present in
the ‘dissolved’ phase because the plume was still very young and very little aggregation
would have occurred.

In comparison, after sampling and recovery of the CTD, most of the dFe species would
have been present as colloidal Fe(III) species as well as a small percentage of Fe that
may have been stabilised by organic complexation. This is because between four and
nine hours elapsed between sampling the plume and processing samples in the clean
laboratory aboard the ship. During this time, because of the plentiful supply of oxygen in
seawater, between 8 and 16 Fe(II) oxidation half-lives will have occurred, resulting in
effectively quantitative oxidation of any Fe(II).

The elemental results in the particulate phase therefore represent a more oxide rich
system than that present in-situ. The oxyanion and chalcophile to pFe ratios will now
enable a deeper understanding of the forms of Fe in the particulate phase and processes
occurring, which will be useful for interpretation of the REE and Fe isotope results.

6.2.4 Oxyanions and Chalcophile elements
The particulate phosphorus, vanadium, copper and zinc concentrations relative to pFe are
shown in Figure 6.5. The oxyanions, phosphorus and vanadium, are positively correlated
with pFe with an r2 of 0.995 and 0.999 respectively and a negative y intercept.
Phosphorus ranged from 0.8 to 34 nM and vanadium ranged from 0.02 to 1.11 nM.
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Figure 6.5 - Relationships between particulate P, V relative to particulate Fe
The chalcophiles, copper and zinc, are also positively correlated, with r2 values equal to
0.976 and 0.981, respectively and with positive y intercepts. Copper concentrations
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Figure 6.6 – Relationships between particulate Cu, Zn relative to particulate Fe
As discussed earlier, Fe(II) will no longer be present in these plume samples because of
the fast oxidation rates in the South Atlantic and the time delay between sample
collection and processing. The Fe(III)aq formed is unstable in its soluble form, and will
be quickly converted to Fe oxyhydroxide precipitates (Millero et al., 1995). As well as
oxidation, in the first few seconds of venting the Fe(II) forms particulate Fe(II) sulfides.
Therefore the particulate samples will be made up of Fe oxides and Fe sulfides.
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However, as the buoyant plume rises, heavy Fe sulfides are predicted to rapidly fall out
of the plume due to gravitational settling (Mottl and McConachy, 1990) and therefore the
fraction of Fe sulfides in these plume samples may vary. The Fe oxyhydroxides on the
other hand are initially present as colloids and are expected to be swept up into the nonbuoyant plume (Field and Sherrell, 2000).

During oxyhydroxide formation, oxyanions (i.e. HPO42- and VO4H2-) are co-precipitated
and scavenged (Feely et al., 1991; Trefry and Metz, 1989) with constant molar ratios of
P/Fe, and V/Fe dependent on the open-ocean dissolved phosphate concentration (Feely et
al., 1998). In the buoyant plume at 5°S, both P and V were observed to be linearly
correlated to pFe (Figure 6.5), similar to vent systems at Rainbow and TAG (Edmonds
and German, 2004; German et al., 1991).

Both the P to Fe and V to Fe relationships have negative y intercepts. This is unusual
because at <1 nM Fe, background seawater, the particulate phosphorus concentration
should be <5 nM (http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/hot/hot-dogs/interface.html). But at
low phosphorus concentrations, the pFe concentrations are relatively high suggesting the
presence of a particulate Fe species that does not associate with the oxyanions. In this
hydrothermal system, the most likely phase is Fe bearing sulfides.

During Fe sulfide formation, rather than co-precipitating with oxyanions, it is the
chalcophile elements, such as Cu and Zn, that are incorporated and therefore Cu/Fe and
Zn/Fe relationships are observed depending on the amount of Fe sulfide in the particulate
Fe fraction and the amount of Cu and Zn in the end-member fluid. In the buoyant plume
at 5°S the Cu/Fe ratios were between 0.02 to 0.08, similar to the ratios measured at TAG
and Rainbow (0.006 – 0.080 and 0.003 – 0.015, respectively (Edmonds and German,
2004; German et al., 1991)). The Cu to Fe relationship in the end-member fluids is less
(0.01) and this is because not all the Cu emitted from the vent will associate with all the
pFe species. The Zn/Fe ratios on the other hand ranged between 0.09 to 0.3, much
greater than the ratios observed at TAG and Rainbow (0.001 – 0.008 and 0.001 – 0.066).
However the most likely reason for these high ratios is the abnormally high Zn
concentration in the end-member fluids at Red Lion, which have a Zn/Fe ratio of 0.16
(Table 6.1).
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Previously, in other hydrothermal systems, the Cu and/or Zn relationship to Fe has been
used to demonstrate a preferential loss of Fe sulfides from the plume through
gravitational sinking and/or the removal of Fe sulfides via oxidative dissolution. This
has been inferred from the relationship between Cu or Zn relative to Fe having a negative
departure from linearity (German et al., 1991; Trocine and Trefry, 1988). In the buoyant
plume at 5°S the relationship between Cu or Zn with Fe is linear and shows no negative
departure (Figure 6.6). This indicates that there has been no loss of Fe in the more dilute
samples. In fact the opposite is seen, and the y intercepts of both graphs are positive.
This indicates that at low Fe concentrations particulate Cu and Zn concentrations are
proportionally higher than in the high pFe samples. During the first few seconds of
venting, quenching will result in the formation of polymetallic sulfides, which will
incorporate Cu, Zn and Fe into them. This is followed by oxidation, precipitating Fe
oxyhydroxides. The overall pFe fraction will therefore increase but the particulate Cu or
Zn concentrations will remain the same. Therefore the Cu and/or Zn relationship to Fe
will be controlled by the amount of sulfides and Fe oxides within the particulate fraction.

If the relative amount of Fe sulfide was higher in the low Fe samples, then the relative
amount of Fe oxyhydroxides would have to be lower. Therefore an increasing Cu to pFe
ratio would have to couple with a decreasing P to pFe ratio. This is demonstrated in
Figure 6.7 with high chalcophile/Fe ratios and low oxyanion/Fe ratios observed at low Fe
concentrations. The Cu/Fe and Zn/Fe ratios decrease exponentially towards the higher
Fe concentrations and the reverse is seen for the P/Fe and V/Fe ratios.
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Figure 6.7 –Chalcophile/Fe and oxyanion/Fe relationships with pFe for the buoyant
plume samples
Previously, Rudnicki and Elderfield (1993) predicted that ~50% of the Fe precipitated as
Fe sulfides in the first few seconds of venting.

However, in the vent system at 5°S, it

appears that a varying amount of Fe has precipitated as Fe sulfide. This seems unusual
as the samples collected were from the early stages of the buoyant plume and therefore
very little of the Fe will have been lost from the plume due to gravitational settling before
the Niskin bottles were fired. To investigate this further, the amounts of Fe
oxyhydroxides and Fe sulfides in each of these buoyant plume samples needs to be
calculated.
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The proportion of Fe present as oxide can be calculated readily using the relationship
observed between the amount of phosphorus scavenged and co-precipitated by Fe
oxyhydroxides and the dissolved phosphate concentration in the background seawater
(Feely et al., 1991).

The dissolved phosphate concentration at a background station at 5°S was 1.6 µmol L-1
(unpublished data), slightly greater than that at TAG. Using the linear relationship in
Feely et al. (1998), the predicted P/Fe ratio for 5°S MAR can be read off the graph as
0.11. A similar correlation is reported for vanadium and at 1.6 µmol L-1 of phosphate,
the V/Fe ratio is 0.004. Therefore the amount of FeOOH present in the plume particles
can be calculated using Equation 6.3.

FeOOH = P measured in the particulate sample / 0.11

(6.3)

The results are shown in Table 6.2. The difference between the concentration of pFe and
the calculated concentration of FeOOH will give the predicted concentration of Fe
present in sulfides in the samples. Finally the fraction of Fe present in sulfides relative to
the total Fe can also be calculated.
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Table 6.2 - Calculated concentrations of FeOOH and FeS in the buoyant plume
using P and V concentrations
Measured

Calculated

In particulate fraction

Relative to TFe

TFe
(nM)

P
(nM)

FeOOH
(nM)

Fe in
sulfides
(nM)

%Fe in
sulfides

%FeOOH

%Fe in sulfides

127

3.88

35

42

54

46

33

74.7

0.60

5

16

75

25

22

70.9

0.81

7

18

71

29

25

123

7.02

64

31

32

68

25

196

12.2

111

58

34

66

29

230

15.1

137

54

28

72

24

237

17.3

157

53

25

75

22

413

33.6

305

87

22

78

21
Average : 25 ± 4

TFe

V

FeOOH

Fe in
sulfides

%Fe in
sulfides

%FeOOH

%Fe in sulfides

127

0.18

45

32

42

58

26

74.7

0.03

6

15

70

30

20

70.9

0.04

9

16

65

35

23

123

0.23

58

36

38

62

29

196

0.45

111

57

34

66

29

230

0.53

131

60

31

69

26

237

0.58

144

66

31

69

28

413

1.11

278

114

29

71

28
Average : 26 ± 3

Both relationships with P and V result in similar Fe oxyhydroxide concentrations. In the
particulate fraction the percent of Fe in sulfides decreases with increasing particulate Fe,
as observed in Figure 6.7. However, relative to the total Fe (dissolved and particulate),
the percent of Fe in sulfides is relatively constant, making up ~25% of the total Fe in all
of the buoyant plume samples. This, therefore, explains the change in the fraction of Fe
sulfide in the particulate fraction.
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As mentioned in Chapter 5, the separation of particulate and dissolved species is an
operationally defined process. ‘Dissolved’ Fe species are those that pass through a
0.4 µm membrane filter and include both truly soluble and colloidal Fe. As the Fe
oxyhydroxides aggregate, less of the Fe will pass into the dissolved fraction. Therefore
in the low pFe samples, there must be a larger percent of Fe still present in the
‘dissolved’ fraction as colloidal Fe(III) oxides, making it appear that these low pFe
samples have a greater fraction of Fe sulfides relative to pFe. In fact, the actual Fe
sulfide concentration relative to the total Fe is uniformly distributed across the plume, as
previously predicted (Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1993) albeit at a lower percentage of the
total: 25% vs. 50%.

The change in the relative amount of ‘dissolved’ Fe with increasing total Fe is shown in
Figure 6.8 and demonstrates a similar exponential decrease to that seen for the Cu/Fe
ratio relative to pFe (Figure 6.7). This demonstrates a decreasing percent of colloidal Fe
species with increasing total Fe, presumably as a result of particle aggregation within the
buoyant plume.
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Figure 6.8 – Percent dissolved Fe relative to the total Fe concentration in the
samples
It is particularly interesting that the amount of Fe in the dissolved fraction in each of the
samples is relatively constant, supporting the presence of some Fe stabilisation that,
hence, avoids aggregation. Fe stabilisation has already been observed in the non-buoyant
plume at 5°S (Chapter 5) and the dFe concentrations in the buoyant plume samples in
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this chapter (20 – 50 nM) are ~10 times greater than the stabilised ligand fraction
measured in the non-buoyant plume (4.2 nM). By the time this buoyant plume would
have reached neutral buoyancy it would have been diluted with seawater another 6-fold
(see section 6.2.3) and have a dissolved Fe concentration between 3 and 8 nM.
Potentially the dissolved Fe fraction in these buoyant plume samples contained similar
stabilised dissolved Fe species to those detected in the non-buoyant plume.

6.2.5 Fe/Mn ratio within the buoyant plume
Mn can be used as a quasi-conservative tracer in any hydrothermal plume with a decrease
in Mn indicative of plume dilution with ambient seawater. The TdMn concentration in
the collected buoyant plume samples decreases towards the edge of the plume
demonstrating dilution of the plume with the surrounding seawater. In comparison, Fe
does not behave conservatively and therefore the Fe/Mn ratio in the plume samples can
indicate whether there has been any loss or gain of Fe to the plume. The TFe/Mn ratio in
the buoyant plume samples at 5°S remains relatively constant with a slight decrease in
ratio in the more dilute samples (Figure 6.9). The highest Fe/Mn ratio measured (1.16) is
almost identical to the Fe/Mn ratio in the end-member fluid at Red Lion (1.2). This
suggests that no Fe has been lost from this sample and the concentration change is due to
dilution of the vent fluid.
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Figure 6.9 – Fe/Mn ratio in the buoyant plume samples relative to Mn
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Fractionation of the Fe/Mn ratio to lower values can be caused by loss of Fe to the
seafloor or entrainment of seawater with an Fe/Mn ratio less than the vent fluid. At the
time of sampling, ~50 m above the vent site, the reaction of Fe(II) with H2S to form
polymetallic sulfides will already have occurred and any Fe loss is likely to be as
particulate Fe sulfides (Mottl and McConachy, 1990; Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1993).
However, the core plume sample has the same Fe/Mn ratio as the vent fluid with almost
all the Fe in the particulate phase. Therefore the calculated percent of Fe sulfide in this
sample is representative for the Red Lion buoyant plume prior to Fe loss. The calculated
percent of Fe sulfide in the other plume samples are all similar in value to that in the core
of the plume suggesting that no significant Fe has been lost as Fe sulfide. The Fe sulfide
fraction would have been seen to decrease towards the plume edge if Fe sulfides had
been lost.

Entrainment of Mn or seawater with an Fe/Mn ratio less than the vent fluid could also
decrease the Fe/Mn ratio in the more dilute samples towards the edges of the buoyant
plume. Fluids sourced from diffuse flow areas are a mixture of high-temperature fluids
and entrained seawater and can have Fe concentrations significantly less than hightemperature end-member fluids because of sub-surface sulfide precipitation (e.g.James
and Elderfield, 1996a). Therefore Fe/Mn ratios can be much less than their source hightemperature vent fluid. Aluminium has been used to trace the entrainment of diffuse
flow into high-temperature plumes and therefore Mn would be expected to behave in a
similar conservative way (Lavelle and Wetzler, 1999; Lunel et al., 1990).

However the Fe/Mn ratio in the buoyant plume samples does not change by very much,
therefore it is a reasonable assumption that most of the Fe is made up of hightemperature fluids sourced from the Red Lion vents.

The relationships between pFe and other trace elements in the plume particles have
enabled the forms of Fe within this buoyant plume to be determined. With this
information the REEs will now be examined and compared to previous studies.
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6.3 Rare earth elements in buoyant plume particles
6.3.1 Results
The particulate REE (pREE) concentrations are shown in Table 6.3. Also shown in this
table are the background pREE concentrations in seawater from the TAG hydrothermal
field (German et al., 1990). The lowest measured pREE concentrations in the buoyant
plume are similar to or slightly lower than the pREE concentrations in seawater at TAG
and therefore these samples will be used to blank correct the plume samples.

Table 6.3 – The particulate REE composition of the buoyant plume samples and
background seawater (pSW) from the TAG hydrothermal vent site (German et al.,
1990). Fe concentrations are in nM and REE concentrations are in pM.
Fe

La

Ce

Pr

Nd

Sm

Eu

Gd

Tb

78

1.46 0.85 0.39 1.64 0.36 0.08 0.32 0.06 0.38 0.08 0.22 0.03 0.18 0.03

22

0.76 0.81 0.20 0.84 0.18 0.04 0.16 0.03 0.18 0.04 0.10 0.01 0.08 0.01

25*

0.57 0.69 0.15 0.60 0.13 0.03 0.11 0.02 0.13 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.01

95

2.02 0.94 0.56 2.34 0.51 0.11 0.44 0.08 0.55 0.11 0.32 0.04 0.26 0.04

169

3.63 1.40 0.95 4.02 0.86 0.20 0.77 0.14 0.97 0.20 0.55 0.08 0.46 0.07

191

4.26 1.47 1.11 4.73 1.02 0.24 0.91 0.17 1.14 0.23 0.67 0.09 0.55 0.09

210

4.12 1.27 1.09 4.64 0.99 0.24 0.89 0.17 1.15 0.24 0.69 0.10 0.58 0.09

392

6.84 1.98 1.74 7.33 1.54 0.39 1.43 0.27 1.86 0.39 1.14 0.16 0.96 0.16

pSW 0.65 1.46 0.15 0.59 0.12 0.03 0.11 0.02

Dy

Ho

Er

Tm

Yb

0.02 0.05

*Lowest concentration of REEs used to represent the background particulate REE composition

Light pREE (Nd) and heavy pREE (Er) relationships with pFe are shown in Figure 6.10.
The REE concentrations increase linearly with increasing pFe with no deviation from the
line. Positive deviation has been observed previously in non-buoyant plumes at TAG
and Rainbow (Edmonds and German, 2004; German et al., 1991; German et al., 1990)
and has been used to demonstrate continued scavenging of dREEs onto Fe
oxyhydroxides as the plume disperses away from its source and the Fe concentrations
decrease. But in this study, a cross section of a buoyant plume has been sampled rather
than a dispersing non-buoyant plume, the samples are all around the same age, and there
has not been time (<10 minutes) for additional scavenging to have occurred.

Lu
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Figure 6.10 - Particulate REE concentrations relative to pFe in the buoyant plume
samples at Red Lion.
Figure 6.11 shows the shale normalised REE patterns for the plume samples, after blank
correction using the lowest concentrated REEs measured in the samples to represent the
seawater pREE composition. Normalisation to shale (PAAS – post Archaen Australian
Shale) has been used previously for hydrothermal plume studies to determine the impact
of hydrothermal activity on oceanic cycles (German et al., 1990). Therefore shale
normalisation has been used in this study to compare our samples with previous studies,
even though black smoker end-member data are often normalised to chondrite (Douville
et al., 1999; Mills and Elderfield, 1995; Mitra et al., 1994).
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Figure 6.11 - Shale normalised REE pattern of the particulate buoyant plume
samples. REE concentrations increase with increasing Fe concentration.
The results are remarkable in that they more closely resemble seawater rather than vent
fluid patterns, even at this ‘young’ stage within the buoyant hydrothermal plume. For
example, the plume particles show negative Ce anomalies, pronounced heavy REE
enrichments and only slight positive Eu anomalies, all of which have been observed in
previous non-buoyant plume studies (Edmonds and German, 2004; German et al., 1990;
Sands, 2006). Eu and Ce are the only REEs that have multiple oxidation states and
therefore do not display the same characteristic patterns as the other trivalent REEs. For
example, the speciation of seawater dissolved REEs is dominated by carbonate ion
complexes with increased complexation from light to heavy REEs, resulting in a
preferential adsorption of light REEs onto particulate surfaces. The oxidation of soluble
Ce(III) to insoluble Ce(IV) results in a positive Ce anomaly in the particulate phase and a
negative anomaly in the dissolved phase (de Baar et al., 1988; German et al., 1995;
Goldberg et al., 1963; Sholkovitz et al., 1994). Therefore it is the Ce depleted dissolved
seawater REEs scavenged by the pFe, that results in the negative Ce anomaly observed in
plume particles.

The positive Eu anomaly is also induced by oxidation state: the element is thought to be
present in hydrothermal fluids as Eu2+ and enriched as a function of plagioclase alteration
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(Klinkhammer et al., 1994). Therefore the Eu anomaly in the plume particles
demonstrates the co-precipitation of REEs from vent fluid (German et al., 1990).

6.3.2 End-member vent fluids
The REE concentrations in the end-member vent fluids at the Red Lion vent site have
been analysed by K. Schmidt, Jacobs University, Bremen. The shale nomalised REE
profile of the vent fluid at Red Lion is shown in Figure 6.12 and compared with the vent
fluid at TAG. Also shown in this figure is the dissolved seawater REE composition
(Douville et al., 1999).
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Figure 6.12 – Shale normalised REE pattern of the Red Lion (K. Schmidt) and TAG
vent fluids and background seawater dissolved REE (Douville et al., 1999)
(Logarithmic y axis)
The REE patterns of end-member fluids vary very little between different geological
settings with enrichment in light REEs and a positive Eu anomaly (Klinkhammer et al.,
1994; Michard et al., 1983). But they are strikingly different to seawater and basalt. The
vents fluids at TAG are however more concentrated than the vent fluids at Red Lion.
Both the vent fluid REEs and the seawater dissolved REEs will influence the
composition of pREEs in the plume samples. In the first few meters above the vent site,
Fe oxyhydroxides and Fe sulfides co-precipitate with the vent fluid REEs (German et al.,
2002), which are 10 to 1000 times more enriched in REEs than seawater (Bau and
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Dulski, 1999; Douville et al., 1999; Mitra et al., 1994). But then, as the plumes rise
farther away from their source and dilute with the surrounding seawater, the REEs
scavenged by the Fe oxyhydroxides become dominant and impose seawater-like patterns
(German et al., 1990).

6.3.3 Discussion
Because the relative proportions of Fe oxyhydroxides and Fe sulfides have already been
determined in the particulate fraction of these buoyant plume samples, the pREE
composition can also be analysed relative to their Fe oxyhydroxide concentrations.
Previous studies in hydrothermal plumes have demonstrated that REEs are coprecipitated and scavenged during the formation and transport of Fe oxyhydroxides
rather than by Fe sulfides (Edmonds and German, 2004; German et al., 1990).

There have been two previous REE scavenging studies carried out in a buoyant plume
and four studies carried out in non-buoyant plumes (Table 6.4). Four of the six studies
were carried out in the Atlantic, one in the Pacific and one in the Indian Ocean. This
provides only a hand full of data that can be compared to the buoyant plume study at 5°S
– however, very similar samples have been collected from the buoyant plume at TAG, 40
to 100 m above the vent site (Mitra et al., 1994). In that work, the samples were
collected using Niskin bottles carried in the basket on the front of DSV Alvin. Therefore
those samples also experienced a time delay between sample collection and filtration on
board the ship, as in this study. Delayed filtration is significant in both the TAG and 5°S
studies because both vent systems were from the Atlantic, where oxidation rates are fast.
Therefore on recovery of the samples to the ship, whether from a Niskin attached to a
CTD rosette (this study) or a Niskin placed in the basket of DSV Alvin (Mitra et al.,
1994), all the reactive Fe(II) will have oxidised. For the Mitra samples, both the
dissolved and particulate fractions were analysed for their REE composition. Those
samples therefore provide a useful comparison to the Red Lion samples.
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Table 6.4 - Previous REE scavenging studies carried out on plume particles
Study site

Reference

Sample type

Sampling method

TAG, MAR

(Mitra et al., 1994)

0.5 m above vent

Filtered on board,

Snakepit, MAR
TAG, MAR

Ti syringes, 0.4 µm
(Mitra et al., 1994)

40 – 100 m

Filtered on board,

Buoyant plume

Niskin bottles, 0.4 µm

35 – 65 m

Filtered on board,

Buoyant plume

Niskin bottles, 0.4 µm

Non-buoyant
plume

Filtered in-situ

(Edmonds and
German, 2004)

Buoyant plume

Filtered in-situ

Non-buoyant
plume

(SAPS), 1 µm

(Sherrell et al., 1999)

Non-buoyant
plume

Filtered in-situ

Snakepit, MAR
5°S, MAR
TAG, MAR

This study
(German et al., 1990)

Rainbow, MAR

9°45’N, EPR
Edmond and
Kairei, aCIR
a

(Sands, 2006)

Non-buoyant
plume

(SAPS), 1 µm

(RAPPID), 0.45 µm
Filtered in-situ
(SAPS), 1 µm

CIR – Central Indian Ridge

The alternative sampling procedure used in some of the previous studies involves
filtering the seawater in-situ, therefore eliminating the time delay experienced during the
collection of samples using Niskins. All the non-buoyant plume studies and the two
buoyant plume samples collected from Rainbow, were filtered in-situ using either Stand
Alone Pumps (SAPS) or Rotating Automatic Pumps for particulate inorganics
determination (RAPPID). Therefore they collected particulate material exactly as it
would have been present in the plume. These in-situ filtration devices pump over 1000 L
of water through the filter during their deployment and have been preferentially used in
non-buoyant plumes where particle concentrations are low. However, they have the
disadvantage that only a maximum of four independent samples can be collected on each
deployment. In comparison, the collection of samples using a CTD rosette, enables 24
independent samples to be taken, but with much less material to analyse.

In the buoyant plume samples collected at 5°S, the pREE composition should be more
concentrated than that present immediately prior to sampling because of a) greater co-
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precipitation of REE during Fe oxyhydroxide precipitation and b) increased scavenging
of REE onto the Fe oxyhydroxides from the seawater during recovery of the CTD to the
ship, as long as an excess concentration of dissolved REEs is present. This suggests that
these plume samples are likely to have REE compositions more similar to a non-buoyant
plume than a buoyant plume. Comparison of this study with the buoyant and nonbuoyant plume at TAG will be carried out, taking into account the sampling procedures
used to collect the particulate material.

6.3.4 REE/Fe ratio in buoyant plume particles
Comparisons of the data from the present study with the buoyant and non-buoyant plume
from TAG are shown in Table 6.5, with Nd/Fe used to represent the REE/Fe ratio.

Table 6.5 – Comparison of the Nd/Fe ratio in the buoyant plume at Red Lion and
TAG as well as the non-buoyant plume at TAG
Buoyant plume

Buoyant plume

Non-buoyant

Red lion

TAG

plume – TAG

Fe

395 nM (FeOOH)

4.5 µM

212 nM

Mn

357 nM

800 nM

-

Nd/Fe

0.024

0.0053

0.020

The most concentrated sample from the Red Lion buoyant plume (pFe = 395 nM) was
compared to the least concentrated buoyant plume sample from TAG (pFe = 4.5 µM)
(Mitra et al., 1994), collected with a Niskin bottle between 40 and 100 m directly above
the vent site. The end-member Fe concentration at TAG (5.2 mM) is at least six times
greater than that at Red Lion and this is why at similar heights in the buoyant plume, the
Fe concentrations are so different. The REE/Fe ratios are also very different but can
easily be explained. In the TAG buoyant plume sample, the REEs in the dissolved
fraction were close to zero. Therefore, after the Niskin bottles were fired, there would
have been a finite concentration of dissolved REE that could be scavenged onto the Fe
oxyhydroxides. Once the samples were filtered, the absence of dissolved REEs indicated
that all the dissolved REEs must have been scavenged onto the Fe oxyhydroxides during
samples recovery. Therefore the particulate REE/Fe ratios in these samples had reached
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their maximum possible value and are unlikely to represent the in-situ composition,
where further dilution would have provided more REEs for scavenging.

The Fe concentrations in the Red Lion buoyant plume were much lower and therefore if
all the dissolved REEs in the Niskin bottle were scavenged during sample recovery, as
was the case for Mitra et al. (1994), the REE/Fe ratio had the potential to be much higher.
For example, the dissolved Nd concentration in seawater is 21.4 pM (3300 m at TAG,
(Douville et al., 1999) and therefore when the Fe concentration is 4500 nM (in the TAG
samples) and all the REE are scavenged, the Nd/Fe ratio will be 0.005, the same as
reported by Mitra to be present in the particulate fraction. This compares to Red Lion,
where the maximum total Fe concentration is 395 nM and therefore the maximum Nd/Fe
ratio would be 0.05, ten times greater than the ratio in the buoyant plume at TAG. The
actual measured value is lower suggesting that not all of the dissolved REE had been
scavenged during recovery of the CTD.

The REE/Fe ratio in the buoyant plume at Red Lion is actually closer in value to the ratio
in the non-buoyant plume at TAG (pFe = 212 nM)(German et al., 1990) rather than the
buoyant plume and is a result of scavenging of dREEs from the seawater during recovery
of the CTD rosette to the ship. The non-buoyant plume samples were filtered in-situ
using SAPS and therefore represent the REE/Fe composition actually present within the
plume.

For the rest of the buoyant plume samples at Red Lion the blank corrected REE/Fe ratio
is relatively constant (Figure 6.13) with a similar REE/Fe ratio to some of the nonbuoyant plume samples from TAG. However the TAG samples had varying REE/Fe
ratios increasing with decreasing Fe. These samples were collected in-situ over a 2 km
horizontal range and it was in this earlier study that continuous scavenging of REE was
first suggested (German et al., 1990). It was shown that as Fe concentrations decreased
with increasing distance from the vent, the REE/Fe ratio increased (e.g. Nd/Fe, Figure
6.13). Sherrell et al. (1999) argued against this theory using non-buoyant plume samples
collected from the East Pacific Rise. They observed higher particulate Fe concentrations
at increasing distance from the vent site because of slower oxidation rates and therefore
slower formation of Fe oxyhydroxides. The Fe concentrations ranged between 10 and
25 nM, much less than those at TAG (17 – 212 nM). The REE/Fe ratio was again greater
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at lower Fe concentrations, but this time these samples were younger and closer to the
vent. Therefore they suggested that the increase in REEs with decreasing Fe was simply
due to the mixing of Fe oxyhydroxides with background seawater, which contained older
resuspended hydrothermal particles from the seafloor. This would require seawater
entrained into the plume to have a particulate REE/Fe ratio much higher than the recently
precipitated Fe oxyhydroxides (Sherrell et al., 1999).
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Figure 6.13 – Nd/Fe ratio in the buoyant plume samples at Red Lion relative to their
FeOOH concentration and the Nd/Fe ratio in the non-buoyant plume samples from
TAG (German et al., 1990)
Further insight into the mechanism controlling particulate REE concentrations in
hydrothermal plumes was gained by Sands (2006). She suggested that if REEs were
being entrained into the plume from background seawater, then deeper vent systems
should have higher REE/Fe ratios for the same Fe concentration at a shallow vent
system. This is because concentrations of REEs generally increase with depth in each
particular ocean. However, by comparing the TAG hydrothermal vent field (3500 m)
with the Rainbow vent field (2300 m), the REE/Fe ratio at TAG was found to be less
than that at Rainbow. Therefore she concluded that continuous scavenging of REEs by
the Fe oxyhydroxides is the dominant process occurring in hydrothermal plumes. In this
study, continuous scavenging of REEs onto Fe oxyhydroxides is again supported.
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6.3.5 Ce and Eu anomaly
The influence of vent fluid REEs and seawater REEs on the composition of the plume
particles can be determined by considering the Eu and Ce anomaly. The Eu and Ce
anomalies for the Red Lion buoyant plume can be calculated as below (Equation 6.4 and
6.5).

Eu anomaly = 2 × (Eu/Eushale)/(Sm/Smshale + Gd/Gdshale)

(6.4)

Ce anomaly = 2 × (Ce/Ceshale)/(La/Lashale + Pr/Prshale)

(6.5)

A positive anomaly has a value greater than one and a negative anomaly has a value less
than one and the results are shown in Table 6.6.

The Ce and Eu anomaly for the Red Lion buoyant plume samples were constant with an
average Ce anomaly of 0.88 ± 0.01 and an average Eu anomaly of 1.61 ± 0.08. This
demonstrates that the samples have scavenged similar amounts of vent fluid REEs and
seawater REEs relative to their Fe concentrations consistent with the near-identical (<10
minutes) age of these samples.

Table 6.6 – Calculated Ce and Eu anomalies in the particulate fraction of the
buoyant plume samples at Red Lion and pFe concentration.
[pFe] (nM)

Ce anomaly

Eu anomaly

77.5

0.87

1.64

21.6

0.86

1.43

25.3

-

-

94.5

0.87

1.68

169

0.89

1.62

191

0.89

1.62

210

0.89

1.66

392

0.89

1.65

*Sample used to blank correct the REE composition in the plume samples
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The presence of both Eu and Ce anomalies indicates the influence of both vent fluid and
seawater dissolved REEs on the particulate composition of REEs in the buoyant plume
samples and by using a simple model, the relative influences of the seawater and vent
fluid REEs can be calculated. In Figure 6.14 the REE patterns for different proportions
of vent fluid REEs from Red Lion relative to seawater dREEs are shown (10%, 1%, and
0.1% vent fluid to 90%, 99% and 99.9% seawater). Also shown is the vent fluid REE
composition at Red Lion and the REE composition of the most concentrated buoyant
plume sample.
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Figure 6.14 - Shale normalised REE pattern of modelled percentages of vent fluid
and seawater compared to the Red Lion vent fluid and the most concentrated plume
sample from Red Lion (BP sample, red circles) (Logarithmic scale).
The most representative composition for the buoyant plume sample is only generated
through a 0.1% vent fluid and 99.9% seawater composition. On the logarithmic scale the
Eu anomaly looks extremely small, especially compared to a similar model used for the
TAG non-buoyant plume (German et al., 1990). This will be because of the lower REE
concentrations in the end-member fluid at Red Lion compared to those at TAG.
Therefore only a small percent of the REE composition is made up of vent fluid in these
samples and the Eu anomaly is over-printed by efficient seawater REE scavenging during
recovery of the Niskin bottles.
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6.4 Summary
A cross section through a buoyant plume from a basalt hosted system on the Southern
Mid-Atlantic Ridge has been quantified for various Fe species in the particulate phase. A
time delay between collecting the samples in the Niskin bottle and filtering them on deck
resulted in quantitative oxidation of any Fe(II) that would have been present in-situ.
Therefore the Fe species present within the samples include colloidal and stabilized
dissolved Fe(III), particulate Fe oxyhydroxides and particulate Fe sulfides.

Approximately 25% of the total Fe has been calculated to be present as particulate Fe
bearing sulfides with no loss of Fe in sulfide form to the seafloor. The Fe oxyhydroxides
are split between the dissolved and particulate fractions because smaller (colloidal)
Fe(III) species are separated into the dissolved fraction. Consequently the percent of Fe
sulfides as a proportion of particulate Fe varies.

The composition of the REEs in the buoyant plume samples have also been affected by
the time delay between sampling and filtration, resulting in continued scavenging of the
dREE from the seawater during sample recovery. Even so, these samples demonstrate
that there is no extra entrainment of pREE from the seafloor during dilution of the
samples with seawater, just as is seen for Fe:Al:Mn distributions.

This study has highlighted issues with sample collection in buoyant hydrothermal plumes
and the impact this has on trying to understand the natural system. At present there has
been no in-situ study of the rising buoyant plume and it would be particularly interesting
to understand the processes that occur during co-precipitation of the REEs within the first
50 m of buoyant plume rise. It will be important to understand how much scavenging
actually takes place within the buoyant plume or if this is a process that dominates only
in the non-buoyant plume. In the next chapter, the conclusions drawn here will be used
to interpret the Fe isotope fractionation also observed within these samples.
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Chapter 7. Fe isotope fractionation in the buoyant plume
7.1 Introduction
The analysis of Fe isotopes in biogeochemistry is a relatively new technique that has the
potential to act as a geochemical tracer of oceanic Fe sources and internal cycling (e.g.
Anbar and Rouxel, 2007; Beard and Johnson, 2004; Dauphas and Rouxel, 2006). Within
the modern ocean, the residence time of Fe is short (70 - 140 yr, Bruland et al., 1994) and
therefore it is suggested that hydrogenous Fe-Mn crusts lining the ocean floor may record
the Fe isotope composition of the ocean and be used to infer Fe sources through time
(Beard et al., 2003b; Chu et al., 2006; Levasseur et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2000). The
actual isotopic composition of the ocean is still unknown due to low Fe concentrations
and analytical constraints. Ferromanganese (Fe-Mn) crusts have been reported to have
low δ56Fe values down to -0.8‰ (δ56Fe, relative to IRMM-014)(Beard et al., 2003b; Chu
et al., 2006; Levasseur et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2000) providing us with a first
approximation of the isotope composition of the ocean. Even so, kinetic effects during
crust formation, diagenetic remobilisation of Fe from sediments and isotopic
fractionation of Fe during reactions in the water column mean that it is unlikely that the
isotopic signature of any particular Fe source would be retained in the Fe-Mn crusts.

High-temperature hydrothermal fluid inputs have an Fe isotope composition ranging
from -0.69‰ to -0.21‰ (δ56Fe) (Beard et al., 2003a; Severmann et al., 2004; Sharma et
al., 2001), within the isotopic range observed for Fe-Mn crusts (Figure 7.1). However,
on entering the ocean, the Fe from hydrothermal vents forms polymetallic sulfide and
oxide phases (Feely et al., 1987a), both of which may cause isotopic fractionation of Fe
(Bullen et al., 2001; Butler et al., 2005). If Fe isotopes are to be used as a geochemical
tracer of hydrothermal Fe in the oceans, it will be important to understand the
fractionation processes that occur during plume formation and dispersal and any
fractionation this imposes on the isotopic composition of the source vent fluid Fe. This
would enable the isotope composition of the surrounding sediments to be predicted as
well as the effect any Fe that is leaked out into the water column has on the isotopic
composition of the open ocean. In this study, vent fluids from the 5°S vents and the
buoyant plume samples discussed in Chapter 6 have been analysed for Fe isotopes, in
order to study the evolution of the Fe isotopic signature.
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Figure 7.1 - Iron isotope variations in seafloor hydrothermal systems (Dauphas and
Rouxel, 2005)
At present, data on the isotope fractionation of Fe in hydrothermal plumes is sparse.
Only one study has been reported and this was from the Rainbow vent field in the North
Atlantic (Severmann et al., 2004). From this study, Severmann et al. (2004) suggested
that the Fe isotopic composition of hydrothermal end-member fluids were preserved in
the non-buoyant plume and recorded in local hydrothermal sediments. However, the
Rainbow vent field is unusual because of its ultramafic setting, which results in a high
Fe/H2S ratio in its end-member fluid. This causes ≤ 4% of the Fe to be precipitated as Fe
sulfides such that Fe isotope fractionation in the plume is dominated by Fe oxide
formation (Severmann et al., 2004). This results in the transport of all the Fe in a single
phase to the top of the buoyant plume and therefore the overall Fe isotope composition
does not fractionate. In basalt hosted systems, where 25 to 50% of the Fe may be
precipitated as Fe sulfides, Fe might be lost from the plume before reaching non-buoyant
plume height. Therefore preservation of the original end-member Fe isotope
composition in the buoyant and non-buoyant plume products may not occur and this
chapter seeks to address the degree of fractionation this might cause.
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The basalt hosted system at 5°S and the Fe rich buoyant plume samples collected here
allows us to evaluate what effect the formation/precipitation of Fe sulfides might have on
the isotopic composition of Fe emitted from the hydrothermal system. Vent fluids were
collected from this area in 2006 (M68/1) from Two Boats (Turtle Pits), Sisters Peak
(Comfortless Cove) and Mephisto and Tannenbaum (Red Lion) (Figure 3.5 and 3.6).
Chapter 6 has already quantified the various Fe forms in the buoyant plume samples with
the use of well characterized scavenging/co-precipitation reactions of trace elements
onto/with Fe. This enables the isotope fractionation processes that occur within the
buoyant plume to be distinguished and to determine if the Fe isotope composition of the
end-member fluids is modified upon mixing with seawater. Finally, the implications of
these fractionation processes for the isotopic signature of hydrothermal Fe exported to
the deep-ocean and sediments will be discussed.

7.2 Background to Fe isotopes
Iron isotope measurements are calculated relative to the Fe isotopic composition of a
reference material (IRMM-014). This gives a δ value quantified in permil (‰) as:

δij Fe = [(iFe/jFe)sample / (iFe/jFe)standard − 1] × 103

(7.1)

where i and j are the relative molecular mass of each isotope.

Table 7.1 – The natural abundances of Fe isotopes
54

Fe

5.8%

56

Fe

91.8%

57

Fe

2.1%

58

Fe

0.3%

Table 7.1 shows the four stable isotopes of Fe and their natural abundances. Twelve
different δ values can be calculated from these four isotopes (Dauphas and Rouxel, 2006)
but for this chapter only the δ56Fe (56Fe/54Fe) values have been calculated for comparison
with other studies. During sample processing through the anion exchange column (See
Chapter 2), complete recovery of the Fe was achieved, therefore eliminating any
potential isotope fractionation caused during sample processing (Roe et al., 2003). The
external precision for the isotope measurement is 0.09‰.
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Iron isotope composition of end-member fluids at 5°S
The Fe isotope composition of the non-filtered vent fluids sampled at 5°S MAR ranged
from -0.21 to -0.50‰ for δ56Fe (Table 7.2). Two different chimneys sampled at the Red
Lion vent field, exhibited a 0.2‰ difference in their Fe isotope composition. At
Mephisto the Fe isotope composition was -0.49‰ whereas the fluid at Tannenbaum was
higher with an isotope composition of -0.29‰. At Turtle Pits, three different samples
from the same chimney averaged -0.26‰ with only a 0.04 standard deviation and two
samples from Comfortless Cove averaged -0.48‰. The isotope composition was also
measured in vent fluids that had been filtered immediately after collection and their
composition ranged from -0.46 to +0.16‰, i.e. different from the isotope compositions
measured in non-filtered samples of the same fluids.

Table 7.2 - Fe concentrations in filtered and non-filtered end-member vent fluids
and their associated isotope composition for δ56Fe and δ57Fe (external precision of
0.09‰ (2sd)). The difference between the δ56Fe for the non-filtered and filtered
samples is shown. See text for discussion on the samples in italics.
Not filtered

Filtered

Site

Fe
(µM)

δ56Fe

δ57Fe

Red Lion –

179

-0.49

-0.74

91

-0.29

576

Difference

Fe
(µM)

δ56Fe

δ57Fe

δ56Fe

-0.44

40

+0.16

0.15

+0.45

-0.26

-0.38

129

-0.28

-0.50

-0.02

3161

-0.21

-0.36

2965

-0.40

-0.58

-0.19

3357

-0.29

-0.40

3156

-0.39

-0.56

-0.10

Comfortless Cove

827

-0.50

-0.70

454

-0.24

-0.32

+0.26

- Sisters Peak

2798

-0.45

-0.70

2565

-0.46

-0.70

-0.01

Mephisto
Red Lion –
Tannenbaum
Turtle Pits

The change in the isotope composition of the Fe between filtered and non-filtered
samples has been calculated and is also shown in Table 7.2. This difference is due to the
precipitation of vent fluid Fe in the sample bottles or to sulfide chimney particles
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entrained along with the fluids. Approximately 50% of the Fe was lost during filtration,
as was the case for the samples from Tannenbaum and Comfortless Cove (Table 7.2,
italics), and the δ56Fe value of the fluid increased by 0.45‰. This observation is
consistent with significant Fe-isotope fractionation occurring with Fe sulfide particles
acquiring lower values than the source fluids during kinetic sulfide precipitation (Butler
et al., 2005; Rouxel et al., 2008). However, the changes in isotope composition between
filtered and non-filtered samples is not consistent. For the Turtle Pits samples, the
isotope composition of the filtered fluids are lower than the unfiltered samples rather
than higher. Because this artefact cannot be readily explained, only the non-filtered
samples are considered throughout the remainder of this chapter.

7.3.2 Iron isotope composition of the particulate Fe in the buoyant plume
The Fe isotope composition of the particulate Fe in the buoyant plume samples collected
from above the Red Lion vent site varied from -0.31‰ to -0.70‰ for δ56Fe and
generally, higher with increasing pFe (Figure 7.2). All Fe isotope compositions were
measured at the same time as the elemental analyses discussed in Chapter 6. As
discussed in that chapter any Fe(II) initially present in those samples would all already
have been oxidised by the time of elemental and isotopic analysis.
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Figure 7.2 – Light transmission, particulate Fe (pFe) and the Fe isotope composition
of the particulate Fe as a function of time.
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7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Isotope fractionation in the vent fluids
The isotope composition of vent fluids and the fractionation that occurs sub-surface has
received much attention since the measurement of Fe isotopes became more widespread.
So far it has been suggested that neither phase separation nor geological setting (i.e.
basaltic or ultramafic rocks) can produce significant isotope variability (Beard et al.,
2003b; Severmann et al., 2004; Sharma et al., 2001). For example, in the Brandon vents
along the EPR, the isotope composition of both the vapour and brine phase were
measured and were observed to have identical compositions (Beard et al., 2003a). The
vent fluid Fe isotope compositions measured between sites in the current study vary by
0.3‰ but still lie within the same range as previously reported for Atlantic and Pacific
vent fluids. There are a number of potential fractionation processes that could have
caused the isotopic differences observed.

At each of the sites at 5°S, there would have been a different reaction zone through
which the cold seawater would have percolated into, heated up, reacted with the
surrounding rock and generally undergone phase separation, determining the chemical
composition of the end-member vent fluids (Haase et al., 2007; Von Damm, 1995).
These processes would also affect the isotope composition of the Fe in the end-member
fluids. Rouxel et al. (2003) observed the results of low-temperature hydrothermal crust
alteration on the Fe isotope composition of basaltic crust at the ODP site 801. In
particular, highly altered basalts that were depleted by up to 80% from their original Fe
concentration displayed an increase in δ56Fe values relative to fresh rocks (up to 1.3 ‰),
which suggested preferential leaching of low Fe isotope values (between –0.5‰ and –
1.3‰) during alteration. Similar processes may also occur during high-temperature
alteration of basalt, for example, through the formation of secondary minerals (e.g. MgFe amphibole) in the high-temperature reaction zone.

However, at the Red Lion vent field, the Fe isotope composition of the Mephisto and
Tannenbaum vent fluids varied by 0.2‰, even though their reaction zones were the same
(Haase et al., 2007). A greater fraction of sub-surface precipitation of Fe sulfides could
have made the fluid at Tannenbaum (-0.29‰) isotopically heavier than the fluid at
Mephisto (-0.49‰)(Butler et al., 2005), but the result of such processes remain unclear
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and may depend on sulfide precipitation pathways (Rouxel et al., 2008). Polyakov et al.
(2007) have reported sulfide minerals that are isotopically enriched in heavy Fe relative
to the source fluid. That would have resulted in source fluids becoming isotopically
lighter, rather than heavier.

Finally, sub-surface mixing of seawater, as indicated potentially by non-zero Mg in the
end-member fluids, is another potential fractionation process occurring at Red Lion.
This would lead to partial oxidation of Fe(II) sub-surface, fractionating out heavy Fe(III)
oxides and leaving behind an isotopically lighter fluid (Rouxel et al., 2003; Rouxel et al.,
2008). This process might explain the difference between the fluids at Mephisto and
Tannenbaum: the fluids at Mephisto may have experienced subsurface mixing with
seawater yielding fluids that have an Fe isotope composition lower (-0.49‰) than those
at Tannenbaum (-0.29‰).

However, there is not enough information on the fluids at 5°S to determine the exact
fractionation processes occurring sub-surface, which does not matter as the main reason
for analysing these samples, was to determine the isotope composition of the Fe being
delivered to the buoyant plume.

7.4.2 Particulate Fe isotope fractionation in the plume
In nature, Fe isotope variations are controlled by both biotic and abiotic redox processes
along with further significant kinetic and/or equilibrium fractionation from non-redox
processes. Laboratory experiments have demonstrated some of the fractionation
processes associated with Fe sulfide formation, oxidation and ferrihydrite (Fe
oxyhydroxide) formation, making it possible to predict the fractionation processes
occurring in this predominantly abiotic hydrothermal system (Bullen et al., 2001; Butler
et al., 2005; Croal et al., 2004).

The predicted isotope fractionation of the particulate Fe occurring at various points in the
plume evolution is shown in Figure 7.3, relative to the original vent fluid composition.
Three main fractionation processes are to be expected in the buoyant plume. Initially,
isotopic fractionation of Fe during Fe sulfide precipitation may preferentially enrich the
particulate Fe sulfide in the light isotope (Butler et al., 2005; Rouxel et al., 2008). Next,
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oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III)aq may enrich the particulate ferric Fe in the heavy isotope
via an equilibrium fractionation process (Balci et al., 2006; Bullen et al., 2001; Croal et
al., 2004). Finally, precipitation of Fe(III)aq as ferrihydrite has the potential to kinetically
fractionate the light isotope into ferrihydrite, although the extent of fractionation will be
dependent on the rate of precipitation (Bullen et al., 2001; Skulan et al., 2002).
Oxidation and ferrihydrite precipitation will occur concurrently because of the instability
of Fe(III)aq species in an oxygen rich environment, and the overall result produces
enrichment of the particulate Fe in the heavy isotope (Bullen et al., 2001; Croal et al.,
2004).

3)Non-buoyant plume
δ56pFe – Higher as FeS
lost from the plume and
FeOOH form

4)Dispersing non-buoyant plume
Quantitative oxidation and precipitation
δ56pFe – ? vent fluid - dependent on any Fe loss
Fe oxidation
Ferrihydrite formation

2)Buoyant plume
δ 56 pFe – lower as FeS
form

FeS loss
FeS
formation

1)End-member fluids
δ56Fe ~ -0.69 to -0.21‰

FeS – loss of
light isotope

Figure 7.3 – Isotope fractionation processes occurring in the plume during
dispersal. Changes in δ56Fe for the particulate fraction are described relative to the
original vent fluid isotope composition.
In addition to the three main processes described above, there may also be oxidative
dissolution of FeS particles to Fe(II) or the formation of dissolved Fe ligand complexes,
which likely produce an enrichment in the light isotopes in the dissolved phase (Brantley
et al. 2004). While the extent of isotope fractionation associated with these latter
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processes in hydrothermal plumes are unknown, all of the above processes are expected
to result in fractionation of the original isotopic composition of the vent fluid.

For the samples collected at 5°S, MAR, Fe sulfide precipitation would have occurred in
the first few seconds of venting and by the time these samples were filtered on deck,
complete oxidation of all the dissolved Fe(II) present would also have occurred (See
Chapter 6). Additionally, the majority of the Fe in the dissolved Fe fraction will be
expected to be present as colloidal Fe oxyhydroxides rather than dissolved Fe(III)aq
species, because of the instability of the dissolved Fe(III)aq species in an oxygen rich
environment. There is also the potential for a fraction of the dissolved Fe species to be
present as organic complexes but these will only make up a small fraction of the total Fe.
Therefore if this was a closed system and all the Fe was separated into the particulate
phase, the isotope composition should be the same as the original vent fluid. However, a
range of Fe isotope values were measured for the buoyant plume samples and therefore
there must be an alternative explanation for the isotope fractionation, other than chemical
processes.

The only way to fractionate the Fe isotope composition of the Fe in the plume relative to
the original vent fluid would be to either remove Fe from the plume (e.g. as rapidly
sinking, dense Fe sulfide species) or to add Fe to the plume from an external source.
Both these situations have been discussed in Chapter 6 and are unlikely for these
samples. Additionally if Fe sulfide was being lost from the plume, the isotope
composition of the particulate Fe samples would be expected to get higher with
decreasing Fe/Mn ratio, as Fe sulfide precipitation removes Fe with a light isotope
composition. No such trend is seen (Figure 7.4). The entrainment of Fe into the plume
from the surrounding seawater has also been disregarded because this would change the
proportion of Fe sulfide within the plume, which has been found to be relatively constant
for the buoyant plume samples. Furthermore, very little correlation is observed between
the Fe/Mn ratio and the isotope composition (Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.4 – The relationship between the Fe/Mn ratio and the isotope composition
in the particulate Fe.
However, what are reported here are only the isotope compositions for the particulate
fractions of these buoyant plume samples rather than the total Fe. Further the percent of
dissolved Fe decreases with increasing total Fe (Chapter 6, Figure 6.8). Thus there
appears to be a decreasing fraction of particulate Fe sulfides relative to particulate Fe
oxyhydroxides as the particulate Fe concentrations increase. In Figure 7.5, the calculated
percent of Fe sulfide present is plotted vs. the isotope composition of the whole
particulate Fe material. A striking linear correlation is observed, consistent with simple
two-component mixing. As the percent of Fe sulfide decreases in the particulate fraction,
the isotope composition becomes heavier.
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Figure 7.5 – The relationship between the percent of Fe sulfide in the particulate
fraction and the isotope composition of the particulate Fe; open circle point
excluded from regression.
All the samples, apart from one outlier, linearly correlate with an r2 of 0.96. Therefore
the isotope composition in the particulate fraction can be assumed to be controlled by the
percent of Fe sulfide present. It has been shown in Chapter 6 that the Fe sulfide fraction
is constant relative to the total Fe in the samples (~25%) and that there has been no loss
of Fe sulfide from the plume, which would result in changing the isotope composition of
the total Fe. Therefore it can be assumed that the isotope composition of the particulate
Fe plus the dissolved Fe equals the isotope composition of the original vent fluid. This
relationship in Figure 7.5 can therefore be used to quantify the isotope composition of
both particulate and dissolved Fe species in the plume.

The isotope composition read off the graph at zero percent particulate Fe sulfide
(-0.20‰) should represent the average isotope composition of any Fe oxyhydroxides in
the particulate fraction. Conversely, at 100% particulate Fe sulfide, the isotope
composition (-0.89‰) must represent the isotope composition of the 25% of Fe sulfide
that has precipitated in all the samples.

If the remaining dissolved Fe is assumed to be composed of colloidal Fe oxyhydroxides,
because of the rapid oxidation rates at 5°S MAR, then the isotope composition of the
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dissolved Fe should be the same as that measured for the coarser particulate Fe
oxyhydroxides (-0.2‰) (i.e. those retained on the filter). This would enable the isotope
composition of the initial vent fluid to be calculated, such as:

((25% × -0.89‰) + (75% × -0.2‰)) / 100 = -0.37‰

(7.2)

This is because at 100% precipitation and with no loss of pFe to the seafloor, the isotopic
composition of the total Fe should mirror that of the vent fluid source. This predicts that
the Fe-isotope composition of the source vent fluid was -0.37‰, which is consistent with
Fe-isotope composition measured in the end-member fluids at Red Lion (Table 7.2).
However, this model assumes that the dissolved Fe fraction is composed solely of Fe
oxyhydroxides, which is unlikely as stabilised dissolved Fe complexes have also been
detected in non-buoyant plumes at 5°S (Chapter 5). Therefore there is the potential that
the Fe-isotope composition of the dissolved Fe fraction could have been different to the
Fe-isotope composition of the Fe oxyhydroxides in the particulate fraction.

In Chapter 5, it was concluded that ~4% of the hydrothermal Fe input was stabilised as
dissolved Fe species in the plumes at 5°S MAR. Therefore by assuming that 25% of the
Fe will precipitate as Fe sulfide, 71% will precipitate as Fe oxyhydroxides and 4% will
be stabilised as dissolved Fe, we can predict the potential isotope composition of this
stabilised dissolved Fe fraction. This will be done by using the original isotope
compositions measured in the vent fluids at Tannenbaum and Mephisto, such as:

(4 × δ56Fedissolved) = (100 × δ56Fevent fluid) − ((25 × -0.89) + (71 × -0.2)) (7.3)
The two end-member fluids at Red Lion are both potential sources of Fe in the buoyant
plume sampled in this study, occurring directly south of where the ship was positioned
for the CTD cast. Therefore if the buoyant plume had been sourced from Tannenbaum
(-0.49‰), the isotope composition of the dissolved fraction would have been -3.1‰ and
if it had been sourced from Mephisto, the isotope composition of the dissolved fraction
would have been +1.9‰. There were also two other high-temperature chimneys at the
Red Lion vent site which would also have been potential sources of the buoyant plume,
but vent fluids were not available from these sites for isotopic analysis.
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The presence of organically complexed Fe ligand complexes have been investigated
previously in the terrestrial system and it was reported that the formation of Fe-ligand
complexes tend to fractionate the lighter Fe isotopes in the Fe-ligand fraction (Brantley et
al., 2001; Brantley et al., 2004). This fits in with the buoyant plume being sourced from
Tannenbaum. However, preferential stabilisation of isotopically heavy Fe has previously
been observed by Brantley et al. (2001) during the assimilation of Fe by bacteria and by
Matthews et al. (2001) during the formation of [Fe(II)(bipy)3]2+ complexes. Organic
complexation of Fe(II) in hydrothermal plumes has been suggested by Toner et al.
(2007), and would fit in with the fluids being sourced from Mephisto. But because of the
uncertainty in the source of the buoyant plume it is difficult to predict the isotope
fractionation caused during the formation of stabilised dissolved Fe species.

However, further evidence for the isotope composition of the stabilised dissolved Fe
fraction can be gained by plotting the particulate Fe isotope compositions against %pFe.
This gives rise to an excellent second order trend, with an r2 of 0.975, suggesting an endmember vent fluid composition of -0.27‰ (at 100% particulate Fe precipitation), within
error of the fluid measured at Tannenbaum (Figure 7.6). By using nonlinear regression
analysis, the error of the intercept at 100% pFe was calculated to be ±0.0277‰ (δ56Fevent
fluid

= -0.25 to -0.30‰).

Using this end-member vent fluid composition at its upper and lower limit and the
isotope composition measured when 95% of the Fe has precipitated, the isotope
composition of the dissolved Fe can be solved with mass balance.

δ56dFe = ((100% × δ56Fevent fluid) − (%pFe × δ56pFe)) / (100 − %pFe)

(7.4)
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Figure 7.6 – The isotope composition measured in the particulate samples relative to
the percent pFe
At 95% pFe, the isotope composition of the dissolved Fe fraction is predicted to lie
within -0.13 to +0.98‰. This supports the fractionation of isotopically heavy Fe during
the formation of stabilised dissolved Fe species.

There are of course potential errors associated with this calculation and unfortunately the
isotope composition of the dissolved fraction was never measured. However this does
give a first estimate of a diagnostic signature for a stabilised dissolved Fe fraction
escaping from hydrothermal plumes into the deep-ocean with an isotope composition
heavier than the original vent fluid.

7.4.3 Calculation of the Fe sulfide fractionation factor and modelling of in-situ Fe
isotope fractionation in the buoyant hydrothermal plume
The fractionation factor for the Fe sulfide fractionation in the hydrothermal system can
be calculated by using the isotope value at 100% Fe sulfide to represent the isotope
composition when 25% Fe sulfide has precipitated from the vent fluid (Figure 7.5). This
can be done by using a Rayleigh distillation model. This is an exponential model
previously used to model partitioning of the light isotope during evaporation. The
general form of a Rayleigh distillation equation (7.5) states that the isotope ratio (RA) in a
diminishing reservoir of the reactant is a function of its initial isotopic ratio (Ro), the
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remaining fraction of that reservoir (f) and the equilibrium fractionation factor for the
reaction (α) (Faure, 1986).

RA = Rof (α-1)

(7.5)

Where α = Rsolution / Rsolid

R is the isotope ratio. Since α ≈ 1, this can be rewritten as (Beard and Johnson, 2004):

(α − 1) × 1000 ≈ δsolution − δsolid ≈ ∆solution-solid

(7.6)

The fractionation factor is dependent on the reaction mechanism and the environmental
conditions.

The ratio in the other reservoir, i.e. the particulate fraction measured in the buoyant
plume system in this study, can be obtained by mass balance and the equation rearranges
to (Dauphas and Rouxel, 2006):

RB = Ro × (1−f α / 1−f)

(7.7)

When using the δ notation the equation must be modified as below:

(δ56%pFe+1000) = (δ56fluid + 1000) × (1−%pFeα)/(1−%pFe)

(7.8)

Therefore the fractionation factor for Fe sulfide precipitation calculated for the
hydrothermal plume at Red Lion with an end-member vent fluid Fe isotope composition
of -0.24‰ (Figure 7.6) is 1.0007 with a ∆Fe(II)-FeS = +0.75‰. This is within the range
determined in the laboratory by Butler et al. (2005), where they observed a kinetic
isotope fractionation process with zero age Fe sulfides having an isotope fractionation of
∆Fe(II)-FeS = +0.85‰± 0.30‰ over a temperature range between 2 and 40°C. During
aging, the degree of fractionation decreased between the precipitates and the fluid down
to 0.3‰. In the buoyant plume samples the precipitation of ferrihydrite will be rapid,
upon mixing of the hydrothermal fluid with seawater and therefore it is not unexpected
that a significant kinetic Fe isotope effect is observed.
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This kinetic fractionation factor can be used to model the fractionation processes that
would have been occurring in-situ in the buoyant plume. Initially ~25% of the Fe will
have precipitated as Fe sulfides, followed by partial oxidation, Fe ligand formation and
ferrihydrite formation of the remaining dissolved Fe.

The fractionation during the oxidation and precipitation of Fe(II) has been measured by
Bullen et al. (2001), in a stream fed by a Fe rich ground water spring, with an overall
fractionation of the heavy isotope (∆Fe(II)-Ferri = -1.0‰). This was supported in a study by
Croal et al. (2004) that investigated the oxidative fractionation process that occurred
under anaerobic conditions by photoautotrophic bacteria. They also observed
fractionation towards the heavy isotope in ferric Fe relative to the Fe(II)aq (∆Fe(II)-Ferri =
-1.5‰). They interpreted this as a two step process where a -2.9‰ fractionation
occurred between Fe(II)aq and Fe(III)aq during oxidation, followed by a +1.4‰
fractionation between Fe(III)aq and ferrihydrite precipitation. The overall fractionation at
low Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratios was -1.5‰. However, in the experiment by Croal et al. (2004),
it was suggested that when the Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio was low, ferrihydrite precipitation was
fast, whereas when the ratio was high, ferrihydrite precipitation was much slower and
therefore resulted in little kinetic fractionation (Johnson et al., 2004). When Fe(III)
concentrations increased, the kinetic fractionation caused by ferrihydrite precipitation
appeared to decrease (∆Fe(III)-Ferri = ~0 ‰). The fractionation was then dominated by the
oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) (∆Fe(II)-Fe(III) = -2.9‰).

The isotope composition of the particulate Fe during the evolution of the hydrothermal
plume at Red Lion can be modelled with either a ∆Fe(II)-Ferri = -1.0‰ or -2.9‰
fractionation during oxidation and ferrihydrite formation after a ∆Fe(II)-FeS = +0.75‰
fractionation during the initial Fe sulfide formation (Figure 7.7). Only 95% of the
particulate Fe has been modelled as the rest of the Fe is expected to remain stabilised in
the dissolved fraction. The final isotopic composition of the particulate Fe will therefore
be -0.38‰, that predicted when 25% of the Fe has precipitated with an isotope
composition of -0.89‰ and when 70% of the Fe has precipitated with an isotope
composition of -0.2‰. This model demonstrates the initial fractionation of light
particulate Fe during the formation of Fe sulfides (25%) in the first few seconds of
venting. This is followed by fractionation of the heavy isotope during the formation of
Fe oxyhydroxides. There is a mass balance between the light Fe sulfides and the heavy
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Fe oxyhydroxides, resulting in a positive curvature in the isotope composition as the
particulate Fe increases. As the Fe isotope fractionation occurring during Fe
oxyhydroxide formation is uncertain, the two extremes are modelled and therefore the
composition of the particulate Fe may lie anywhere between these two lines.
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Figure 7.7 – A model of the in-situ Fe isotope composition of the pFe at the Red
Lion vent as Fe precipitates during Fe sulfide and Fe oxyhydroxides formation.
However, this is still not a complete representation of the processes occurring in the
plume because high up in the buoyant plume rise, dense Fe sulfides will fall out of the
plume, causing the remaining Fe to become isotopically heavier. This was not the case at
5°S because the samples collected were from the early stages of the buoyant plume rise.
Once all the Fe has oxidised, the maximum increase in the isotope composition of the
dispersing plume particles at 5°S can be predicted by assuming that 25% of the Fe will
have been removed from the plume by non-buoyant plume height as sulfides with an
isotope composition of -0.89‰. Therefore the isotope composition of the remaining Fe
oxyhydroxides in the non-buoyant plume will have a maximum Fe isotope composition
of -0.20‰, only 0.04‰ less than the original vent fluid composition, assuming the vent
fluid has an isotopic composition of -0.24‰. This is because the loss of Fe sulfides is
compensated for by the presence of isotopically heavy dissolved Fe species. Fe
oxyhydroxides associated with these sinking Fe sulfides may also decrease the extent of
fractionation further. In Chapter 5, the Fe/Mn in the non-buoyant plume demonstrated a
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loss of particulate Fe greater than 50% of the total Fe suggesting loss of both Fe sulfides
and Fe oxyhydroxides. Therefore even after the loss of Fe from the plume the isotope
composition of the particulate Fe in the non-buoyant plume will still have an isotope
composition similar to the original vent fluid.

7.4.4 Comparison with the isotope study carried out in the plume at the
Rainbow vent site
At present there is only one other study that has investigated Fe isotope fractionation in
hydrothermal plumes and that was carried out at the Rainbow vent site (Severmann et al.,
2004). Severmann et al. (2004) observed a narrow range of isotope values from in-situ
particulate samples taken from the non-buoyant plume (-0.18‰) and from underlying
sediments (-0.18‰), both of which, corresponded to the isotope composition of the endmember fluid (-0.23‰). Distinct variations were only observed in two samples collected
from the buoyant plume, where they observed heavy δ56Fe values of +0.15‰ and
+1.20‰, which they explained to be due to partial oxidation.

These particulate samples were collected in-situ using stand-alone pumps (SAPS) and
therefore did not have the same sampling artefacts which occurred in this study, due to
the delay between sampling the hydrothermal plume and filtering. However, the very
heavy δ56Fe values observed at Rainbow are unique to that site because of the low Fe
sulfide concentrations. The ultramafic setting of the Rainbow vent site provides endmember fluids with high chlorinity, low pH, high methane and extremely high Fe
concentrations because of serpentinization of the host rock. Isotope fractionation is
therefore dominated by oxidation rather than sulfide formation, preferentially
precipitating the heavier isotope (Balci et al., 2006; Bullen et al., 2001; Croal et al.,
2004). These Fe oxyhydroxides are then quantitatively transported to the non-buoyant
plume, resulting in the original vent fluid isotope composition being conserved in the
non-buoyant plume.

Mass balance predicts that no more than 4.2% of the total Fe at Rainbow can be
precipitated as Fe sulfides and cause initial kinetic fractionation (Severmann et al., 2004).
This will be followed by fractionation via partial oxidation and ferrihydrite formation.
The potential fractionation paths if all the Fe is precipitated is shown in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8 – A model of the Fe isotope composition of the Fe at the Rainbow vent as
it is precipitated during 4% Fe sulfide formation, followed by Fe oxyhydroxide
formation.
Severmann et al. (2004) measured a δ56Fe value of +1.2‰ in one of the buoyant plume
samples, which could not have resulted if the fractionation of Fe(II) to ferrihydrite was
-1.0‰. Therefore the Fe(III) concentrations must have been high causing little kinetic
fractionation during ferrihydrite precipitation and resulting in a fractionation of -2.9‰.
The percent of Fe that would have precipitated if the ferrihydrite fractionation had been
-2.9‰, would have been 10% or 70% for the sample with a δ56Fe of +1.20‰ and 8% or
90% for the sample with a δ56Fe for +0.15‰, as read off the graph in Figure 7.8.
However, the lower values, 10% and 8% are unlikely as these samples were collected
near the top of the buoyant plume and therefore over half the Fe will have oxidised and
formed oxyhydroxide precipitates (half-life ~30 mins).

7.4.5 Implications for hydrothermal Fe sources to ocean
It was suggested from the first isotopic plume study carried out at the Rainbow vent site
that the isotopic composition of hydrothermal end-member fluids was preserved in the
non-buoyant plume and recorded in local hydrothermal sediments. However, the
Rainbow vent field is not representative of the majority of hydrothermal venting because
almost all the Fe emitted from the vent is quantitatively transported to the non-buoyant
plume and oxidised during buoyant plume rise (German et al., 2008b). Therefore the
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isotope composition of any particulate Fe in the non-buoyant plume will be the same as
the original vent fluid composition as no Fe will have been lost during plume dispersal
(Severmann et al., 2004).

However, the majority of hydrothermal venting occurs at basalt hosted systems and the
Fe is expected to be fractionated by Fe sulfide precipitation. In the Atlantic, even though
complete oxidation will have occurred by non-buoyant plume height, Fe sulfide
precipitates will have been lost from the plume during buoyant plume rise. Therefore the
particulate Fe transported to the top of the buoyant plume will have an isotope
composition higher than the original vent fluid. In some systems, up to 50% of the
particulate Fe has been predicted to be lost from the plume as Fe sulfide (Rudnicki and
Elderfield, 1993). However, in this study it has been shown that the formation of
stabilised dissolved Fe complexes fractionate the heavy isotope, and therefore the
remaining Fe oxyhydroxides present in the non-buoyant plume are isotopically lighter
than predicted after loss of the isotopically light Fe sulfide species. Therefore the loss of
Fe sulfides combined with the formation of stabilised dissolved Fe counteract each other
resulting in the isotope composition of any particulate Fe in the non-buoyant plume
having a very similar composition to the original vent fluid.

Basalt hosted systems should dominate hydrothermal activity along the faster spreading
ridges in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, where oxidation rates will be slower and
dissolved Fe(II) species will still be present at non-buoyant plume height. However, it is
difficult to predict the isotope composition of any precipitated Fe during the dispersal of
the non-buoyant plume. This is because the amount of Fe oxyhydroxide that becomes
associated with the dense Fe sulfide particles is unknown and additionally, stabilisation
of colloidal Fe oxyhydroxides may get transported some distance away from the vent
before they are deposited on the seafloor. This will need to be investigated further in
future studies.

The stabilised dissolved Fe remaining in the plume and potentially adding to the deepocean dissolved Fe budget is suggested in this study to have an isotopic signature heavier
than the original vent fluid. In the study by Chu et al. (2006) it was suggested that the
negative isotope composition in the ferromanganese crusts in the central Pacific were
influenced by hydrothermal inputs, but this study suggests than any Fe escaping from the
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plume will have a heavy isotope composition. There is of course the potential that
stabilised inorganic colloids from the hydrothermal plume could also be transported
some distance from areas of hydrothermal venting. Such colloids would have an isotope
composition similar to the original vent fluid and, hence, could influence more distal
ferromanganese crusts in the manner suggested by Chu et al. (2006).

7.5 Summary
Fe isotope analysis has enabled the isotope composition of various Fe species within the
hydrothermal plume to be determined. Within the buoyant plume, the isotope
composition of the particulate Fe correlates to the percent of Fe sulfide in the particulate
fraction. This has enabled a kinetic isotope fractionation, δFe(II)-FeS = +0.75‰, to be
determined for Fe sulfides precipitated in the rising buoyant plume.

Comparison of the plume samples from Red Lion with those collected in-situ at the
Rainbow vent site has enabled the three fractionation processes occurring in the buoyant
plume during Fe precipitation to be modelled; Fe sulfide formation, partial oxidation and
ferrihydrite formation. Additionally, a stabilised dissolved Fe fraction also appears to
cause an isotopic fractionation in the plume, resulting in stabilisation of isotopically
heavy dissolved Fe species, which will potentially add to the deep-ocean dissolved Fe
budget.

This study provides new insights on the isotope fractionation processes occurring in
hydrothermal plumes and helps support the presence of hydrothermal Fe in
ferromanganese crusts lining the seafloor. It is important that these fractionation
processes are understood if Fe isotopes are to be used as a geochemical tracer of oceanic
Fe sources as this will be an extremely powerful tool for answering some of the in depth
debates that have surrounded Fe biogeochemistry for the last 20 years.
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Chapter 8. Conclusions
This thesis has examined the influence of hydrothermal activity on the biogeochemistry
of Fe in the ocean. Three specific questions have been addressed:

1) Is dissolved organic carbon present within high-temperature hydrothermal plumes
(either entrained or produced in-situ) with the potential to stabilise dissolved Fe?

2) If elevated concentrations of dissolved organic carbon are present in hydrothermal
plumes, are stabilised dissolved Fe-ligand complexes formed that may be exported to the
deep-ocean?

3) Is there a diagnostic hydrothermal δ56Fe signal for any dissolved Fe that is exported
from a vent field?

Until recently high-temperature hydrothermal systems have been assumed to be
predominately inorganic and the role of organic compounds in hydrothermal plumes has
been largely overlooked. On the East Pacific Rise, elevated DOC and POC
concentrations have been found in hydrothermal plumes overlying high-temperature
vents on the East Pacific Rise (9°50’N). It is unlikely that these high concentrations of
organic carbon, relative to background, have end-member vents as their source.
Therefore, the enrichments in organic carbon observed must either result from
entrainment or in-situ production within the plumes.

At increasing height, hence dilution, DOC and POC concentrations within the EPR
plumes decrease towards background seawater values, although elevated DOC
concentrations have been observed in a couple of samples collected at non-buoyant
plume height. The source of this organic carbon enrichment must ultimately come from
microbial activity, whether in areas of diffuse flow or within the plumes themselves.

The presence of high dissolved organic carbon concentrations, together with high
concentrations of Fe within these plumes have provided the first evidence that the
building blocks for organically stabilised Fe to form are present within deep-sea
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hydrothermal plumes. This study also revealed evidence for an interaction between Fe
and organic compounds: Concentrations of TdFe and DOC exhibited a close linear
correlation which would be consistent with, but does not prove that organic-Fe
complexes were being formed.

In the Atlantic Ocean, quantitative oxidation and precipitation of any hydrothermally
sourced dissolved Fe(II) should be expected to have occurred by the time a plume
reaches non-buoyant height (~1 hr after emission of vent fluid from the seafloor).
Therefore, measurement of any Fe still present in the dissolved fraction, at plume height,
would infer the presence of stabilised dissolved Fe species. Dissolved Fe concentrations
in dispersing non-buoyant plumes at 5°S on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), did, indeed,
exhibit elevated dFe concentrations relative to what would be predicted from theoretical
Fe(II) oxidation rates.

To investigate this further, a CLE-CSV technique was applied to quantify organically
complexed Fe in a suite of hydrothermal plume samples. This work has confirmed that
stabilised Fe-ligand complexes were present in these hydrothermal plumes in
concentrations that are sufficient for approximately 4% of the total Fe exiting the 5°S
vents to be stabilised in solution at plume height. If these studies were representative of
all hydrothermal systems, high-temperature seafloor venting could provide ~11 to 22%
of the global deep-ocean dissolved Fe budget.

This potential source for dissolved Fe entering the deep-ocean was suggested previously
by Chu et al. (2006), who reported ferro-manganese crusts with hydrothermal
characteristics from the central Pacific distant from any hydrothermal sources. In that
study the Fe isotope composition of the crust, in particular, demonstrated a constant,
isotopically light signature interpreted to represent input from high-temperature
hydrothermal vent fluids (Chu et al. 2006).

To investigate whether hydrothermally-sourced dissolved Fe really does carry a distinct
isotopic signature, samples of the end-member vent fluids and the buoyant hydrothermal
plume were collected by ROV and CTD rosette respectively. Because Fe isotope
analysis is limited by Fe concentration, samples from the non-buoyant plumes contained
insufficient Fe to allow for Fe isotope analysis. For the buoyant plume samples, a time
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delay of some hours occurred, between collection and processing on deck. This meant
that any dissolved Fe present in-situ at the time of sampling near the seafloor should have
been quantitatively oxidised by the time the samples were filtered aboard the ship. This
provided an unforeseen advantage because it allowed for isotopic fractionation associated
with the formation of Fe sulfides, Fe oxyhydroxides and Fe ligands to be resolved,
demonstrating a unique isotope composition for each chemical species. The diagnostic
isotope signature of dissolved Fe present within the plume was calculated to be heavier
than the original vent fluid, disapproving the assumptions of Chu et al. (2006), that the
signal reported from Fe-Mn crusts represents the faithfully recorded pristine vent-fluid
signature.

This does not mean that hydrothermal inputs can not be the source of dissolved Fe to the
central Pacific, but that interpretation of Fe-Mn crusts should recognise that fractionation
is likely to occur during the incorporation of Fe from seawater, into those crusts. This is
also the case for Tl and Mo each of which demonstrate opposite fractionation processes
to each other during incorporation into the crusts (Levasseur et al., 2004). The isotope
composition calculated for the dissolved Fe fraction, heavier than the original vent fluid
is the closest we have for a diagnostic signature of a hydrothermal dissolved Fe input to
the deep-ocean, assuming that the 5°S MAR system is representative at the global scale.

8.1 Future work
This is the first investigation that has focused in such detail on the fate of dissolved Fe
within deep-sea hydrothermal plumes. Previously, particulate analysis dominated
because it had been assumed that all dissolved Fe from hydrothermal vents precipitated
rapidly in buoyant and non-buoyant plumes. In this study, by contrast, it has been shown
that ~4% of total Fe vent-output may be stabilised as dissolved Fe species, which are
transported to the deep-ocean, even in the highly oxidising Atlantic ocean.

However, this work must be considered preliminary. There are, as yet, no
complementary data sets for any of the DOC and POC distributions, Fe-ligand complex
concentrations or calculated Fe isotope compositions of dissolved Fe in any other
hydrothermal plumes. Thus, while the present study gives insights into the presence of
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stabilised dissolved Fe species within hydrothermal plumes, a series of further
compelling scientific questions arise. For example:

1) What is the source/sources of organic carbon (DOC and POC) to deep-sea
hydrothermal plumes?

2) Where does organic complexation of dissolved Fe occur within a hydrothermal plume
and over what timescales?

3) What are the compositions of the organic ligands responsible for this complexation?

4) Do similar Fe-ligand complexes exist in all hydrothermal systems and give rise to a
similar proportion of the total Fe that is stabilised in solution, for export to the deepocean?

5) How does the Fe isotope signature of stabilised Fe-ligand complexes affect the overall
isotope composition of the deep-ocean?

6) How do the processes controlling dissolved Fe complexation vary along the global
thermohaline conveyor?

Future work should aim to address these questions.

A much more in depth study must be carried out on DOC and POC concentrations within
the hydrothermal systems. This should include samples collected from diffuse flow
areas, within buoyant and non-buoyant plumes and from the deep water column, locally,
below non-buoyant plume height, representing any seawater that will be entrained into
plumes from high-temperature vents. This work should be combined with
complementary analyses of dissolved and particulate Fe in samples separated through the
same size filter (even though different filter types are required). Additional useful
measurements could include carbon isotope ratios of DOC and POC, which may be
diagnostic of the carbon source (e.g. diffuse flow) and then traced into the plumes from
the high-temperature vents. Further combining these measurements with microbial work
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(e.g. ATP measurements, incubation experiments) could help determine the DOC source
and provide insight into how microbes might be interacting with the dissolved Fe present.

To better constrain the role of organic complexation in the stabilisation of dissolved Fe
from hydrothermal systems, further speciation studies using CLE-CSV could be carried
out, focusing on the fringes of the hydrothermal plumes, diffuse flow areas and the local
ambient water column. Analyses should be conducted both on-board ship and in shore
based laboratories to maximise the number of samples that can be processed. Future
investigations could involve varying the ‘detection window’ of the technique enabling
determination of weaker and stronger ligands associated with the plume material. This
could be done by varying the amount of competitive ligand added during the titration or
by using a completely different competitive ligand.

In parallel with CLE-CSV studies, it would be informative to investigate this same
speciation issue using a wider range of techniques. The concentration of the Fe ligand
fraction measured within the hydrothermal plumes in this study are much higher than that
measured in previous studies in the deep-ocean, enabling the use of less sensitive
techniques for speciation analysis. Chromatography techniques, for examples, might be
able to separate the organic fraction and then quantify any Fe associated with the organic
species. If samples from buoyant plumes are analysed, high enough DOC concentrations
might be obtained to enable a combined gas/HPLC chromatography - mass spectrometry
analyses, enabling the composition of potential Fe complexing ligands to be determined.

In the particulate fraction, mineralogy techniques could also be used to investigate
carbon and Fe speciation. Powerful tools such as scanning transmission X-ray
microscopy (STXM) and near-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (NEXAFS) can
provide spatial resolution better than 50 nm, enabling determination of oxidation states,
mineralogical structure and organic interactions with Fe.

Finally the isotope signature of particulate Fe determined in this study needs to be
confirmed by analysing both the dissolved and particulate fraction of similar samples to
those collected in this study. To fully understand the impact of hydrothermal systems on
the Fe isotope composition of the open ocean, it will be essential to measure the isotope
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composition of open ocean dissolved Fe. A number of laboratories around the world are
actively pursuing this problem.

The location for the studies described must consider the potential for variations in the
chemistry occurring along the thermohaline circulation. For example, in the Pacific the
oxidation rates will be slower and there will be the potential for a greater percentage of
dissolved Fe to be stabilised. Also the biggest hydrothermal inputs have been determined
to occur in the Pacific with hydrothermal 3He inputs traced to the surface ocean.
Therefore by carrying out the proposed studies in the Pacific, near to a GeoTraces
transect (e.g. Southern EPR), would be a smart location for confirming whether
stabilised, hydrothermally sourced, dissolved Fe exists in other areas of the oceans and
whether any of this Fe can be detected in the surface ocean.

The history of oceanographic research has marched hand in hand with technology
developments and continues to do so. In this study a number of concerns have been
raised with current sampling techniques that can only be resolved with the development
of relevant in-situ techniques. Much current attention is being paid to the development
of in-situ sensors for Fe and Mn, with prototypes already in use. Miniaturisation of such
technologies (e.g. Lab-on-a-chip) will help solve many key limitations of first generation
oceanographic chemical sensors, minimising size, reagent consumption, power use and
cost. Such systems will then be able to be deployed for long periods of time in harsh
deep-ocean environments, either fixed in one place on ocean observatory installations or
integrated into mobile vehicles (ROVs, AUVs and gliders) where they can be introduced
into the flow and dispersal of hydrothermal plumes, enabling a much better
understanding of the processes active within these chemically and physically dynamic
environments. While it may not be realistic, especially in the short term, to render the
more complicated techniques used in this study autonomous, a judicious combination of
in-situ sensing and shipboard/land-based experiments, would serve well to better
constrain those processes most sensitive (e.g. dissolved Fe(II) oxidation) to a time delay
between sample collection at the seafloor and sample retrieval, processing and analysis
aboard ship.

Relative to the more traditional sciences, oceanography is still young (e.g. Challenger
Expedition in the late 1800s) and the study of hydrothermal systems is even younger.
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Over the last thirty years since the first hydrothermal vents were discovered, studies have
revolutionised our ideas with the recognition of a major new source of chemical input to
the oceans. Despite significant active research in this field, there remain many new
surprises. It has long been recognised that Fe is one of the most abundant elements
released to the oceans by venting, in contrast to the rest of the ocean, where Fe is well
established as a bio-limiting micronutrient. This study has determined that organic
complexation may act to stabilise sufficient hydrothermally sourced dissolved Fe, to
sustain up to 22% of the steady state flux to the deep-ocean and hence, play a major role
in global-scale biogeochemical cycles.
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Appendix 1 – DOC and POC data
Depth (m)
2487
2481
2472
2462
2453
2441
2433
2393
2338
2280

Density (σ)
1039.25
1039.23
1039.19
1039.14
1039.11
1039.05
1039.02
1038.83
1038.58
1038.31

DOC (µM)
38.3
38.6
36.3
37.4
37.0
38.5
35.3
38.8
43.2
38.3

Error (µM)
0.6
0.6
1.5
1.2
1.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.6

POC (µM)
0.13
0.22
0.46
0.07
0.24
0.10
0.15
0.09
0.11
0.18

CTD 91

2391
2335
2325
2310
2295
2285
2275
2215

1039.28
1038.57
1038.52
1038.45
1038.38
1038.33
1038.28
1037.99

38.6
39.1
40.6
36.7
36.4
36.6
38.5
36.9

1.2
1.3
0.8
1.1
1.2
0.9
1.2
1.7

0.15
0.35
0.38
0.41
0.34
0.19
0.08
0.22

CTD 92

2448
2411
2354
2335
2324
2314
2310
2275

1039.08
1038.91
1038.65
1038.56
1038.51
1038.47
1038.45
1038.29

40.0
36.3
40.3
36.6
36.9
64.8
37.3
38.7

2.1
1.3
1.7
1.6
1.4
2.2
1.0
2.0

0.14
0.13
0.13
0.17
0.29
0.16
0.12
0.18

CTD 48
Background

2648
2440
2353

1036.04
1035.55
1035.06

41.7
36.1
38.2

1.8
1.5
1.3

0.38
0.40

CTD 81

POC analysis had a 10% error
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Appendix 2 – Fe and Mn data for non-buoyant plumes

CTD 1

CTD 2

Depth (m)
3746
3647
3550
3500
3477
3451
3428
3403
3354
3257
3158
2962
2717
2472
1980

TdFe (nM)
17.9
17.8
19.4
18.0
18.1
26.0
39.6
51.2
51.4
32.6
15.2
6.3
4.5
4.2
5.7

4140
4000
3800
3600
3500
3400

22.0
18.6
21.5
17.0
63.6
91.4

GFAAS
TdMn (nM)
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.6
3.7
3.8
8.1
8.2
8.3
4.7
2.4
1.3
0.8
1.0
0.8
3.7
3.6
3.1
11.4
17.9

dFe (nM)

ICP-OES
pFe (nM)
pMn (nM)

TFe (nM)

Calc. dFe
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Depth (m)
3300
3200
3100
3000
2500
2000

TdFe (nM)
39.8
15.1
7.5
4.3
4.3
2.1

GFAAS
TdMn (nM)
6.2
3.0
1.9
1.1
1.4
0.5

2880
2845
2804
2767
2758
2749
2729
2694
2652
2512
1999

3.6
4.6
5.1
18.4
21.0
12.1
8.6
5.2
4.8
3.2
2.1

1.4
1.9
1.2
8.8
12.8
13.2
6.5
2.5
1.7
1.5
0.5

2995
2975
2924
2875
2825
2775

8.2
9.3
12.5
19.3
13.6
5.8

5.9
10.2
13.2
14.6
13.4
3.0

dFe (nM)

ICP-OES
pFe (nM)
pMn (nM)

TFe (nM)

2.5
9.0
10.2
5.5
3.9
2.6

2.5
7.3
10.1
3.8
3.8
2.9

0.2
0.2
0.3
5.4
0.2
0.2

5.0
16.3
20.3
9.2
7.8
5.5

1.7

1.5

0.1

3.3

7.2
8.3
15.3
7.4

3.5
5.1
5.1
6.5

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3

10.6
13.4
20.4
13.9

Calc. dFe
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Depth (m)
2500
2000

TdFe (nM)
4.5
2.9

GFAAS
TdMn (nM)
1.5
0.6

2825
2800
2775
2750
2725
2694

6.9
12.5
7.6
10.2
10.7
4.9

7.0
5.3
7.1
11.2
16.0
2.1

2984
2951
2926
2900
2875
2825

5.9
8.7
13.9
9.8
7.6
5.5

7.2
10.5
15.8
10.3
5.5
4.9

2985
2960
2940
2900
2850
2825
2800
2775

7.8
11.3
13.8
8.7
7.6
6.8
6.6
31.6

9.3
13.8
13.6
7.8
5.1
3.3
4.7
29.2

dFe (nM)

ICP-OES
pFe (nM)
pMn (nM)

TFe (nM)

9.3
7.1
6.1
6.6

4.0
4.4

0.2
0.2

10.1
11.1

5.3
12.3
6.2

3.7
3.8
3.8

0.2
0.2
0.2

9.1
16.1
10.0

5.0
11.7
12.7
4.4
12.6
3.2
4.1
21.6

3.0
2.4
3.4
3.9
3.6
3.5
3.4
7.8

0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3

7.9
14.1
16.2
8.3
16.1
6.7
7.5
29.4

Calc. dFe

10.2

8.9
10.3
4.0
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Depth (m)
2760
2740
2700
2600

TdFe (nM)
23.4
4.1
4.4
4.2

GFAAS
TdMn (nM)
20.7
2.5
2.1
1.5

2938
2925
2901
2875
2850
2825
2800
2775
2750
2500
1997

6.7
7.4
12.9
52.9
48.9
33.6
12.0
8.9
6.7
4.3
1.7

15.5
18.5
21.2
23.2
24.9
20.2
7.1
5.3
4.8
1.5
0.5

7.1
6.8
7.4
64.2
62.5
27.9
8.7
8.2
3.7
2.6

2.7
3.1
3.2
16.8
15.1
4.4
3.4
3.5
2.9
2.8

3009
3006
3002
2996
2992
2989
2985
2981

55.6
64.7
68.6
60.8
60.2
68.0
74.8
78.4

132.0
91.0
96.4
160.3
202.6
208.2
284.1
356.6

49.2
53.2
45.7
28.4
27.2
39.0
26.8
20.7

77.5
21.6
25.3
94.5
168.8
191.3
210.1
392.3

dFe (nM)
16.6
2.3
3.7
7.8

ICP-OES
pFe (nM)
pMn (nM)
6.7
0.3
2.2
3.8
2.2
0.2
1.9
0.2

TFe (nM)
23.2
4.5
5.9
9.7

Calc. dFe

0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

9.9
9.9
10.6
81.0
77.5
32.3
12.1
11.6
6.5
5.4

4.0
4.3

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2

126.7
74.7
70.9
122.9
195.9
230.4
236.9
413.0

2.1
2.3

5.4
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GFAAS
ICP-OES
Depth (m)
TdFe (nM)
TdMn (nM)
dFe (nM)
pFe (nM)
pMn (nM)
TFe (nM)
Calc. dFe
For [pFe] > 10 nM, the calculated total Fe concentration will be used to represent the total Fe rather than TdFe (Concentrations in italics)
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Appendix 3 – CLE-CSV
Total Fe
(nM)
CTD 10 6
3.2
3.45
3.7
3.95
4.2
5.2
8.2
13.2
23.2

Fe added
(nM)

Current
(nA)

[Fe(TAC)]
(nM)

[Fe’] (nM)

[FeL]
(nM)

[Fe’]/FeL]

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
2
5
10
20

16.5
25.6
26.8
29.6
26.7
37.3
72.1
133.0
263.0

1.26
1.95
2.05
2.26
2.04
2.85
5.50
10.15
20.08

0.005
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.011
0.022
0.040
0.080

1.94
1.50
1.65
1.69
2.16
2.35
2.70
3.05
3.12

0.003
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.005
0.008
0.013
0.026

CTD 10 6
3.2
3.45
3.7
3.95
4.2
5.2
8.2
13.2
23.2

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5
10
20

25.3
25.6
29.6
32.2
34.2
41.2
74.5
141.0
264.0

1.93
1.95
2.26
2.46
2.61
3.15
5.69
10.76
20.15

0.008
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.010
0.013
0.023
0.043
0.080

1.27
1.50
1.44
1.49
1.59
2.05
2.51
2.44
3.05

0.006
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.006
0.009
0.018
0.026

CTD 10 7
4.1
4.35
4.6
4.85
5.1
6.1
9.1
14.1
24.1

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5
10
20

17.6
19.9
23.5
24.4
27.6
36.7
73.6
128
272.5

1.30
1.47
1.73
1.80
2.04
2.71
5.43
9.45
20.11

0.005
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.008
0.011
0.022
0.038
0.080

2.80
2.88
2.87
3.05
3.06
3.39
3.67
4.65
3.99

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.006
0.008
0.020

CTD 10 7
4.1
4.35
4.6
4.85
5.1
6.1
9.1

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5

21.3
20.9
25.5
28.3
28.3
39.3
73.4

1.55
1.52
1.85
2.06
2.06
2.86
5.34

0.006
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.008
0.011
0.021

2.55
2.83
2.75
2.79
3.04
3.24
3.76

0.002
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.004
0.006
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Total Fe
(nM)
14.1
24.1

Fe added
(nM)
10
20

Current
(nA)
146.0
275.0

[Fe(TAC)]
(nM)
10.62
20.00

[Fe’] (nM)

[Fe’]/FeL]

0.042
0.080

[FeL]
(nM)
3.48
4.10

CTD 10 8
21.6
21.85
22.1
22.35
22.6
23.6
26.6
31.6
41.6

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5
10
20

70.7
73.7
74.9
77.6
79.1
85.4
107.5
131.0
189.5

12.9
13.4
13.6
14.1
14.4
15.5
19.6
23.8
34.5

0.051
0.053
0.054
0.056
0.067
0.062
0.078
0.095
0.137

8.75
8.45
8.48
8.24
8.22
8.08
7.05
7.78
7.15

0.006
0.006
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.008
0.011
0.012
0.019

CTD 10 9
16.6
16.85
17.1
17.35
17.6
18.6
21.6
26.6
36.6
46.6

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5
10
20
30

66.5
61.7
63.7
68.0
67.6
74.6
104.5
135.0
182.0
253.0

11.3
10.5
10.8
11.5
11.5
12.6
17.7
22.9
30.9
42.9

0.045
0.042
0.043
0.046
0.046
0.050
0.071
0.091
0.123
0.171

5.34
6.39
6.30
5.82
6.15
5.96
3.89
3.72
5.75
3.72

0.008
0.007
0.007
0.008
0.007
0.008
0.018
0.025
0.021
0.046

CTD 10 10
2.3
2.55
2.8
3.05
4.3
7.3
12.3
22.3

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
2
5
10
20

16.3
19.1
21.5
25.1
37.1
69.6
126.0
251.0

1.30
1.53
1.72
2.01
2.97
5.57
10.08
20.08

0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.012
0.022
0.040
0.080

1.00
1.02
1.08
1.04
1.33
1.73
2.22
2.22

0.005
0.006
0.006
0.008
0.009
0.013
0.018
0.036

CTD 10 10
2.3
2.55
2.8
3.05
3.3
4.3

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2

14.3
24.5
27.4
25.4
30.5
40.0

1.10
1.88
2.11
1.95
2.35
3.08

0.004
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.012

1.20
0.67
0.69
1.10
0.95
1.22

0.004
0.011
0.012
0.007
0.010
0.010

0.012
0.019
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Total Fe
(nM)
7.3
12.3

Fe added
(nM)
5
10

Current
(nA)
74.2
131.0

[Fe(TAC)]
(nM)
5.71
10.08

[Fe’] (nM)

[Fe’]/FeL]

0.023
0.040

[FeL]
(nM)
1.59
2.22

CTD 7 4
15.3
16.05
16.3
17.3
20.3
25.3
35.3
45.3

0
0.75
1
2
5
10
20
30

33.4
42.0
57.1
59.9
64.0
110.0
184.0
234.0

5.39
6.77
9.21
9.66
10.3
17.7
29.7
37.7

0.021
0.027
0.037
0.038
0.041
0.071
0.118
0.150

9.91
9.28
7.09
7.64
9.99
7.56
5.62
7.56

0.002
0.003
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.009
0.021
0.020

CTD 11 6
28.15
28.4
28.65
28.9
29.9
32.9
37.9
47.9
57.9

0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5
10
20
30

85.6
90.1
91.3
94.9
104.0
121.5
152.5
206.5
277.0

13.8
14.5
14.7
15.3
16.8
19.6
24.6
33.3
44.7

0.055
0.058
0.059
0.061
0.067
0.078
0.098
0.133
0.178

14.4
13.9
13.9
13.6
13.1
13.3
13.3
14.6
13.2

0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.009
0.013

CTD 16 16
26.8
27.06
27.3
27.56
27.8
28.8
31.8
46.8
56.8

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5
20
30

52.7
51.2
46.8
48.3
51.9
57.8
75.8
175.0
245.0

7.75
7.53
6.88
7.10
7.63
8.49
11.1
25.7
36.0

0.031
0.030
0.027
0.028
0.030
0.034
0.044
0.103
0.144

19.1
19.5
20.4
20.6
20.2
20.3
20.7
21.1
20.8

0.002
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.005
0.007

CTD 16 17
20.7
20.95
21.2
21.45
21.7
22.7
25.7

0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5

73.6
74.9
90.0
88.3
91.0
100.0
152.0

5.94
6.04
7.26
7.12
7.34
8.06
12.3

0.024
0.024
0.029
0.028
0.029
0.032
0.049

14.7
14.9
13.9
14.3
14.3
14.6
13.4

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.004

0.014
0.018
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Total Fe
(nM)
30.7
40.7

Fe added
(nM)
10
20

Current
(nA)
228.0
342.0

[Fe(TAC)]
(nM)
18.4
27.6

[Fe’] (nM)

[Fe’]/FeL]

0.073
0.110

[FeL]
(nM)
12.3
13.1

CTD 16 18
33.15
33.4
33.65
33.9
34.9
37.9
42.9
52.9
62.9

0.25
0.50
0.75
1
2
5
10
20
30

82.8
87.3
89.2
90.8
93.4
117.0
162.0
224.0
294.0

12.6
13.2
13.5
13.8
14.2
17.7
24.6
33.9
44.6

0.050
0.053
0.054
0.055
0.056
0.071
0.098
0.135
0.177

20.6
20.1
20.1
20.1
20.7
20.1
18.3
18.9
18.3

0.002
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.007
0.010

0.006
0.008
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Appendix 4 – CLE-CSV experiment
Speciation considerations
Method
Open ocean seawater was collected from the Canary Basin (dissolved Fe conc 0.26 nM)
and stored in the dark at 4°C in a 1000 L cubic container back at NOCS. Eight litres of
this water was filtered through a 0.4 µm acid clean membrane filter and then, after
various permutations to aliquots of this water as listed below, the samples were analysed
for organic ligands using the CLE-CSV procedure.

1) The sample was initially analysed in order to determine the Fe ligand concentration of
the seawater

2) In order to destroy the organic ligands present, a fresh aliquot of sample was put in
acid cleaned (10% HCl) quartz tubes and UV irradiated using a 400 watt mediumpressure Hg-vapor UV lamp (photochemical reactors). Some of this sample was
analysed to confirm ligand degradation.

3) An hour after UV irradiation, the sample was poured into an acid cleaned Teflon bottle
and placed in the fridge at 4°C. After cooling, a 300 ml fraction of the irradiated
seawater was spiked with ~10 nM of Fe (II) solution as ferrous ammonium sulfate and
allowed to equilibrate in a fridge for 1 hour and 24 hours. After each time period, 150 ml
of the sample was filtered (0.4 µm acid cleaned syringe filter) and analysed by CLECSV.
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Results
After UV

Before UV
70

50

60
40

Current (nA)

Current (nA)

50

40

30

30

20

20
10

10

0

0

0

5

10

15

20

25

0

5

10

[Fe] (nM)

15

20

25

[Fe] (nM)

After UV + 10 nM Fe +1 day

After UV + 10 nM Fe + 2hrs
40

40

35
30

Current (nA)

Current (nA)

30

20

25
20
15
10

10

5
0

0
0

5

10

15

20

[Fe] (nM)

25

30

35

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

[Fe] (nM)

Conclusions
Repeated CLE-CSV analyses of a UV irradiated seawater sample at increasing times
after first Fe addition have confirmed an absence of any organic ligands. This provides
strong evidence that any ligands observed within natural hydrothermal plume samples
will, indeed, partially be due to an organic effect (Van den Berg, 2006).
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Appendix 5 – Major and trace elements
Depth
3009
3006
3002
2996
2992
2989
2985
2981

Depth
3009
3006
3002
2996
2992
2989
2985
2981
1

Mg
(nM)
613
515
485
894
488
460
647
586

%RSD

Mn
(nM)
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2

%RSD

1.7
1.8
1.5
1.4
2.0
2.1
1.7
2.2

5.5
5.5
5.9
5.6
4.1
6.1
5.5
5.4

Al
(nM)
10.1
7.2
9.6
9.4
7.8
6.3
21.1
4.9

%RSD

Fe
(nM)
77.5
21.6
25.3
94.5
169
191
210
392

%RSD

P
(nM)
3.9
-1.5
0.8
7.0
12.2
15.1
17.3
33.6

%RSD

Cu
(nM)
2.9
1.4
1.8
3.0
3.5
4.1
4.9
7.1

%RSD

3.3
2.2
3.3
3.0
2.0
2.0
1.8
3.0

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.8
2.1
1.6
1.9

Background corrected (Al = 2.4 nM, Mn = 0.11 nM)

5.7
bdl
bdl
4.3
3.4
4.4
2.8
3.3

2.6
4.6
3.3
3.0
2.8
3.3
2.7
2.7

S
(nM)
269
223
202
394
239
239
316
347

%RSD

Zn
(nM)
10.6
4.2
7.2
13.3
15.3
18.6
19.5
34.9

%RSD

2.1
2.8
3.2
1.5
2.3
2.5
1.7
1.9

2.6
2.8
2.2
2.4
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.4

Ca
(nM)
155
79.1
166
260
86.6
86.0
123
143

1

%RSD
3.1
2.2
2.6
1.6
2.5
2.4
2.8
2.6

V
(nM)
0.18
0.03
0.04
0.23
0.45
0.53
0.58
1.11

Fe/(Fe+Mn+Al)
91
82
90
93
97
98
92
99

%RSD
7.5
11.3
12.4
6.0
5.3
4.8
3.7
3.3

Cr
(nM)
0.08
-0.01
0.05
0.09
0.26
0.19
0.26
0.51

%RSD
16.9
25.9
14.4
14.5
18.3
12.2
9.5
13.7
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Appendix 6 – REE
Depth
3009
3006
3002
2996
2992
2989
2985
2981

Depth
3009
3006
3002
2996
2992
2989
2985
2981

Y
(pM)
3.83
1.79
1.23
5.35
9.72
11.6
11.8
20.0

%RSD

Tb
(pM)
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.08
0.14
0.17
0.17
0.27

%RSD

1
2
3
2
2
2
3
2

2.3
1.5
2.0
1.8
1.5
2.0
1.6
1.5

La
(pM)
1.46
0.76
0.57
2.02
3.63
4.26
4.12
6.84

Dy
(pM)
0.38
0.18
0.13
0.55
0.97
1.14
1.15
1.86

%RSD
2.4
2.0
2.3
2.1
1.3
1.6
1.7
1.9

%RSD
1.9
2.2
1.7
1.9
1.6
1.4
1.3
1.5

Ce
(pM)
0.85
0.81
0.69
0.94
1.40
1.47
1.27
1.98

Ho
(pM)
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.11
0.20
0.23
0.24
0.39

%RSD
1.5
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.0
1.4
2.7
2.6

%RSD
1.8
2.7
2.7
2.4
2.3
2.0
1.2
2.1

Pr
(pM)
0.39
0.20
0.15
0.56
0.95
1.11
1.09
1.74

Er
(pM)
0.22
0.10
0.07
0.32
0.55
0.67
0.69
1.14

%RSD
1.8
1.8
1.5
1.9
1.3
1.3
2.2
2.6

%RSD
2.4
1.8
3.5
3.0
2.0
2.6
1.8
1.0

Nd
(pM)
1.64
0.84
0.60
2.34
4.02
4.73
4.64
7.33

Tm
(pM)
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.16

%RSD
1.7
1.4
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.3
1.3
1.7

%RSD
4.3
2.9
3.7
3.7
1.8
2.9
2.7
1.7

Sm
(pM)
0.36
0.18
0.13
0.51
0.86
1.02
0.99
1.54

Yb
(pM)
0.18
0.08
0.06
0.26
0.46
0.55
0.58
0.96

%RSD
2.3
2.7
1.9
2.2
1.4
0.9
1.7
1.2

%RSD
1.6
2.8
1.9
3.5
2.0
2.2
2.5
1.9

Eu
(pM)
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.11
0.20
0.24
0.24
0.39

%RSD

Lu
(pM)
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.16

2.0
1.9
1.7
1.9
1.0
1.5
1.1
1.8

Gd
(pM)
0.32
0.16
0.11
0.44
0.77
0.91
0.89
1.43

%RSD
2.2
2.8
3.4
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.6
1.0

%RSD
2.4
2.4
1.4
2.0
1.5
2.0
1.0
2.3
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Appendix 7 – Fe isotopes
Depth (m)
3009
3006
3002
2996
2992
2989
2985
2981

No. duplicates
3
3
2
4
2
4
4
4

δ56Fe (‰)
-0.56
-0.70
-0.56
-0.47
-0.44
-0.39
-0.36
-0.31

1σ
0.05
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.00
0.07
0.03
0.03

δ57Fe (‰)
-0.79
-0.96
-0.95
-0.65
-0.65
-0.66
-0.61
-0.58

1σ
0.13
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.00
0.03
0.02
0.05
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